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ABSTRACT
Santacruz, Xavier G. MSc, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, May 2019. Low-
Tip-Speed High-Torque ProprotorNoise Approximation for Design Cycle Analysis.
Noise reduction in aviation would enable urban missions that cannot be flown
with current generation helicopters because of their noisiness. This goal can be
achieved by using electric motors as they are quieter and can produce higher torque at
lower RPMs. Therefore, a proprotor system can be designed to exploit this character-
istic potentially abating noise levels. This research performed noise approximations
included with rotor aerodynamics for a single, electric-driven, hovering proprotor by
creating a code meant to be used in design cycle analysis. The approximation was
based on geometry by using the blade element momentum theory, and calculating the
pressure distribution along the blade surface using Drela’s Xfoil (2001). The noise
approximation, performed using Brentner’s PSU-WOPWOPv3 (2017), was validated
with known data obtained from previous published experimental results. These were
within acceptable range of error, demonstrating the feasibility of the tool to be used in
a design environment. Two rotors were analyzed, concluding that a custom designed
proprotor for eVTOL applications is quieter than conventional rotor.
11. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In a world where an hour-long commute is being regarded as the expected stan-
dard, breakthrough technologies could provide a solution to reduce time spent on the
road. In particular, electric vertical take-off and landing (eVTOL) type aircraft could
help achieve a reduction in road vehicle utilization at a reasonable economic cost,
while reducing the user’s travel time. These vehicles would enable mobility within the
urban environment by adding a third dimension to the present transit grid. Current
generation helicopters cannot perform this task because their operation is restricted
in certain areas due to noise limits (Holden & Goel, 2016). Therefore, new vehicles
must be created to exploit this new mission requirement.
Urban Air Mobility (UAM) aircraft will employ electric propulsion, which will
likely be quiet enough to operate in cities and suburbs alike (Silva et al., 2018). This
assumption comes from the empirical fact that electric motors produce less noise
than internal combustion engines. Further, since electric motors can decouple the
rotational speed from the torque generation, electric aircraft propulsion systems can
be designed to operate at low RPMs and higher torque settings (Gartenberg, 2017).
Therefore, propeller or proprotor noise must be considered within the design-space of
the vehicle.
Current noise approximations methods abound, ranging from high-complexity
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to simpler numerical approximations. Higher
2fidelity noise approximations require extensive computational time. The lower order
methods do not. However, these lower order methods could provide results qualita-
tively similar to those of the higher order ones. Therefore, the simpler methods can
be used within a design framework seeking to optimize the noise generated by the
rotor without the use of computationally intensive processes.
1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1 Rotating Blade Noise
Propeller noise has been of interest in the past. Brentner & Farassat (1994)
mention that propeller noise has been well understood by the 1950’s and 60’s . How-
ever, the capabilities to predict and model the complex broadband noise components
of rotor noise was achieved only in recent decades (Brentner et al., 2002). These
components are caused by unsteady interactions of the flow and the rotating blade.
Historically, Gutin showed the relationship between blade loading and noise gen-
eration in the 1930’s (Gutin, 1948). In the 1940’s, Demming provided a connection
between blade thickness and its associated noise (Deming, 1940). By the 1950’s,
relationships between tip speed, solidity, and disk loading were already known, inso-
much as aircraft were designed and tested to produce 20dB less than an unmodified
counterpart, mainly with the use of altered propeller geometry (Vogeley, 1949).
Vogeley’s (1949) noise-reduced aircraft can be seen in Figure 1.1, where the
increase in the number of blades, change of blade shape, and ensuing reduction in
RPM, led to the significant noise abatement mentioned above. By the 1970s, propeller
noise was considered predictable through empirical curve-fitting models, which are
3still used industry-wide to this day (Barry & Magliozzi, 1971; Worobel & Mayo,
1971).
(a) Unmodified Stinson L-5E Sentinel Aircraft
(b) Modified Quiet-Flight L-5E (c) Modified quiet blade
Figure 1.1 Modified aircraft for quiet flight based mainly on propeller
changes (Vogeley, 1949)
However, all these approximations and noise calculations only pertain to axial
flow through an actuator disk. Helicopter rotor noise is a different problem of its
own due to the unsteady flow occurring throughout the rotor disk in flight (Brentner
& Farassat, 1994). Rotor noise components are separated into two types: discrete
and broadband (Farassat & Brentner, 1998). Loading and thickness noise are part of
the discrete type. In addition to those previously mentioned, also included are high
impulsive noise generated by high tip-speeds, and blade-vortex interaction (Brentner,
1986). Broadband noise is generated by unsteady flow components due to the various
4interactions of the rotating blade with cyclic and collective pitch controls in forward
flight (Brentner & Farassat, 2003).
Rotor noise started to gain attention in the 1960’s; and, the first predicting meth-
ods specifically for helicopters were developed by Lowson (1965) and Wright (1969).
Then came Ffowcs Williams and Hawkins (1969), who introduced their now famous
acoustic noise analogy equation to solve for sounds being generated by objects in
motion within a fluid. Farrasat (2007) derived a formulation of the FW-H equations,
now known as Farrasat’s 1A forumation (F1A). The F1A formulation manipulated
the FW-H in the retarded time frame, and took the time derivatives inside the first in-
tegral for a fixed observer position, (Farassat, 2007), making the numerical evaluation
of the resulting integrals easier.
As more computing power became available, complex algorithms were developed
to perform aeroacoustic calculations (Brentner & Farassat, 2003). Caradonna and
Tung were the first ones to take advantage of such computing power (Brentner, 1986).
In the 1980’s, they showed the importance of the quadrupole term of the FW-H equa-
tion for transonic flow, which was usually neglected before due to lack of resolved flow
field information around the rotor (Caradonna & Tung, 1981). Currently, prediction
capabilities of rotor noise are fairly accurate (Ingraham et al., 2019). Lately, due to
the interest garnered by the UAM community seeking lower noise signatures on their
vehicles, there has been a renewed interest in noise prediction and reduction methods
for rotating blades (Zawodny et al., 2016; Brentner et al., 2018).
5Brentner et al. (2002) created PSU-WOPWOP as a rotor aeroacoustic prediction
tool, built upon Farrasat’s 1A formulation of the FW-H equations. Originally devel-
oped in the 1980’s as WOPWOP for NASA, it has evolved into an entirely different
tool at Pennsylvania State University (PSU). Its capabilities have been expanded to
include better predictions of broadband noise and unsteady sources (Goldman, 2012).
Hennes et al. (2017) have thoroughly documented its proper use and Shirey et al.
(2007) have provided extensive validation to the tool’s predictive capabilities. There-
fore, it has been chosen as a component to this research for noise prediction even
though most of these capabilities are not used in this work.
1.2.2 Propeller Theory
Propellers, having been initially the only method of aircraft propulsion, have
been thoroughly investigated throughout aeronautics history (Leishman, 2006). In
fact, these pre-date aircraft entirely, as the screw propeller had been already in use and
studied for marine propulsion applications (McCormick Jr., 1995). A fundamental
theory to study and design propellers is the blade element theory (BET) (Glauert,
1930). The blade element theory breaks a single propeller blade into multiple blade
sections, where each section is treated as a 2D airfoil (Ingraham et al., 2019). These
elements are analyzed independently and later integrated as a whole blade. Prandtl,
Betz, and Glauert (Gutin, 1948) have all studied and designed methods applied to the
propeller and rotor aerodynamics which improved upon the Blade Element Theories.
The Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEMT), discussed in detail in Section
2.1.2, has been established and proven to be very accurate predicting propeller aero-
6dynamics and flow effects, compared to current computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
(Gur & Rosen, 2008; Chirico et al., 2018). Correction factors for tip-effects by Prandtl
and Glauert are embedded into the BEMT to provide results representative of reality,
as long as the local Mach number is subsonic (M ≤ 0.7) (Gur & Rosen, 2008). Cur-
rent propeller design and noise calculations rely on BEMT as their source for loading
parameters to provide representative data to use within design processes (Hambrey
et al., 2017; Kotwicz Herniczek et al., 2017).
The proven reliability of the method, without requiring high computational effort,
is the reason why it was chosen in this research to estimate the surface pressure
distribution on a blade. A limitation of this method is the assumption that span-
wise flow is neglected. It has been shown, however, that generally this radial flow on
the surface of the blade is very small, providing consequently insignificant difference
between the 2D and 3D flow characteristic (Juhasz et al., 2014; J. Morgado et al.,
2016), except at the blade tip. This only holds true for untapered, high-aspect-ratio,
low-twist blades, and away from the top (Leishman, 2006).
1.2.3 Rotating Blade Aerodynamics
A key element to make the BEMT accurate is the availability of airfoil coefficients
of lift (cl) and drag (cd) for several angles of attack (α) and Reynolds numbers (Re).
A common method is to use tabulated data from known airfoil sections (Gur & Rosen,
2008). Another frequent method is, if small angles are assumed along the blade span,
to use the linearized coefficient of lift and the drag polar model to obtain the forces on
the element (Leishman, 2006; Drela, 2007; McCormick Jr., 1995). The limitation of
7these mentioned methods is, however, that the applicability of the inflow calculation
is bounded by the range of the data.
Several methods have been developed to improve upon these. Viterna and Janet-
zke (1982) developed a method to extrapolate the lift and drag coefficients of airfoils
past to ±180o. Their extrapolation method is based on potential theory, and is gen-
erally used for propeller and wind turbine blade design as it is relatively simple to
perform (Mahmuddin et al., 2017). The other prevailing extrapolation approach,
lately favored due to its higher accuracy, is the Montgomerie method (Mahmuddin
et al., 2017). Montgomerie’s (2004) approach expands on Viterna’s (1982); however,
it is more complex and harder to implement. Mahmuddin et al. (2017) prove that
both methods are reliable for use in blade element analyses.
Drela uses Montgomerie’s method within QPROP (Drela, 2007) and XROTOR
(Drela & Youngren, 2015) as do Morgado et al. in JPROP (J. P. Morgado et al.,
2013), all popular open source tools for propeller and rotor design and performance
estimation. Even though airfoil lift and drag polar extrapolation is a necessity for
wind-turbine blades, there is no real need to use it for the design analysis of propellers
or rotors as these should not operate within the stall region (J. Morgado et al.,
2016). The use of 2D airfoil analysis tools, such as Drela’s Xfoil (Drela, 1989), can,
therefore, be used instead of lookup tables or linearized approximations (J. Morgado
et al., 2016).
Morgado et al. (2016) have shown that a full CFD rotor solution provides little
improvement upon aerodynamic results obtained through the use of Xfoil for at-
8tached flows. Consequently, the problem at hand does not require the use of CFD;
and, Xfoil can be used to obtain the aerodynamic parameters desired for the BEMT
code. The limitation of this implementation is that the blade cannot be operating
near its stall region. Furthermore, the local element velocities must be below the
transonic region.
1.3 Problem Statement
Noise reduction in aviation would enable urban missions that cannot be flown
with current generation helicopters. This goal can be achieved by using electric
motors, as they provide two distinct qualities which aid noise reduction. First, as
they are quieter than their internal combustion counterparts, the power plant noise
is greatly reduced as a source. Second, electric motors reduce the rotor or propeller
noise by using the capability of producing higher torque at lower revlutions per minute
(RPM). Therefore, a proprotor system can be designed to exploit this characteristic,
abating noise levels further.
The present research focuses on a noise approximation method to be included
along with a preliminary design tool for a single electric-driven hovering proprotor.
The approximation is based on the pressure distribution along the blade surface and
blade geometry. This estimation mechanism is validated with known propeller noise
and performance data. Finally, it is used to compare the sound generated by a
custom-designed proprotor for electric propulsion applications against a standard RC
helicopter rotor.
91.4 Objectives
The main objective of this research is to evaluate the sound generated by a pro-
protor efficiently without the need of time-consuming Computational Fluid Dynamic
(CFD) solutions. The intent is to include this methodology into the design cycle anal-
ysis for eVTOL vehicles. Since the UAM market is growing and the interest in this
aircraft genre focuses mainly on being able to reduce the noise when compared to cur-
rent generation helicopters, being able to quickly and accurately estimate the sound
level is key to bring this technology into full commercial operation. This research is
the initial step, i.e. a single rotor at hover conditions.
The noise approximation method is explained in detail, as well as the aerody-
namic analysis on the single proprotor system. The limitations and assumptions are
stated. The results are validated and compared against published results showing
that this method provides an adequate sound level generation estimation. Lastly,
two rotor geometries producing the same thrust will be analyzed with the tool. One
is a commercially available RC helicopter rotor. The other is a proprotor custom
designed specifically for a transitioning eVTOL type vehicle.
The main objective stated above was thus discretized into specific tasks to be
accomplished by this research. These are:
• Create a modular code based on the methodolofies mentioned above, i.e. BEMT,
Xfoil, PSU-WOPWOP.
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• Study the result sensitivity to geometrical grid size, total observer time length,
time step size, and total number of analysis points.
• Ensure blade aerodynamic approximations are accurate.
• Verify that sound level approximations are within a reasonable range.
• Compare a regular helicopter rotor’s noise generation against that of an eVTOL
proprotor, at the same thrust and power conditions.
1.5 Presented Work Outline
This document is organized in four chapters. The current section states the
motivation for this study, summarizes past work and applicable theories to solve the
problem. Specific objectives are declared to aid in the development and validation
of the solving tool. Section 2 describes the methodology selected to construct the
algorithm, as well as a brief overview on the code structure. Validation and input
sensitivity studies are shown in this section. Section 3 presents and discusses the
results obtained using the tool, comparing a regular RC helicopter rotor against an
proprotor designed specifically for electric propulsion applications. The fourth and
last section states the concluding remarks, limitations, and future work of this study.
Supporting documentation can be found in the appendices. Appendix A contains
all the results obtained by the sensitivity studies, showing the difference between each
of the investigated parameters. No discussion is included in this section. Appendix B
describes in detail the algorithm implementation, acting as a pseudo-manual for future
implementation or expansion of this code. All calculation schemes are explained, and
11
a description of inputs, files, and structures is included. Lastly, all the main scripts
are listed in Appendix C.
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2. Methodology
The ensuing section discusses the theory used to solve the stated problem, fol-
lowed by how it was implemented into the predicting tool. The two main theories
applied are the Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEMT), discussed in Section
2.1.2, and Farassat’s 1A formulation (F1A) of the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkins (FW-H)
aeroacoustic equation, discussed in Section 2.1.1.
2.1 Theory
2.1.1 Rotor Aeroacoustics
The Ffowcs Williams - Hawking (FW-H) equation has been used extensively
due to its robustness and practicality (Brentner et al., 2002). Specifically, Farassat’s
Formulation 1A of the FW-H equation is used by PSU-WOPWOPv3 (Hennes et al.,
2017). This section will overview the theory applied within the tool and show the
implications of the different contributors to noise generation.
Ffowcs Williams and Hawkins (1969) published their groundbreaking equation
in 1969. It is a Navier-Stokes reformulation, and is shown in Equation 2.1 written in
differential form:














c = speed of sound in quiscent medium
p′ = acoustic pressure
H(f) = Heavyside function, H(f) = 0 for f < 0 and H(f) = 1 for f > 0
li = components of local force intensity that acts on the fluid, li = Pijnj
nˆi = component of the unit outward normal vector to surface
Pij = compressive stress tensor
Tij = Lighthill stress tensor, ρuiuj + Pij − c2ρ′δij
un = normal component of local fluid velocity
ui = component of local fluid velocity
vn = local normal velocity of source surface, where vn = 0 for a solid surface
δ(f) = Dirac delta function
ρ = local density of medium
ρ0 = density of quescent medium
To understand this equation, it is best to look at the three terms independently,
as they correspond to distinct components of noise generation due to a moving surface.
The first two account for monopole and dipole sources on the body surface. The last
one, the quadrupole term, pertains to the volume surrounding the body.
If this surface is then considered a solid and placed exactly around a rotor blade
profile, then the FW-H equation can be used to calculate the noise generated by the
rotating blade. Hence, the monopole term accounts for the thickness noise, or the
noise being generated by the displacement of the air mass by the physical airfoil.
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The dipole meanwhile describes the loading noise, or the one being generated by the
unsteady forces exerted from the surface of the blade. This encompasses blade vor-
tex interactions (BVI), accelerating (e.g. rotating) force distributions, and unsteady
loadings on the blade. Lastly, the quadrupole term accounts for the nonlinear terms
due to high-speed interactions and non-uniform velocities of the flow field around
the rotor, such as shock waves and turbulence. However, the quadrupole sources are
usually ignored for subcritical flows.
Farassat formulated a solution in integral form by neglecting the quadrupole term
and taking the time derivatives inside the resulting integrals, while considering only
subsonic flow (Farassat, 2007). The integrands are evaluated at the retarded time,
i.e. the time when the sound was emitted, and the integration is performed over the
actual blade surface, i.e. f = 0, for a fixed observer position (Brentner & Farassat,
2003). This is known as Farassat’s 1A formulation of the FW-H equation, shown in
Equation 2.2, with its sub components defined in equations 2.3.
p′(x, t) = pT ′(x, t) + pL′(x, t) (2.2)
where: pT
′ = thickness pressure fluctuation
pL






















































where: c = speed of sound
l = local force intensity
M = Mach number (scalar)
n = surface normal vector
r = observer position relative to source
p′ = acoustic pressure, i.e. p− p0
v = local velocity of source surface
dS = blade element surface area
[. . . ]ret = calculated in retarded time
It is worth noting that the dot indicates time derivatives, while the subscripts
show which variable the dot product is performed against (Brentner & Farassat,
2003).
PSU-WOPWOPv3 uses this formulation to solve part of the noise level estima-
tions. The implementation is numerical, where the integrals are treated as discrete
sums and the derivatives using finite difference methods. The tool includes more
complex calculations to estimate noise from other sources besides the loading and
thickness, i.e. broadband moise. However, since this research is focusing only on
these two noise sources, the others will not be discussed. PSU-WOPWOP has been
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validated and shown to predict accurately noise generation by a rotor in different flight
conditions (Shirey et al., 2007), providing a robust platform for noise prediction.
2.1.2 Blade Element Momentum Theory
Leishman (2006) and McCormick (1995) both derive Blade Element Analyses
for Hover (static) or Axial Flight (climb for rotors, forward for propellers) based
on classical works cited in Section 1.2. The key to the blade element analysis is to
calculate the inflow. Thus, obtaining the correct resultant velocity relative to the
blade and its angle of attack is paramount. Hence, the blade element momentum
theory, as discussed by Leishman (2006), is mainly applied. Some corrections were
applied using McCormick’s (1995) derivation to account for high blade twist pitch.
To begin, we must look at a single blade and divide it into different sections. Each
section is a single blade element. This blade element will have a velocity component
relative to the path of rotation, the Tip-Path Plane (TPP). The component parallel
to it is denominated UT , as depicted in Figure 2.1(b). This component comes from the
physical rotation of the blade. The other velocity component that affects the blade
element is the one perpendicular to the TPP, known as the propeller or rotor induced
velocity. In this case, denominated UP . There is a third component of the resultant
velocity U , which is the span-wise flow across the blade UR. For this application, the
latter is assumed to be negligible, however. Knowing these two values, the resultant








(a) Blade Top View
(b) Blade Element






Having φ, and using the known element pitch angle (θ), the element angle of
attack (α) can be calculated. Using U and α, the element’s coefficients of lift (cl) and
drag (cd) can be obtained from which the differential lift (dL) and drag (dD) forces
are computed. These forces can be resolved parallel (dFx) and perpendicular (dFz)
to the disk, as expressed in Equations 2.7 and 2.8.










where: cy = element’s local chord distance
dy = element spanwise thickness
Hence,
dFx = dL sinφ+ dD cosφ (2.8a)
dFz = dL cosφ− dD sinφ (2.8b)
Therefore, these two force contributions can be resolved in terms of thrust, torque
and power. These contributions can be integrated along the blade, resulting in the
contribution by each blade. Finally, by multiplying this by the number of blades per
rotor (Nb), the total thrust, torque, and power can be calculated, as seen in Equations
2.9.
dT = Nb(dL cosφ− dD sinφ) (2.9a)
dQ = Nb(dL sinφ+ dD cosφ)y (2.9b)
dP = Nb(dL sinφ+ dD cosφ)Ωy (2.9c)
Having Equations 2.9 above, we can now non-dimensionalize distances in terms
of the blade radius R and the velocities by the rotational tip-speed ΩR. This yields








































where: r = non-dimensional radial position
λ = non-dimensional inflow
dCT = differential coefficient of thrust
dCQ = differential coefficient of torque
dCP = differential coefficient of power
However, these previous equations imply that the inflow is known. To calculate
the thrust, power, and torque, φ must be determined. It in turn depends on the
the induced axial velocity of air. There are several methods to tackle this problem
(Leishman, 2006; McCormick Jr., 1995). One of them is to calculate the inflow using
numerical methods, equating the lifting surface circulation theory and the momentum
theory of lift (Leishman, 2006; McCormick Jr., 1995). To do this, we must look at the
blade element now as part of the disk annulus, as seen in Figure 2.2. From the non-
dimensional coefficient of thrust (dCT ) and knowing the contributions of dL and dD
to the forces as shown in Equations 2.7-2.8, we can manipulate the thrust coefficient
term in the following way:
dCT =































































Introducing blade solidity as σ = Nbcy
piR









Now, from the annulus of the disk, seen in Figure 2.2, we can calculate the radial
mass flow through the disk. Here UP gets separated into two terms: the induced
velocity (vi) and the axial or climb velocity (Vc). With the mass flow through the
discretized annulus we obtain the incremental thrust for the element:
dm˙ = ρ (Vc + vi) dA (2.16)
= ρ (Vc + vi) (2piydy) (2.17)
dT = 2vidm˙ (2.18)
∴ = 4piρ (Vc + vi) viydy (2.19)
Non-dimensionalizing we get:
dCT =

















As mentioned before, the total inflow is discretized into the induced flow by the
rotor (vi) and the axial flow caused by axial translation of the rotor in space (Vc).
Non-dimensionalizing these terms result in the inflow ratios λi and λc respectively.
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(a) Top View (b) Cross-sectional View
Figure 2.2 Annulus of rotor disk as used for the local momentum
analysis of a hovering rotor / static propeller (Leishman, 2006)
Knowing UP = Vc + vi, we can manipulate λi to be in terms of the total inflow and
the axial flow such that λi = λ−λc. This allows us to solve for the unknown induced
inflow velocity later.
One factor to consider in this analysis is the losses towards the tip of the rotor.
The loss of lift due to the effects of a finite blade can be calculated through the a
method devised by Prandtl(Leishman, 2006; McCormick Jr., 1995). A correction















The Prandtl tip-loss correction factor (F ) and the manipulated λi are then in-
troduced in equation 2.22 to get:
dCT = 4Fλ (λ− λc) rdr (2.24)
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Finally, equation 2.24 can be related to Equation 2.15, from which the inflow can
be formulated as:
4Fλ (λ− λc) rdr =1
2
























1− σ (cl cosφ− cd sinφ)
8Fr
)
− λλc . . .




Solving for the inflow, we get:
λ(r, λc) =
r4Fλc





2 + σ (cl cosφ− cd sinφ) (8Fr − σ (cl cosφ− cd sinφ))
8Fr − σ (cl cosφ− cd sinφ)
(2.29)
It is worth noting that in Equation 2.29 the term (cl cosφ− cd sinφ) has been
left intact. This was left as-is for two reasons. First, for the proprotor case we cannot
assume small angles of deflection; thus, φ 6= λ/r. Second, in this research application,
cl and cd, which are both functions of local angle of attack (α), Mach number (M),
and Reynolds number (Re), are calculated through the implementation of Xfoil.
Consequently, it was decided to leave these values without any manipulation.
A second point of discussion is the inclusion of the vertical or axial speed term
(λc) in equation 2.29. Even though this research focuses solely on hovering rotors,
the capability to analyze them with axial speeds was desired to enable performance
evaluations in the future. As the intent is to later employ these calculations within
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a design scheme, this term was left in the equation as-is. For the hover calculations,
nonetheless, λc was set to zero.
A repeated complication is observed, however. To calculate the inflow, we need
the inflow angle. To get the inflow angle, we need the induced inflow. This problem
can be solved by setting-up an iterative process. For n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N number of
elements, the inflow is iterated for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , J steps, where J is determined
when convergence has been achieved. For the first iteration, i.e. j = 0, though, an
assumption has to be made. For this initial case, the inflow is determined by using
linearized aerodynamic coefficients along with small angle approximations. Thus, the
following assumptions are made for the initial condition:
cl = clα(θ − α0 − φ)
φ << 1 =⇒ sinφ ≈ 0 & cosφ ≈ 1





















For the next iterative steps, equation 2.29 is reformulated for hover by setting


















(j) − cd(j)(n) sinφ(j)
) . . .


















Consequently, the calculation scheme proceeds as follows:
1. Initial λ(j=0) is calculated using equation 2.30.
2. Using λ(j), calculate α, M, and Re.
3. With α, M, and Re, get cl and cd through Xfoil




l , and φ
(j) obtained from
step 3.
5. Iterate steps 2 through 4 until the difference between steps of λ is less than 0.01%
between steps by using the fixed-point (FP) method, i.e. |λ(j+1)−λ(j)
λ(j+1)
| ≤ E .
Note that equations 2.30 and 2.31 need to be iterated to account the tip loss
factor, as inflow is implied in F , by using equation 2.23. Once the initial inflow is
approximated in step 1, these values can be used to estimate UP from the known UT .
With the estimated UP , values for local element M , Re and α are obtained in step 2.
These values are then used to obtain the 2D airfoil aerodynamic coefficients through
the use of Xfoil in step 3. With the obtained coefficients, equation 2.31 is used to
get the inflow estimation in step 4. This last value is iterated through a FP iterative
numerical method until the error in local λ is less than 0.01%. After this last step,
the process is iterated back to step 2 until the inflow converges to a stable result.
2.2 Implementation Overview
The following section goes over the details of what each implemented tool does,
how they work, and describes the different algorithms that were created to enable
the interaction among them. The methods and assumptions made are also discussed,
as well as the limitations in the operation. Possible modifications to increase future
capabilities are briefly discussed as well.
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2.2.1 PSU-WOPWOP
Brentner’s PSU-WOPWOPv3 (Hennes et al., 2017) is an aeroacoustic tool based
on the Farassat 1A formulation of the FW-H equations, as introduced in Section
2. The user inputs the geometry of a single blade and the pre-calculated pressure
loading on it. Through the input files the rotor geometry, the atmospheric conditions,
and the acoustic measurement parameters are assembled and prepared for execution.
Once execution ends, several files are created each containing different sets of results,
depending on which outputs were selected in the configuration.
The inputs enable the user to calculate the noise through several phases of flight,
different time lengths, and multiple configurations. Multiple rotors can be analyzed,
as well as rotor-fuselage, rotor-wall, wall-wall, and rotor-rotor sound interactions.
Flight paths can be setup where the rotor or source assembly is be displaced in space
with respect to the fixed observer location. The Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) certification files can be pre-configured, defaulting the analysis to the require-
ments of Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 36 Appendix A (2018). As it is
observed, the complexity of the software exceeds the requirement of this research.
Only the static acoustic analysis capabilities are therefore used and implemented.
2.2.2 Xfoil
Xfoil, written by Drela (2001), is a widely used tool for airfoil sections in sub-
sonic flow. It provides accurate pressure coefficient distributions on airfoil surfaces
using vortex sheet methods in the pre-stall region (J. Morgado et al., 2016). Other
outputs that are useful for this application are the coefficients of lift, drag, and mo-
ment. The user inputs either xy-coordinates of the airfoil to be studied or a known
airfoil file input, the angles of attack, and the Reynolds and Mach numbers at which
the airfoil will be analyzed. The tool can analyze multiple angles of attack to gener-
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ate the lift and drags polars, as well as include viscous losses approximations (Drela,
1989).
Xfoil was chosen as the source of aerodynamic coefficients for the BEMT due to
the flexibility it provides. As mentioned in Section 1.2, there are two usual methods
of acquiring these coefficients: look-up tables or linearized aerodynamics. By using
Xfoil instead of these, the assumption is that the results would be better and more
representative of the real conditions. Morgado et al.(2016) have shown that Xfoil
does provide results very similar to those obtained by using CFD for propeller design .
Moreover, by implementing this software within the script, the need to have look-up
tables for each blade at different Reynolds numbers (Re) and Mach numbers (M )
is dismissed. The interaction between the codes is simple. The BEMT parses the
elements α, M , and Re for each blade element to Xfoil. It consecutively returns the
aerodynamic coefficients for the blade section.
2.2.3 Interface
The underlying interface is written in Matlab, enabling the interaction between
different systems and executables, as well as being a practical language widely used
in engineering and science. The script is organized in a way that enables different
levels of user knowledge. The base running script just handles the inputs and includes
several switches and choices the user selects. These control both the numerical and
visual outcomes. They also account for different calculation types, as can be seen in
Apendix B.2.
With the use of the different interfaces, the running script performs a blade
element momentum analysis to calculate the local angle of attack and free-stream
velocity at each blade element. With the calculated angles of attack and velocities, the
blade’s surface pressure distribution is calculated with the use of Xfoil. This pressure
distribution is then processed and used by WOPWOP to perform the aeroacoustic
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analysis. Finally, all the results are post-processed according the user selection and
presented. This process and the details of how these were implemented are detailed
in appendix B.1.
2.2.4 Flow Diagrams
A set of flow diagrams can be seen in the following pages depicting the schemes
used in the developed code. Figure 2.3 demonstrates the high level structure. There
are two distinct cores or subroutines to the code. The first is the blade analysis. In
this subroutine the geometry and rotor inputs get pre-processed into blade elements
in order to calculate the inflow and, with it, the pressure distribution on the blade
surface. The second subroutine is the noise analysis. Here the time-dependent pres-
sure and the sound pressure level (SPL) frequency distribution data are obtained by
running the noise approximating tool using the results from the previous subroutine.
After each process is completed, the data is presented to the user in different plots,
as well as a data file containing all the calculated parameters.
The Blade Element analysis subroutine reads the user inputs and performs the
calculations as shown in Figure 2.4. The initial calculations translate the inputs
into the geometrical, flight, and rotor parameters that are required to perform the
modified Blade Element Theory. Each element is analyzed independently, where the
inflow is calculated for each based on the theories shown by Leishman (2006) and
McCormick (1995) as discussed previously in Section 2.1.2. The inflow is iteratively
calculated with a fixed point (FP) iteration numerical method, accounting for changes
in aerodynamics due to the blade moving through air.
Once the inflow has been estimated, the angle of attack and resultant velocity
are then calculated. With these values, Xfoil is then called to calculate the cl, cd,
and cp for each blade element. These coefficients are then assembled and combined to
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Figure 2.3 Top Level Script Flow Diagram
the airfoil is interpolated and assigned to each geometrical node of the blade. Lastly,
the data is delivered into user-friendly variable structures, and plots so the user can
visualize the results.
The noise predicting subroutine, pictorially explained in Figure 2.5, uses the out-
puts from the blade core and performs the aeroacoustic analysis. First, the geometric
data extracted before needs to be formatted and saved into the correct input file.
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Grab Blade Geometry
Analyze Single Blade Element
Use λ(j) to get α
Run Xfoil




























Figure 2.4 Blade Element Analysis Script Flow Diagram
Second, the pressure distribution is saved into a separate loading file. The pressure
data points need to correspond to the number of nodes in the input geometry. Lastly,
a setup file that commands WOPWOP is generated based on the user inputs. Once
all three input files are completed, WOPWOP is called. After it has finished its cal-
culations, the output files are imported and decoded into useful parameters to the
user, as well as plots.
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Get P , 3D Coords
Write Geometry Binary File
Write Loading Binary File
Write Case Instruction File
Run PSU-WOPWOPv3
Decode Pressure Output File
Decode SPL Output File
Return Pressures and SPL
Figure 2.5 Aeroacoustic Analysis Script Flow Diagram
2.3 Parameter Sensitivity
Sensitivity to the user’s inputs is of great interest. As previously mentioned in
section 1.4, there are four areas in which result sensibility is a concern. These will be
discussed in the following sections.
2.3.1 Grid Resolution
An area of interest is the rotor blade’s geometric grid resolution impact on acous-
tic calculations, as Suresh et al. (2018) performed a similar test which showed a dif-
ference in the sound pressure levels. To determine the results’ sensitivity to the blade
geometry grid, calculations were performed for the same blade geometry but with
varying number of spanwise and chordwise elements, onward referred to as elements
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and panels respectively. The number of elements is used by the BEMT, while the
number of panels affects the Xfoil analaysis of that section.
Table 2.1
Grid Sensitivity Test Matrix
Case
Number
Description Elements Panels Bias
1.1.1 10 elements, 40 panels, No bias 10 40 0
1.1.2 50 elements, 40 panels, No bias 50 40 0
1.1.3 100 elements, 40 panels, No bias 100 40 0
1.2.1 10 elements, 60 panels, No bias 10 60 0
1.2.2 50 elements, 60 panels, No bias 50 60 0
1.2.3 100 elements, 60 panels, No bias 100 60 0
1.3.1 10 elements, 100 panels, No bias 10 100 0
1.3.2 50 elements, 100 panels, No bias 50 100 0
1.3.3 100 elements, 100 panels, Tip bias 100 60 0
2.1.1 10 elements, 40 panels, Tip bias 10 40 1
2.1.2 50 elements, 40 panels, Tip bias 50 40 1
2.1.3 100 elements, 40 panels, Tip bias 100 40 1
2.2.1 10 elements, 60 panels, Tip bias 10 60 1
2.2.2 50 elements, 60 panels, Tip bias 50 60 1
2.2.3 100 elements, 60 panels, Tip bias 100 60 1
2.3.1 10 elements, 100 panels, Tip bias 10 100 1
2.3.2 50 elements, 100 panels, Tip bias 50 100 1
2.3.3 100 elements, 100 panels, Tip bias 100 60 1
The test matrix is shown in Table 2.1. Each varying parameter effect was studied
and discussed independently. Full tables summarizing the total difference between
each of the cases can be found in Appendix A.
The effect of varying only the spanwise elements while keeping the chordwise
panels fixed is seen in Figure 2.6. It can be observed that there is a small effect of
the number of spanwise elements on the acoustic loading pressure (Figure 2.6(c)),
with a peak difference of 4.94% between 50 and 100 elements, and 2.59% between
using 100 and 200 elements. The difference between the first and last is of 7.41%.
The same behavior is observed for the thickness acoustic pressure (Figure 2.6(b)) and
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total acoustic pressure (Figure 2.6(b)), with a peak percent differences having similar
values as described for the loading pressure. It is therefore concluded that total
number of spanwise elements has an effect on the total perceived acoustic pressure.
Thus, a minimum of 100 spanwise elements must be used in the calculations.
Freezing the spanwise elements to 100, the effect of varying the total number of
chordwise panels is shown in Figure 2.7. Thickness pressure variation was negligible
(0.69% between end cases), and is therefore not shown. Loading pressure (Figure
2.7(a)) is affected considerably, showing a difference of -28.04% between using 50
and 100 chordwise panels, and -36.06% between 50 and 300 panels. The difference
between 100 and 200 chordwise elements is of -6.26%. However, when analyzing
the total acoustic pressure (Figure 2.7(b)), this severity is reduced. The total peak
pressure difference is of -7.22% between the first and last case, and of -2.14% between
using 100 or 200 chordwise elements. Clearly, the number of chordwise panels affects
the perceived acoustic pressure. As the greatest effect is seen on the loading pressure,
it is recommended that at least 100 chordwise panels are used.
As aerodynamic effects towards the tip of the blade have greater significance than
those towards the root, an option available to the user is to have a biased distribution
of elements towards the tip. This is, the elements are not equally distributed along
the span of the blade. Figure 2.8 below shows the difference between the linearly
distributed elements (Figure 2.8(a)) and the tip-biased distribution (Figure 2.8(b))
Thus, element weighting distribution was added as a secondary parameter to study.
In these cases, the number of spanwise and chordwise elements were the same as with
the constant width cases.
Figure 2.3.1 shows the loading acoustic pressure observed for the same blade,
analyzed with 100 spanwise and 200 chordwise elements, with varying element width
distribution along the blade. By having higher resolution at the blade tip, the differ-
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(a) Thickness Noise Pressure (b) Total Noise Pressure
(c) Loading Noise Pressure
Figure 2.6 Grid resolution sensitivity analysis for the same blade,
same operating conditions, with different spanwise (S) and fixed
chordwise (P) elements, with constant element width (no bias)
ence in peak pressure is of 6.07%. It was therefore concluded that tip weighting must
be used to achieve better results.
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(a) Loading Noise Pressure (b) Total Noise Pressure
Figure 2.7 Grid resolution sensitivity analysis for the same blade,
same operating conditions, same spanwise elements (100), with vary-
ing chordwise (P) elements
(a) Linear Distribution
(b) Tip Biased Distribution
Figure 2.8 Linear span-wise element distribution versus tip-biased
element spacing. Sample image with 10 elements (spanwise) and 20
chordwise panels.
The peak loading effect seen above propagates to the SPL frequency distribution,
as depicted in Figure 2.10. The higher the amount of chordwise panels, the lower the
peaks and the troughs. Distribution in the higher frequencies reveal some effect,
mainly lowering the trailing frequency band. These are, however, well above the 24th
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Figure 2.9 Grid resolution sensitivity analysis to element distribu-
tion weighting for the same blade, same operating conditions, same
spanwise (100) and chordwise (200) elements
1/3 octave used to calculate the perceived noise level (PNL), and can be ignored.
When observing the total SPL, these effects are imperceptible. As the difference is
minute, no calculations were performed to determine the real difference between the
calculated values.
(a) Total SPL Distribution (b) Loading SPL Distribution
Figure 2.10 Grid resolution sensitivity analysis for the same blade,
same operating conditions, same spanwise elements (100), with vary-
ing chordwise (P) elements and tip-biased element width distribution
The loading acoustic pressure is thus sensitive to the blade geometric grid defi-
nition. It depends on the number of chordwise panels, given a greater resolution at
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the blade tip. If a constant element width has to be used, then this parameter will
affect the result. Consequently, it is recommended to perform calculations with 100
spanwise elements, 200 chordwise panels, and the tip weighted element distribution
enabled.
Another effect studied was the change in total computation runtime for the same
set of cases. Overall, as expected, the behavior shows that increasing the number of
spanwise and chordwise elements increases the total runtime. When contrasting tip
weighted versus unweighted grid, the maximum runtime change is of 1.9%. If only the
biased geometry is studied, however, executing time increases conversely with both
number of spanwise and chordwise elements.
In conclusion, caution should be taken when choosing the number of spanwise
and chordwise elements to use. Using tip-weighting increases the accuracy of the
calculation, as does increasing the number of chordwise elements. Given the condi-
tions above, the number of spanwise elements provides no positive contribution to
the computation, only delaying the execution. It is recommended to use at least
200 chordwise panels, 100 spanwise elements, and tip-bias enabled to perform any
calculations with this algorithm.
This parameter therefore remains constant for each increment of observer time.
2.3.2 Data Points Sensitivity
The next variable analyzed is the total number of data points per revolution to
be considered for the aeroacoustic calculation. A testing matrix was prepared, where
both ∆τ and nT were alternated. This matrix can be seen in Table 2.2. Figure 2.11
shows the SPL comparison for the defined cases.
Similar to the effects seen in Figure ??, data sets agglomerate based on the
number of data points, and remain insensitive to the time step change. The peaks
have similar resolution, with only a variation in the troughs. When calculating the
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Table 2.2








3.1.1 dTau 0.5 deg, 2096 nT 2096 0.5 2
3.1.2 dTau 1 deg, 2096 nT 2096 1 2
3.1.3 dTau 2 deg, 2096 nT 2096 2 2
3.2.1 dTau 0.5 deg, 4192 nT 4192 0.5 2
3.2.2 dTau 1 deg, 4192 nT 4192 1 2
3.2.3 dTau 2 deg, 4192 nT 4192 2 2
3.3.1 dTau 0.5 deg, 8384 nT 8384 0.5 2
3.3.2 dTau 1 deg, 8384 nT 8384 1 2
3.3.3 dTau 2 deg, 8384 nT 8384 2 2
PNL, the data shows good agreement, with only a variation of 3%. Therefore, the
number of data points has an effect on the overall shape of the SPL distribution,
albeit not impacting the PNL.
Figure 2.11 SPL frequency distribution sensitivity test to variable ∆τ and nT
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2.3.3 Time step Sensitivity
The last sensitivity study pertains to the time step. This parameter has been
included in the test matrices shown in tables ?? and 2.2. The effect this varying
parameter has had is very small. In both cases, the results clustered around the other
variable. It has also been shown that the total variation in pressure, SPL, and PNL
between the varying ∆τ are all less than 2%.
Table A shows a match in PNL, whereas Table A exhibits total pressure peaks
having a mere difference of 0.1%. Figure 2.12 displays no variation in the total sound
pressure wave by either of the varying parameters. It is therefore deemed that the
variation of this parameter holds very small effect on the measurements as long as it
is within a range of 2000 points.
Figure 2.12 Effect on varying time step sensitivity to SPL frequency distribution
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2.4 Validation
Validation was performed against published experimental or simulated data. For
each of the cases presented below, the grid size consisted of 100 spanwise elements
and 200 chordwise panels. The aeroacoustic calculations were performed with a time
step of 0.5o, 4192 data points per rotor revolution, and at 50 observed revolutions.
As shown before in section 2.3, this grid provides appropriate results without com-
promising computing time and with reduced impact on the outcome. Acoustic ap-
proximations were measured at the same observer location as in the cited references.
To validate the BEMT and blade aerodynamic solutions, three sources were
used. The first is Caradonna and Tung (1981), the second is Suresh et al. (2018),
and the third is WOPWOP’s sample case (Hennes et al., 2017). To validate the noise
prediction, two sources were used: Suresh et al. (2018) and WOPWOP’s sample case
(Hennes et al., 2017).
2.4.1 Blade Aerodynamics
Caradonna and Tung (1981) performed experimental tests on a rectangular blade
with a NACA0012 airfoil. The rotor blade was tapped with 60 pressure transducers
and the measured pressure coefficients were recorded and tabulated. Figures 2.13 and
2.14 show a comparison of the calculated cp distribution versus the tabulated data
provided by the researchers. The sample is contrasted at two different RPMs (1250
and 1750), obtaining the same thrust coefficient as the experiment. The CT = 0.00213
at a MT ip = 0.434 for the first RPM, and CT = 0.00455 at a MTip = 0.612 for the
later.
Figure 2.13 juxtaposes the measured and tabulated cp for the rotor operating at
1250 RPM and a CT of 0.00213. The values are shown for five different span-wise
locations. Figures 2.13(a) through 2.13(c) show very good agreement of the estimated
coefficient with respect to the measurements for span-wise locations or 50%, 68%, and
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80%. Figures 2.13(d) and 2.13(e) show variation, especially at r = 96%. This can be
attributed to 3D effects of the blade, which were unaccounted for.
(a) r = 0.50 (b) r = 0.68
(c) r = 0.80 (d) r = 0.89
(e) r = 0.96
Figure 2.13 Calculated pressure coefficient compared against exper-
imentally measured pressure on a NACA0012 blade (Caradonna &
Tung, 1981) (a)-(e). Operating conditions: CT = 0.00213, Ω = 1250,
MT ip = 0.434
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Figure 2.14 examines the cp for the rotor operating at 1750 RPM and a CT of
0.00455. As before, data was recorded at five distinct span-wise locations. Figures
2.14(a) through 2.14(c) again show congruity between the coefficients for the three
inner span-wise locations. Similar to the data operating at 1250 RPM and CT of
0.00213, Figures 2.14(d) and 2.14(e) show that the 1750 RPM CT=0.00455 tip pres-
sure distribution differ slightly. As with the previous presented case, this difference
can be attributed to wing tip vortices reducing the cp towards the trailing edge of the
airfoil.
Suresh et al. (2018) performed a CFD analysis of a scaled UH1H rotor, based on
experiments done by Boxwell et al. (1978). Their computational model was conducted
using cell-centered, block-structured, parallel code SPARC with a Spalart-Allmaras
turbulence model and a mesh of 3 million cells. As part of their validation, they com-
pare the sound pressure time variation with the ones measured by Boxwel et al. Also,
they include a sample coefficient of pressure distribution along an element for the 95th
percentile radial position. This data was extracted and the analysis was performed
with the run Prop.m tool using the same blade geometry and operating conditions
described. This correlation is shown in Figure 2.15. The cp is over-predicted by
our code. However, due to the radial position being so close to the tip, similar to
the above discussed Caradonna and Tung cases, the difference can be explained by
the assumptions and limitations of the BEMT approach by not accounting for 3D
tip-effects.
The third validation source is the sample case provided with the distribution
of PSU-WOPWOP (Hennes et al., 2017) to validate our code . The sample case
simulates the noise generated by a three-bladed gyrodyne rotor operating at MT ip =
0.5529. The surface pressure is provided by a compact patch vector array, which
differs from the sufrace pressure distribution approach used in our code.
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(a) r = 0.50 (b) r = 0.68
(c) r = 0.80 (d) r = 0.89
(e) r = 0.96
Figure 2.14 Calculated pressure coefficient compared against exper-
imentally measured pressure on a NACA0012 blade (Caradonna &
Tung, 1981) (a)-(e). Operating conditions: CT = 0.00455, Ω = 1750,
MT ip = 0.612
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Figure 2.15 Comparison of calculated cp distribution vs. extracted
from Suresh et al. (2018)
Since the blade geometry had been coded to test proper tool implementation,
this file was processed in the implemented code and the results tested against those
extracted from the sample solution. As it can be seen in Figure 2.16, the calculated
compact pressure distribution on the blade shows minimal difference with the one
provided. It is noticeable however that in this case the calculations underpredicted
the results by 4%.
(a) Isometric View (b) Tip Detail, YZ View
Figure 2.16 Calculated compact pressure against extracted from
WOPWOP Sample Case 1 (Hennes et al., 2017)
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2.4.2 Noise
Suresh et al. (2018) modelled a UH1H rotor blade to a 1/7th scale operating
at MT ip = 0.8, similar to what Boxwell et al. (1978) used in their experimental
hover tower measurements. The model was used for CFD estimations of the flow
field around the rotating blades, and from those flow field results, they applied the
F1A formulation of the FW-H equations (Suresh et al., 2018). These noise pressure
approximations were then compared against the experimentally measured data to
prove that the computational method is valid. Similarly, the same blade, as described
by Boxwell et al., was modeled (See Section B.6) and run through run Prop.m to
achieve the same thrust coefficient. Figure 2.17(a) contrasts Suresh et al.’s thickness
noise pressure variation and the one obtained through this investigation’s calculations.
The thickness noise is approximately equal with a negligible difference between them.
Similarly, loading noise was calculated and compared. This is shown in Figure
2.17(b), where the difference is noticeable. However, since the measurements are
in-plane, loading noise would not be computed as a significant contributing factor
to the total noise. What is important is that the wave behavior matches previous
research, as this shows agreement between both calculations. Thus, the blade and its
surface pressure show a similar behavior in space, showing the same periodicity and
frequency. Therefore, the overall effect of this magnitude disparity is negligible.
Lastly, the total noise pressure variation is seen in Figure 2.17(c). Here, agree-
ment is seen between the two approximation methods, but they differ vastly with what
Boxwell et al. (1978) measured. As discussed in Sections 1.2 and 2.1.1, Farrasat’s 1A
formulation of the FW-H equations does not account for the quadruple term. Hence,
the broadband components are not considered in the computation. The missing noise
between this author’s results and Suresh et al.’s with respect to Boxwell et al’s (1978)
is due to these unaccounted sources of noise. Consequently, the calculations are in
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(a) Thickness Noise Pressure (b) Loading Noise Pressure
(c) Total Noise Pressure
Figure 2.17 Comparison of calculated noise pressures vs. extracted
from Suresh et al. (Suresh et al., 2018) (a)(b) and Suresh et al and
Boxwel et al. (1978) (c)
agreement with other approximations performed by researchers. The same cannot be
said when compared to actual measurements as the broadband terms are currently
not captured with the current approach.
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(a) Thickness Noise Pressure (b) Loading Noise Pressure
(c) Total Noise Pressure
Figure 2.18 Calculated Sound Pressures and SPL compared against
sample case results from PSU-WOPWOPv3 distribution (Hennes et
al., 2017)
Similar to the pressure validation case above, comparing against Hennes et al’s
(2017) results ensures the proper outputs are given. As seen in Figure 2.18, the
thickness noise pressure output matches that of the output. Loading noise, however,
is vertically offset and with a slight magnitude difference. This translates into a
minute difference in total sound pressure. This is probably caused by the difference
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in which the pressure input is being fed to the code. Hennes et al. used the computed
compact pressure, where the pressure is resolved into a single resultant force vector for
each element. The calculated case through our code uses the total surface pressure
distribution, hence one pressure value per each node. Therefore, the difference in
magnitude and vertical offset could be explained by this difference.
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3. Results and Discussion
Having shown the noise approximations to be valid, two different rotors were
analyzed. As mentioned in the introduction, the UAM vehicle proponents state that
the use of electrically driven proprotors will reduce the noise signature of the vehicles
when compared against current generation helicopters. Therefore, a regular helicopter
type rotor was compared to a proprotor specifically designed for an eVTOL type
vehicle.
The standard RC helicopter rotor system chosen uses the Goblin SAB TB 700
Blade (2018), referenced onwards as the Goblin blade. The blade is rectangular
shaped, untapered, untwisted, using a NACA0012 airfoil with a chord length of 2.5in.
The two-bladed rotor’s radius is of 30.886in, and the root cut-out is 6in. Its operation
is stated by the manufacturer between 1400 and 2200 RPM. Figure 3.1 shows the
different rendered views of the blade and rotor.
The proprotor uses the EFRC GOE550 blade developed by Christian Hantz
(Hantz, 2018), hereinafter mentioned in the document as the Hantz blade. It has
a straight leading edge, tapered trailing edge, cubic twist distribution, and uses a
GOE550 airfoil. At zero collective, the tip angle is also zero while the root cut-out
section has 21o. Rotor radius is 30.6in, and the chord length varies from 4.656in at
the root cut-out to 1.5in at the tip. It’s operating range is between 950 and 1650





(d) Isometric view (e) Full rotor
Figure 3.1 Rendered views of the SAB Goblin TB 700 rotor blade.
Chordwise view (a) is looking inboard from the tip. Planform view
(b) has the leading edge towards the bottom
The measurements were taken at three different RPM settings. For each setting
the thrust, torque, and power were held constant. This approach allowed a fair
comparison as both rotors were designed to operate at different rotation velocities.
Two observer locations were tested at each RPM. One at 1.5 blade radii from axis
of rotation and in plane with the disk. The second at the same radial distance but
30o down with respect to the TPP. These observer positions are shown in Figure 3.3





(d) Isometric view (e) Full rotor
Figure 3.2 Rendered views of the EFRC GOE550 ”Hantz”(Hantz,
2018) proprotor blade. Chorwise view (a) is looking inboard from the
tip. Planform view (b) has the leading edge towards the bottom
(a) (b)




Blade RPM θc CT CP Thrust [lbs] Power [hp]
Hantz 700 15 1.46E-02 1.51E-03 11.9 0.4
Goblin 1000 10.04 6.78E-03 4.41E-04 11.9 0.4
Hantz 1000 14.85 1.47E-02 1.48E-03 24.5 1.2
Goblin 1400 10.4 7.14E-03 4.45E-04 24.5 1.1
Hantz 1300 13.9 1.49E-02 1.38E-03 41.9 2.5
Goblin 1900 9.2 6.62E-03 4.21E-04 41.9 2.5
The results discussion has been divided into the three RPM settings. The Per-
ceived Noise Level (PNL) was compared for each, comparing only the first 24 1/3
octave bands (44.7Hz-11,220Hz). It was calculated as per the FAR Part 36, Appendix
A, Section 4 (2018). SPL plots are shown both in actual frequency and normalized per
blade passage frequency. This analysis focused on the qualitative difference between
both.
3.1 Low RPM
The SPL frequency distribution for the first test case can be seen in Figure 3.4. In
plane, the proprotor observed higher sound level peaks. Given the geometry discussed
before, this is an expected behavior as in this observer location the thickness noise
is predominant. Nevertheless, the distribution seen in Figure 3.4(b) exhibited fewer
number of peaks than that of the rotor and lower signatures in the high frequency
range, shown in Figure 3.4(a). Thus, the total perceived noisiness is less for the Hantz




Figure 3.4 Low RPM test cases. Microphone positioned 1.5R in-
plane. SPL presented in actual frequency (a) and normalized per
blade passes [2/rev] (b)
Table 3.2
Perceived Noise Level - Location 1, Low RPM
Case Blade RPM θc PNL [dB] Diff [dB]
5.1.2 Goblin 1000 10.04 109.9 –
5.1.1 Hantz 700 15.00 102.0 -7.9
Changing the observer location to 30o below the plane had a great impact on
the SPL distribution. Displayed in Figure 3.5, the reader can see similar peak levels
between both rotors. However, the helicopter rotor presented again more peaks and
a higher spectrum towards the higher frequencies, as shown in Figures 3.5(a) and
3.5(b) respectively. The PNL difference, as stated in Table 3.3, again was lower for
the Hantz rotor.
Table 3.3
Perceived Noise Level - Location 2, Low RPM
Case Blade RPM θc PNL [dB] Diff [dB]
5.2.2 Goblin 1000 10.04 66.0 –
5.2.1 Hantz 700 15.00 58.6 -7.4
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5 Low RPM test cases. Microphone positioned at 1.5R, 30o
below the plane. SPL presented in actual frequency (a) and normal-
ized per blade passes [2/rev] (b)
3.2 Medium RPM
For the medium RPM range test cases, the behavior was similar. In-plane,
presented in Figure 3.6(b), higher peaks were displayed for the proprotor. These,
however, tapered faster than those of the Goblin blade. Frequency-wise, more signa-
ture peaks were detected for the helicopter type rotor. Consequently, the observed
PNL was lower for the Hantz rotor as quantified in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4
Perceived Noise Level - Location 1, Medium RPM
Case Blade RPM θc PNL [dB] Diff [dB]
6.1.2 Goblin 1400 10.40 116.5 –
6.1.1 Hantz 1000 14.85 109.3 -7.2
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6 Medium RPM test cases. Microphone positioned 1.5R
in-plane. SPL presented in actual frequency (a) and normalized per
blade passes [2/rev] (b)
The first peaks were similar for both cases when moving the microphone location
30o below the plane of rotation. However, once again, the proprotor tapered quicker
and exhibited lower high-frequency signatures, as seen in Figure 3.7(b). As with
the previous cases at lower RPMs, the rotor displays a large quantitiy of peaks as
observed in Figure 3.7(a). Thus, as stated in Table 3.5, the PNL was lower for the
proprotor.
Table 3.5
Perceived Noise Level - Location 2, Medium RPM
Case Blade RPM θc PNL [dB] Diff [dB]
6.2.2 Goblin 1400 10.40 81.7 –
6.2.1 Hantz 1000 14.85 70.8 -10.9
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7 Medium RPM test cases. Microphone positioned at 1.5R,
30o below the plane. SPL presented in actual frequency (a) and nor-
malized per blade passes [2/rev] (b)
3.3 High RPM
At the higher RPM range, a similar trend is observed. Figure 3.8(b) shows that
the proprotor initial peak is greater in magnitude than the rotor, with the subsequent
peaks tapering off at a higher rate than that of the rotor. However, Figure 3.8 shows
the baseline magnitude remains higher for the proprotor in this case. Even though
the Goblin rotor has noticeably more peaks in these runs than before, its recorded
PNL, shown in Table 3.6, is lower than the Hantz rotor. This behavior is different
than what was observed before.
Table 3.6
Perceived Noise Level - Location 1, High RPM
Case Blade RPM θc PNL [dB] Diff [dB]
7.1.2 Goblin 1900 9.20 67.5 –
7.1.1 Hantz 1300 13.90 70.9 +3.4
This difference can be traced to the change in frequency where the first peak
is occurring. In cases 5.1.1-6.2.2 shown before, the first SPL peak of the proprotor
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.8 High RPM test cases. Microphone positioned 1.5R in-
plane. SPL presented in actual frequency (a) and normalized per
blade passes [2/rev] (b)
consistently appeared before the lower-bound cut-off region of the first 1/3 octave
(44.7 Hz). It was therefore unaccounted in the PNL calculation. At this RPM,
however, the first blade pass is within this range, and thus augments the perceived
noisiness.
Changing the observer location by 30o produced the same tendency as the low
and medium RPM test cases. The Goblin blade gained notoriety, having similar
initial peak magnitudes and then narrowing at a slower rate than the proprotor, as
seen in Figure 3.9(b). Contradictory to the in-plane observation and in agreement
with the lower RPM runs, Figure 3.7(a) shows the baseline total SPL of the Hantz
bladed rotor is lower than the rectangular bladed one. Comparing the PNLs for both
presented cases, the proprotor presented -3.8dB lower noise levels than the rotor.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.9 High RPM test cases. Microphone positioned at 1.5R, 30o
below the plane. SPL presented in actual frequency (a) and normal-
ized per blade passes [2/rev] (b)
Table 3.7
Perceived Noise Level - Location 2, High RPM
Case Blade RPM θc PNL [dB] Diff [dB]
7.2.2 Goblin 1900 9.20 75.7 –
7.2.1 Hantz 1300 13.90 71.9 -3.8
Given the consistency seen throughout the test cases, a third observer position
was analyzed for the higher RPM setting. The initial observer position stated of 1.5
radii is an highly unlikely position from an operational standpoint. Hence, the new
observer location was chosen to be at 10 feet horizontally from the axis of rotation and
30o down. This microphone location is depicted in Figure 3.10. The arbitrary chosen
position suggests an observer is at a reasonable distance from a hovering vehicle.
The behavior seen for this location continues the observed conduct from the
previous cases. The pressure peaks emitted by the rotor recedes at a decreased rate
when compared to those of the tapered blade, as observed in Figure 3.11(b). Also, due
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Figure 3.10 Third microphone location: 10ft horizontally from axis
of rotation and 30o down from the TPP
to the higher RPM, the former shows more peaks than the latter. Overall, in Figure
3.11(a), the magnitudes and baselines, however, are closer than in the previously
discussed cases. Analyzing the PNL signature of both blades, the proprotor registered
a lower noise level than the regular helicopter rotor. The total difference is of -1.6dB,
as seen in Table 3.8.
Table 3.8
Perceived Noise Level - Location 3, High RPM
Case Blade RPM θc PNL [dB] Diff [dB]
7.3.2 Goblin 1900 9.20 66.3 –
7.3.1 Hantz 1300 13.90 64.7 -1.6
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.11 High RPM test cases. Microphone positioned at 10ft
horizontally from the axis of rotation, 30o below the plane. SPL




A script was created that performs proprotor noise approximations. The tool,
written in Matlab, uses an iterative process within the Blade Element Momentum
Theory to calculate inflow. The inflow is calculated using the aerodynamic coefficients
obtained with Xfoil, where the surface pressure distribution is also determined. This
surface pressure is then encoded and parsed to the rotor aeroacoustic solver PSU-
WOPWOPv3 to establish the time varying noise pressure levels and sound pressure
level spectrum. These values were validated against established literature to ensure
proper the interfacing and applied theory worked accordingly.
Through the study performed within the framework of this research, it was de-
termined that indeed a proprotor designed specifically for eVTOL propulsion can be
quieter than a conventional helicopter blade. For the three explored cases, when com-
paring both blades at the same thrust and power levels, the prop-rotor demonstrated
a lower noise signatures at given observer positions for two, while the third showed
different results. Thus, the statement and reliance of the UAM market exponents on
quieter vehicles possesses credibility and enables the development of this new technol-
ogy. The use of electric motors to lower the RPM while increasing the torque proved
to be the key factor in abating the sound signature when no observers remain in the
plane of rotation.
The algorithm is usable, readable, and explained thoroughly in this document
and the scripts themselves. The theory has been clearly stated and referenced, il-
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lustrating the reason why the methods and tools implemented were chosen. All
assumptions are summarized in Section 4.1. A study was conducted on the outcome
sensibility to different inputs. It was determined that the amount of chordwise ele-
ments, observer time, and total data points have a great impact on the results. It
was, therefore, recommended to use a minimum of 100 chordwise and 100 spanwise
elements, 10 revolutions total observer time, and at least 2001 data points per rev-
olution. The aerodynamic performance and estimation capacity has been shown to
obtain reasonable results when compared to both purely experimental and compu-
tational outcomes found across the literature. The sound pressure levels have been
contrasted and ratified against both experimental and computational results as well,
justifying a correct implementation.
4.1 Limitations
As stated previously throughout the document, several limitations and assump-
tions were made. For the aerodynamic analysis of the blade, no transonic effects were
accounted for. Thus, tip speeds must remain subcritical. As the BEMT solution and
fixed point (FP) iteration method do not consider these effects in the flow, the user
must ensure the operating points are below the subcritical speeds for the airfoil.
Another limiting factor is that the airfoil cannot be operating at stall regions for
extended parts of the blades. Xfoil does not provide results past stall. In some cases,
being in the stall region causes the whole execution to crash. If the blade stall regions
were small, the discussed inscribed interpolation methods could overcome the lack of
convergence. However, this might not be the case for all runs. If many elements had
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to undergo interpolation, the total result will be an extensive interpolation rather
than results obtained through Xfoil, and would thus be unrealistic. This may not
provide an accurate result.
On the rotor side, the model only accounts for axial flow. There is no span-wise
flow on the blade, no wake interactions, and most importantly only an assumed steady
state pressure distribution on the surface. This is a limitation because, even though
it encompasses the vertical ascent and the forward motion for the proprotor, it does
not account for any maneuvering or perturbations. These, however, are the sources
for broadband noise that can increase the total perceived noise level significantly.
Unsteady loading on the blades due to vehicle angle of attack or angle of sideslip
will affect the pressure distribution on the rotor disk. Blade vortex interactions also
have great effect on the perceived noise. Neither of these sound sources are modeled
in the current implementation. The only considered sources are blade loading and
thickness. It should be noted that there is a lack of spanwise flow, and no 3D tip
effects caused by vortices were considered. It has been shown, nonetheless, that the
BEMT, with the tip-loss corrections, can provide accurate results.
Lastly, even though the model includes axial flow as part of the BEMT, this
behavior has not been validated. Further validation would be required to demonstrate
that this capability is completely functional. This section could also expand on the
noise analysis capabilities, as right now only a static observer is considered.
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4.2 Future Work
Future work to achieve the desired goal of a design cycle analysis tool should
first focus on reducing some of the limitations stated above. Unsteady loading on
the blade can be calculated iteratively by positioning the blade at the different angles
through the rotating plane for advancing flow. The other unsteady loads need to be
studied further in order to propose a solution to the limits they impose.
Expansion of the observer location could encompass several flight phases or a
flight path. This could be done either internally with the capabilities PSU-WOPWOP
has or implement an iterative method to have the capability within Matlab. Either
option is feasible. However, the internal iterative Matlab method would enable post
processing to be done within the environment, whereas by using PSU-WOPWOP’s
internal capabilities will require a third party software.
Further study of the capabilities PSU-WOPWOP has could expand other areas
of interest. The software can handle multiple scenarios, multiple rotor systems, and
rotor-fuselage intearactions. All these areas are of interest, and could provide added
areas of study for future research.
Finally, adding multiple rotor capabilities to our tool to exploit PSU-WOPWOP’s
competence will increase its usefulness. To simulate noise generated by a full UAM ve-
hicle would be of great interest. This expansion should encompass not only inter-rotor
interactions, but also multi-wake-interactions and rotor wake and body interactions.
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A. Appendix - Sensitivity Analysis Tables
Table A.1
Grid Sensitivity Total Run Time, No Weighting











Grid Sensitivity Total Run Time, Tip Weighted












Grid Sensitivity Total Run Time, No Bias vs. Tip
Bias








∆τ and Data Point Sensitivity Total Run Time











Observer time and ∆τ Sensitivity Total Run
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Grid Sensitivity Peak Loading Pressure, No Weighting
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B. Appendix - Algorithm Structure and Details
B.1 Structure and Details
The script has been written in a multiple file, stacked directory structure. This
enables breaking key components into different files, arrange them in intuitively
named directories, and general common-practices. There are only two visible files
on the root directory, which are the calling script and a file to load the corresponding
directories as working folder paths. Neither of these upper-level files perform any
calculation, avoiding the final user to interfere with or damage the code.
As seen in Figure B.1, the directory structure chosen breaks everything into three
key components: input files, output files, and running scripts. Each directory contains
what its name implies. The scripts directory is broken down into two sub-directories:
one for core calculations and one for the tools used. The former contains all running
scripts to perform the requested tasks. The latter is where all the external executable
programs are housed, each in their independent sub-directory. The functions em-
ployed to handle the executable are separated from their lodging directories to reduce
the chance of affecting the outcome of the tools by avoiding interference with any file
packaged with it. Custom functions and scripts that are not key or core components
to the running script are also located within the tools folder.
By running the main run Prop.m file, the initialization and core scripts are called
accordingly. Sections B.2 and B.4 discuss how these work in detail, highlighting key
code components. Sections B.6 and B.8 describe how these external executable files
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were implemented within the Matlab environment, and go into detail on how their
respective outputs are imported to the work-space.
Figure B.1 Directory structure with brief explanation
B.2 Running Script
As it was briefly introduced before, the code is separated into several sub scripts.
These do different jobs, and were separated to allow a better workflow for the author
and any future user. The main calling script is where the user selects what the code
will do, through logic switches. Here the user selects which of the different options
available to him he will use to command the different sub-routines. Seen in Listing
B.1 are the main options the user can select.
Listing B.1.User option switches in run Prop.m
21 %% Setup Switches [0= Off , 1=On; u n l e s s s p e c i f i e d ]
22 sw . geom = 0 ; % Use m− f i l e inputs (0 ) or open geometry e d i t o r (1 )
23 sw . aero = 1 ; % Use XFoil in a l l e lements (1 ) or j u s t f o r g ene ra l Cla
(0 )
24 sw . p e r f = 0 ; % Calcu la te hover performance curves (1 ) , advancing
f l i g h t
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25 % curves (2 ) , or j u s t s t a t i c case (0 )
26 sw . no i s e = 1 ; % Run WOPWOP a f t e r a l l b lade c a l c u l a t i o n s
27 sw . bemt = 4 ; % BEMT Vers ion . 0=Leishman ( element by element ) ,
28 % 1=Leishman Mod ( array c a l c s ) ,
29 % 2=McMormick BEVT, 3=McCormick BEVT P−C
,
30 % 4=Thes i s BEMT P−C method
31 sw . b i a s = 1 ; % Tip element b ia s . 1=s i n e weighted . 0=equa l l y spaced
e lements
As seen above, there are five switches:
• sw.geom controls whether the user would like to modify a custom geometry on
to be analyzed. If the switch is set to ON, when the script is executed, an editor
window will open with a sample geometry file which the user can edit. Once
completed, the user must save the file and click ”Ok” to continue. If set to OFF,
one of the pre-loaded geometry files must be uncommented in the Blade Input
section. More on this later.
• sw.aero commands whether Xfoil is going to be used for the aerodynamic
calculations on the blade, or the user specified Clα and Cdα will be used. If set
to ON, Xfoil will be used to calculate the aerodynamic coefficients for each
element.
• sw.perf determines what the desired output of the code will be. If set to ON,
the selected geometry will be tested at different collective angles, rpms, and
advancing ratios. This option will output a file containing the CT , CP , and
J maps, and plot them. NOTE: If this option is selected, sw.noise will be
overridden and turned off.
• sw.noise decides if noise approximation calculations will be performed or not. If
set to ON, after the blade is analyzed for the static performance, the aeroacoustic
approximation will be calculated. If the previous switch (sw.perf ) is set to ON,
this selection will be overridden and turned off.
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• sw.bemt allows the user to select which BEMT code to use. There are different
version coded, mainly to provide comparative results between distinct theoretical
applications.
• sw.bias if set to ON the blade element distribution will have a tip-weighted bias,
using unequal spacing with decreasing width towards the tip. If set to OFF, the
blade elements will be equally spaced across the total span.
Once the switches have been set as per the user’s selection, there are two other
choices to perform before the script can be executed. The first one is which pre-loaded
geometry file to use, if sw.geom has been set to OFF. The user has to uncomment the
desired file name to load the pertaining data. Shown in Listing B.2 is the section of
run Prop.m where these commands are, showcasing HantzBlade.m as the geometry to
be loaded if run. There are a total of five pre-configured geometries, each shown and
discussed in Section B.3. The second one is a tool to locate the noise observer location
to one of the five microphones used for the experimental measurement performed at
the EFRC. Note that this second option needs to be commented out if it is to be
used, and also that sw.noise must be turned on.
Listing B.2.Pre-loaded blade geometries, as seen in run Prop.m
33 %% Blade Input − Overr ide with pre loaded geometry (uncomment your
cho i c e )
34 HantzBlade ; %EFRC GOE550 blade ( Hantz 2018)
35 %GoblinBlade ; %EFRC Goblin Blade
36 %Prop5868 ; %NACA TR650 P r o p e l l e r #5868−9
37 %wopCase1blade ; %WopWop Sample Case 1 blade
38 %UH1Hscaled ; %UH1H Rotor , 1/7 s c a l e ( Boxwell 1978)
39 %CardonnaBlade ; %Blade Used f o r t e s t i n g in Cardonna and Tung (1981)
B.3 Geometry Input Scripts
The geometry input file has three sections: one for the flight or environmental
data, one for the rotor properties, and one the blade geometry. A fourth optional
section features observer location and time limits to be used with the aeroacoustic
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tool desired. If sw.geom is set to ON, a Matlab editor window will open with a
sample geometry file. This file can be edited and saved to use it with the analyzing
code. Alternatively, if this geometry is going to be used repeatedly, the user can save
this file as a different name and load it in the run Prop.m input section.
B.3.1 Environmental and Flight Properties
The code was originally intended to perform flight parameter calculations along
with the noise approximation generated by these phases of flight. However, to limit
the scope and breadth for this particular application, only static cases are being
analyzed. Having said that, the user can still select a climb velocity, a forward
velocity, and a flight altitude. These inputs are seen in Listing B.3. It is worth noting
that in this release, forward velocity remains unused and is not considered for any
calculation.
Listing B.3.Environmental and Flight inputs, as seen in \input\geometry.m
7 %% f l i g h t data
8 f l i g h t . Vclimb = 2 ; %[ f t / s ] − Climb/ Axial Ve loc i ty
9 f l i g h t . Vfwd = 0 ; %[ f t / s ] − Forward f l i g h t speed
10 f l i g h t . a l t = 0 ;
B.3.2 Rotor Properties
The rotor properties, as shown in Listing B.4, encompass telling the code how
many blades comprise a rotor, how many rotors the vehicle has, and what is the Mach
number at the blade tips. Alternatively, if rotor.macht is left as 0, then rotor.rpm
must be defined. If a tip Mach number is defined, the RPM will be calculated based
on this value and rotor.rpm will be ignored.
Listing B.4.Rotor inputs, as seen in \input\geometry.m
12 %% roto r data
13 ro to r . Nr = 2 ; %Number o f r o t o r s
14 ro to r .Nb = 3 ; %Number o f b lades
15 ro to r . macht = 0 ;%Tip Mach , o v e r r i d e s rpm . 0 uses rpm
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16 ro to r . rpm = 1400 ;
B.3.3 Blade Properties
The blade properties, shown in Listing B.5, are subdivided into four categories.
The first is the number of elements into which the blade will be divided. It is recom-
mended to use at least 50. The second pertains to the total number of airfoil panels
to be used in the aerodynamic calculations. If this value is omitted, the default is set
to 50 total elements. A discussion on how this affects the total outcome can be found
in Section 2.3.1. The next section covers the geometric properties. Here the user
defines the blade radius (in feet, measured from the axis of rotation), the blade root
cut-out (feet, from the axis of rotation), and the blade leading and trailing edge func-
tions. These functions are based on r, the non-dimensional radial location defined as
r = y/R. Therefore, r = 1 =⇒ y = R, and r = 0 is the axis of rotation. The leading
edge and trailing edge must be defined as a function, or else there will be a run time
error. If the desired inputs are constants, these functions can be defined as such, just
ensure that the @(r) remain ahead of the constant value. i.e.: blade.LE=@(r)1;.
The next section goes over the blade angles. Here the blade twist is defined as
a function of r as well. The rotation center location of the airfoil is determined here,
in terms of percent chord x/c. If this value is set to 0, the airfoil will be rotated
using in the amount determined by the twist function and span-wise location about
the leading edge line. This term, therefore, construes where the axis of rotation
is located with respect to the chord position. The collective angle is added to the
blade twist at each element, effectively equating the angle commanded through the
swash-plate or governor collective. Lastly, the airfoil name must be defined, as well
as the clα and cdα to be used if sw.aero is set to OFF. A limitation of the current
code implementation is that only a single airfoil can be used throughout the blade
geometry. Later implementations will enable blended airfoil capabilities.
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Listing B.5.Blade data inputs, as seen in \input\geometry.m
18 %% blade data
19 blade . e l = 100 ;%number o f blade e lements
20 blade . pn = 50 ;%number o f chordwise s u r f a c e pane l s (TOTAL i . e . : Upper +
Lower )
21 %blade geometry
22 blade .R = 4 ; %[ f t ] − Blade l enght / ro to r rad iu s
23 blade . root = 0 . 5 ; %[ f t ] − Root cut−out / hub rad iu s
24 blade .LE = @(r ) .5− .375* r ;%[ f t ] − Leading Edge func t i on wrt non−dim r
25 blade .TE = @(r ) −.5+.375* r ;%[ f t ] − T r a i l i n g Edge func t i on wrt non−dim
r
26 %blade ang l e s
27 blade . tw i s t = @(r ) −25* r +25; %[ deg ] − Linear tw i s t s l ope . 0 at t i p .
Func wrt non−dim r
28 blade . tw cente r = 0 . 2 5 ;%[%c ] Center o f Twist Rotation
29 blade . c o l l e c t i v e = 8 ;%[ deg ]
30 %blade a i r f o i l
31 blade . a i r f o i l = 'e339' ;%a i r f o i l name f o r X f o i l
32 blade . Cla = @(alpha ) 3 . 3 3 ;
33 blade . Cd0 = @(alpha ) 0 . 0 1 1 ;
B.3.4 Custom Aeroacoustic Options
If sw.noise is set to ON, then aeroacoustic calculations will be performed. The
user can choose the observer position by modifying lines 37-39 in geometry.m, as
shown in listings B.6. If this structure is omitted, the values will default to a position
60.72m away in the x direction and 5.31m below the rotor disk. Lines 41-43 pertain
to the total observer time the pressure will be integrated for, and the total points
to be calculated along that given time-frame. Finally, line 45 simply allows the user
to describe their own custom directory where the aeroacoustic results will be saved.
This is an useful function if multiple runs will be performed without overwriting the
raw results.
Listing B.6.Custom aeroacoustic inputs, as seen in \input\geometry.m
35 %% WOPWOP custom commands
36 %Microphone p o s i t i o n
37 wop . obs . x = 3* blade .R;%[ f t ]
38 wop . obs . y = 0 ;%[ f t ]
39 wop . obs . z = 0 ;%[ f t ]
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40 %time to read and po in t s to c a l c u a l t e with in the timeframe
41 wop . t . n = 4192 ;
42 wop . t . Min = 0 ;%[ sec ]
43 wop . t .Max = 1/( ro to r . rpm*60) ;%[ sec ]
44 %f i l e d i r e c t o r y name to save data
45 wop . f i l e D i r = 'sampleName' ;
B.3.5 Pre-defined Blade Geometries
As mentioned before, there are five geometries pre-loaded with the code release.
These are the two used in experiments at the EFRC, and the three used for validation
purposes. The two used for experiments were used to assess the prediction capabilities
of this code with respect to real life noise measurements. The other three were used to
compare against published data for either performance analysis, noise prediction, or
both. The following paragraphs will briefly describe each rotor and blade geometries,
based on their names as displayed in Listing B.2. The user can also modify these files
as he pleases, or use them as templates for other geometries.
HantzBlade loads the geometry for the proprotor blade designed in-house at the
EFRC by Christian Hantz (Hantz, 2018). It is a high twist, straight leading-edge,
tapered trailing-edge blade that uses the GOE-550 airfoil profile. It was design to
carry 25lb at hover conditions, and provide a propulsive thrust of 2.5lb during a cruise
flight of 55mph (Hantz, 2018). The blade planform and front views can be seen in
Figure B.2.
GoblinBlade calls for the blade geometry for the Goblin Model Helicopter SAB700
rotor system. This rotor consists of two NACA0012 blades with no twist or taper.
The rotor is used in model helicopters, can hover 25lb, and has seen extended testing
at the EFRC. This is the blade against which the Hantz’s blade is being compared.
Performance-wise, the proprotor was designed to replace this blade in the rotor system




Figure B.2 EFRC proprotor blade shape render
(a) Planform view
(b) Front View
Figure B.3 Goblin Model Helicopter SAB700 blade shape render
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Prop5868 inputs NACA’s Propeller No.5868, modeled in Figure B.4. Since
NACA carried out several performance tests on different propellers in the 1940’s, this
geometry was chosen because it is both referenced in several sources (McCormick Jr.,
1999, 1995) and is a great specimen to test complex geometric input to the code.
In the Technical Report No.684, Hartman and Biermann analyzed six full scale pro-
pellers, detailing the blade geometry and the propeller performance (Hartman &
Biermann, 1940). Due to the varying thickness, high twist, and elliptical planform
shape, it provided a great way to test the geometry assembly and encoding. Besides
serving as a test case for the geometric input, the calculated performance was used
to validate the results of the BEMT. These results are later discussed in Section 2.4.
(a) Planform view
(b) Front View
Figure B.4 NACA Propeller No.5868 blade shape render
wopCase1blade imports WOPWOP’s Sample Case 1 Gyrodyne blade shape.
With the copy of PSU-WOPWOP provided graciously by Dr. Kenneth Brentner
were included five sample cases to verify the software installed correctly. One of these
cases’ geometries was decoded and converted to an input to this code as means of
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testing / verifying the surface pressure calculated and the noise levels generated by
the same blade. The blade has a symmetric airfoil, straight leading edge, slightly
tapered trailing edge, and no twist. A render of it can be seen in Figure B.5, and the
results used for validation found in Section 2.4.
(a) Planform view
(b) Front View
Figure B.5 WopWop Sample Case 1 Gyrodyne blade shape render
UH1Hscaled loads a 1/7th scale of the UH1H blade. Suresh et al. modelled
this blade for aeroacoustic calculations using CFD (Suresh et al., 2018), comparing
against those measured by Boxwell et al. four decades earlier (Boxwell et al., 1978).
This provided another great data set to compare and validate the values calculated





Figure B.6 UH1H 1/7th Scale blade shape render
B.4 Main Script
The main script is called blade calculations.m resides in the \scripts\core\
directory, and will be discussed at length in this section. As mentioned before the,
running script just contains only inputs that the user can modify to perform the
requested calculations. These initial calculations were separated into this main file
for two reasons. First, it provides a safeguard to the underlying code by reducing the
chance of disarraying any line of code. Second, it provides a clear and simple User
Interface, even allowing for a future GUI implementation. This m-file grabs the data
loaded through the geometry input files and performs the logic sequences according
to the switches as well as the initial calculations.
The file assembles the geometry of each blade element by applying the equations
defined in the geometry section. As seen in Listing B.7, the elements are not equally
spaced but rather with a sine weighted distribution (line 30). A comparison between
the linear element interval with respect to the sinusoidal one can be seen in Figure
B.7. This distribution allowed for more definition towards the tip region, where
the aerodynamic reactions are greatest. Line 31 applies the weighting to the blade
geometrical constrains, while line 32 calculates the element width. Line 34 calculates
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the center location of the element, while lines 35-36 the inboard and outboard element
bounds.
Listing B.7.Element spanwise distribution calculations, as seen in
\scripts\core\blade calculations.m
29 %element l ength ( t i p weighted d i s t r i b u t i o n )
30 i f sw . b i a s==1
31 rWeight = s i n ( 0 : p i /(2* blade . e l ) : p i /2) ;
32 e l s e
33 rWeight = l i n s p a c e (0 , 1 , b lade . e l +1) ;
34 end
35 rWalls = ( rWeight . * ( blade .R−blade . root ) )+blade . root ;
36 blade . dr = rWalls ( 2 : end )−rWalls ( 1 : end−1) ;
(a) Linear Distribution (b) Tip Biased Distribution
Figure B.7 Linear span-wise element distribution versus tip-biased element spacing
After the element distribution has been set, the values shown above are used
to calculate other fixed geometrical parameters. Observed in Listings B.8 Line 38
non-dimensionalizes the elements location, while lines 40-41 calculate the element’s
twist angle (θ) and the pitch angle β. The chord of the elements are calculated in
line 42, with a logic check to ensure there are not any negative chord values seen in
line 43. Finally, lines 44-47 calculate the element’s planform area, the blades total
planform area, the rotor solidity, and the differential solidity of each element.
Listing B.8.Element characteristics calculations, as seen in
\scripts\core\blade calculations.m
38 blade . x = rWalls ( 1 : end−1)+(blade . dr . / 2 ) ; %cente r x−coord o f element
39 blade . x i = rWalls ( 1 : end−1) ; %inner x−coord o f element
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40 blade . xo = rWalls ( 2 : end ) ; %outer x−coord o f element
41 c l e a r rWeight rWalls %remove temporary vars
42 %element c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
43 blade . r = blade . x/ blade .R;%non d imens i ona l i z ed rad iu s
44 blade . theta = blade . tw i s t ( blade . r ) ;%[ deg ] element tw i s t ( ze ro
c o l l e c t i v e )
45 blade . beta = blade . theta+blade . c o l l e c t i v e ;%[ deg ] element ang le with
TPP
46 blade . c = blade .LE( blade . r )−blade .TE( blade . r ) ; %[ f t ]
47 i f sum( blade . c<0)>=1; e r r o r ( 'Negative chord l ength detec ted .
Stopping . ' ) ; end %check that a l l choord l eng th s are p o s i t i v e
Once the geometrical calculations are completed, the pertaining logic based on
the switches get activated, and the script calls the BEMT function. This function is
discussed at length in Section B.5. Once the BEMT calculations have been completed
the main script then takes the data structure and processes it for visualization, which
is discussed in Section B.7. If sw.noise is on, the process will then continue and call
the calling function to WOPWOP, which is explained in Section B.8 Lastly, after all
calculations have been completed and post-processing has been performed, the result
structures are saved into the output folder as two separate files: one for the blade
parameters and one for the noise results. These are separated to enable performing
several noise approximations with the same rotor aerodynamics. i.e.: analyzing the
same rotor conditions at different observer locations or observer times.
B.5 Blade Element Theory Function
The BEMT function receives the data structures pre-calculated by the main
script in four structures: flight, rotor, blade, and sw. The flight input structure
provides the atmospheric parameters in which the rotor is operating. The rotor
contains the top level information pertaining to the rotor, such as number of blades,
rpm, and disk area. The blade structure contains all the geometrical parameters
discussed in Section B.4. The last structure is the switch holder, which provides
computational logic so the function performs what the user intends to do.
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Listing B.9.Blade Element Momentum Theory Matlab function header
and initial calculations
1 func t i on [ c o e f f s , a i r f o i l , blade , r o t o r ] = BEMT v0( f l i g h t , rotor , blade , sw)
2 % BEMT V3
10 a = f l i g h t . a ;%[ f t / s ]
11 rho = f l i g h t . rho ;%[ lb / f t ˆ3 ]
12 nu = f l i g h t . nu ;%[ f t ˆ2/ s ]
13 ro to r . Vaxial = f l i g h t . Vclimb ;%[ f t / s ]
14 %number o f a i r f o i l pane l s
21 %I n i t i a l C a l c u l a t i o n s
22 omega = ro to r . rpm*(2* pi /60) ; %[ rad/ s ]
23 omega r = omega .* blade . x ;%[ f t / s ]
24 V=ro to r . Vaxial .* ones ( s i z e ( blade . x ) ) ;%[ f t / s ]
25 VT = blade .R*omega ;%[ f t / s ] Tip Speed (SCALAR)
26 x = blade . x ;%[ f t ]
27 r = x/ blade .R;%[ nd ] Non−d imens iona l i z ed element l o c a t i o n
28 dr = blade . dr/ blade .R;
29 lambda c = ro to r . Vaxial . / omega r ;
30 lambda = V. /VT; %[ nd ] See bottom of pg302 (V + VT) . / omegar
31 beta = ( blade . c o l l e c t i v e + blade . tw i s t ( blade . x i . / blade .R) ) . * ( p i /180) ;%
[ rad ]
32 c = blade . c ;%[ f t ]
33 Nb = ro to r .Nb ;%[ nd ]
34 D = ro to r .D;%[ f t ]
35 A = ro to r .A;%[ f t ˆ2 ]
36 n = ro to r . rpm/60 ;%[ rev / s ]
37 J = ro to r . Vaxial /(n*D) ;
The first section of the function, depicted in Listing B.9, grabs the data of interest
from the input structures and renames them to variables that are easier to keep track
of and understand. The variable names try to depict as closely as possible the actual
variable it is representing from the formulation. For example: Ω is represented as
omega, λ is represented as lambda. Before proceeding to the actual BEMT calculation
however, Xfoil is called to pre-calculate the linearized clα , cl0 and the drag polar
coefficients cd0 , cd1 , and cd2 for the blade airfoil. This process is shown in Listing
B.10, where the airfoil is analyzed at the M and Re located at the r = 0.75 for
0 ≤ α ≥ 10. The obtained cl and cd are then fitted accordingly to get the above
mentioned coefficients. Further detail on how the called function works is discussed
in Section B.6.
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Listing B.10.Blade Element Momentum Theory Matlab function initial
linearized aerodynamic calculations
39 %run X f o i l once from 0 to 10 deg at t i p mach and re to get average Cla
,
40 %Cd0 , and t max/c o f a i r f o i l to use in equat ions
41 temp . c o e f f . aoa = [ 0 : 2 : 1 0 ] ;
42 [ temp . c o e f f , temp . f o i l ]= a e r o c a l c s ( blade . a i r f o i l , temp . c o e f f . aoa , ...
43 blade . Re( f i x ( blade . e l * . 7 5 ) ) .* ones ( s i z e ( temp . c o e f f . aoa ) ) , ...
44 blade . Mach( f i x ( blade . e l * . 7 5 ) ) .* ones ( s i z e ( temp . c o e f f . aoa ) ) , f a l s e ) ;
45 %convert aoa to rads f o r c a l c u l a t i o n s
46 temp . c o e f f . aoa=temp . c o e f f . aoa . * ( p i /180) ;
47 %l i n e a r f i t the Cl curve to get Cla and Cl0
48 f=f i t ( temp . c o e f f . aoa ' , temp . c o e f f . Cl ' , 'poly1 ' ) ;
49 %f i t in the form ' f ( x ) = p1*x + p2'
50 Cla=f . p1 ;%[1/ rad ]
51 Cl0=f . p2 ;%[ nd ]
52 dCl0=Cl0 ;
53 %quadrat i c f i t the Cd curve to get Cd0 , Cd1 and Cd2
54 f=f i t ( temp . c o e f f . aoa ' , temp . c o e f f . Cd' , 'poly2 ' ) ;
55 %f i t in the form ' f ( x ) = p1*xˆ2 + p2*x + p3'
56 Cd0=f . p3 ;%[ nd ]
57 Cd1=f . p2 ;%[1/ rad ]
58 Cd2=f . p1 ;%[1/ rad ˆ2 ]
Having now the values to calculate the inflow based on the BEMT as discussed
in Section 2.1.2, the function proceeds to do an element by element calculation of the
inflow, using Equations 2.30 and 2.29. As mentioned above, the same formulations
shown in Equations 2.30 and 2.29 are used, and the variable naming convention has
been set to be as descriptive and similar to the equation formulation as possible.
Showed below in Listing B.11 is the initial inflow calculation using Equation 2.30.
This calculation is repeated iteratively for each blade element.
Listing B.11.Blade Element Momentum Theory Matlab function initial
inflow calculation
71 % Prede f ine 1 s t F as 1
72 F = 1 ;
73 % I t e r a t e f o r 5 t imes to get modi f i ed in f l ow
74 whi l e m <= 10
75 lambda ( i ) = s q r t ( ( ( s igma r *Cla /(16*F) )−(lambda c ( i ) /2) ) ˆ2 +...
76 ( s igma r *Cla* dthe ta r ( i )* r ( i ) /(8*F) ) )−...
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77 ( ( s igma r *Cla /(16*F) )−(lambda c ( i ) /2) ) ; %Eq . 3 . 1 2 6 modi f i ed
with 3 .58
78 f = (Nb/2) *((1− r ( i ) ) /( lambda ( i )−(lambda c ( i ) /Nr) ) ) ; %Eq . 3 . 1 2 1
[NOTE: MAY NEED TO MODIFY]
79 F = (2/ p i ( ) )* acos ( exp(− f ) ) ; %Eq . 3 . 1 2 0
80 m = m+1;
81 end
82 lambda ( i ) = s q r t ( ( ( s igma r *Cla /(16*F) )−(lambda c ( i ) /2) ) ˆ2 +...
83 ( s igma r *Cla* dthe ta r ( i )* r ( i ) /(8*F) ) )−...
84 ( ( s igma r *Cla /(16*F) )−(lambda c ( i ) /2) ) ; %Eq . 3 . 1 2 6 modi f i ed
with 3 .58
A note on the comments. The equation numbers commented at the end of each
line relate to the ones as found in the literature reference used. This reference is
stated in the function header, and unless otherwise specified, the equation number is
the same as the one in that reference.
Once the inflow has been calculated, then a last run is performed to get the
pressure coefficient distribution along the blade surface, as well as the lift and drag
coefficients. These values are used to calculate the thrust, power and torque coeffi-
cients using Equations 2.8 2.9. These calculated values are appended to the blade
and rotor structures and sent as an output. A new structure is also outputted which
carries the coefficients and airfoil data extracted using Xfoil. The function can be
seen in its entirety in Appendix C.4.
B.6 Xfoil Function
The Xfoil calling functions consists of two parts. The first is a function ded-
icated exclusively to run Xfoil with the given parameters, read the output files,
and return the values in variable form. This is discussed in subsection B.6.1. The
second prepares the variables to send the former, and post-processes it’s outputs in
case there were errors during the execution. This approach was selected as means to
avoid any issues if the execution stopped, or if no results were converged by the tool.
This function is described in subsection B.6.2.
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B.6.1 Execute Xfoil
The execution code, located in \scripts\tools\Xfoil\xfoil.m takes a total
of five inputs. These are:
• Airfoil Coordinates, as an XY array, or known airfoil name, as a string. Within
the execution directory lies a folder where airfoil data files are stored. The airfoil
name must match any of those.
• Angle of Attack (α) of the airfoil. Can be an array of several angles of attack.
However, if this is the case, the next two inputs must also be arrays of the same
size.
• Reynolds Number (Re) relative to the airfoil. As noted above, this input can be
an array with the caveat that the number of array elements must match between
the previous and next input variable.
• Mach Number (M) relative to the airfoil. Again, this can be an array of values
as long as the length of the array is equal to that of the previous two inputs.
• Extra commands forXfoil. Since there are plenty of options available, including
the possibility to change airfoil shape, number of panels, and iterations until the
code decides it does not converge to name a few, this variable input was setup
to accept text commands to be parsed to the command window. To use this
option, the user must input a string or an cell array of strings each containing
the desired input. Each space character will be translated to a return command,
and a plus (+) sign equates a single space. The user must ensure that there is
an equal number of spaces at the end of the command to those used before in
order to avoid improper execution.
The outputs are two structures. One contains the aerodynamic polar coefficients
for the range of α’s selected. The other contains the airfoil parameters that are specific
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to each angle of attack, such as cp and the airfoil coordinates read from the data file.
If the inputs are arrays, the polar will simply contain the derived clα , cm and cdα for
the range of angles of attack and speeds. The foil structure will, however, contain a
value for each of the array elements.
The script seen in Appendix C.5 has around 318 lines of code and is therefore not
suitable to present in its totality in this section. However, it can be easily explained
as it consists of five concise and distinctive steps. Lines 71-114 deal with the inputs,
arranging them and filling any void should there be one. If no inputs are made, there
are defaults set to avoid the code to crash.
The first step is to write the input command file. The way the Xfoil is interfaced
within the Matlab environment is by using calling the Window’s command terminal.
To take advantage of this very useful Matlab embedded function, the text inputs
can be written to a file, which will be fed to the command terminal as is. The input
commands to Xfoil are written into a temporary file in lines 118-181. For more
information on the commands used or to understand what each command means,
refer to Drela et al.’s Xfoil 6.94 User Guide (Drela & Youngren, 2001).
The second step consists on calling the windows executable file through windows
command line. This can be seen in Listing B.12 below. Basically the code tells
windows command to find the directory where the exe file lies, run it with the inputs
found on the file called xfoil.inp, and save any of the written outputs to a file called
xfoil.out. Lines 186-189 check whether there was a run time error, and will stop
the execution of the Matlab script if this happens.
Listing B.12.Xfoil executable calling Matlab script
181 % execute x f o i l
182 cmd = s p r i n t f ( 'cd %s && x f o i l . exe < x f o i l . inp > x f o i l . out' ,wd) ;
183 [ s tatus , r e s u l t ] = system (cmd) ;
184 i f ( s t a t u s ˜=0)
185 d i sp ( r e s u l t ) ;
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186 e r r o r ( [ mfilename ' : system' ] , 'X f o i l execut ion f a i l e d ! %s ' ,cmd) ;
187 end
The third and fourth steps read the respective files containing the results. The file
mentioned in step 2 above (xfoil.out) does not contain any actual result. Rather,
it just shows any printed output Xfoil would have sent to the command screen for
a user to see. Through the input command file, Xfoil was told to save the polar
results into one file and the airfoil dump files into another. Lines 193-264 read the
polar DAT file, and translates the results into Matlab variables. Lines 265-299 do
the same but for the dump file. Once both these files are read, they are deleted to
avoid using hard drive space.
The fifth and last step assembles the data read from the files into data structures
that are then outputted. If for some reason one of the files does not contain any
data points due a failure during the execution, an error flag is added to the result
structure and all values are set to zero. This comes in handy to detect any possible
errors during the execution and allows to perform corrective actions if necessary.
B.6.2 Interpolation of Aerodynamic Coefficients
Since the execution of Xfoil is prone to not converge for certain values due to
the changing flow parameters used in the BEMT solution, the obtained values must
be post-processed to counter for any missing data points. To do so, a second function
was created which can be found in \scripts\tools\aerocalcs.m. The first four
inputs to aerocalcs.m are the same as xfoil.m. The last one is user a switch to
plot the aerodynamic coefficients with respect to angle of attack. The first section of
the function simply runs Xfoil through the user of xfoil.m one time per α, M and
Re. This can be seen in Listing B.13.
Listing B.13.Xfoil outputs post-processing Matlab function
29 %pre−Al l o ca t e Vectors to F i l l
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30 c o e f f . Cl = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( aoa ) ) ;
31 c o e f f .Cd = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( aoa ) ) ;
32 c o e f f .Cm = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( aoa ) ) ;
33 f p r i n t f ( '\ nStar t ing X f o i l i t e r a t i o n s . . . \ n' ) ;
34 t i c ;
35 f o r k= 1 : l ength ( aoa )
36 i f va ra rg in {3}
37 f p r i n t f ( 'M=%.4 f \tAoA=%.3 f \tRe=%.3e\n' ,Mach( k ) , aoa ( k ) ,Re( k ) ) ;
38 end
39 [ pol , f o i l D a t ]= x f o i l ( f o i l , aoa ( k ) , ...
40 Re( k ) ,Mach( k ) , vararg in {2} , 'oper i t e r +100 ' ) ;
41 c o e f f . Cl ( k ) = pol .CL; % Cl
42 c o e f f .Cd( k ) = pol .CD; % Cd
43 c o e f f .Cm( k ) = pol .Cm; % Cm
44 e r r ( k ) = pol . e r r ; % e r r o r f l a g
45 a i r f o i l . xcp{k} = f o i l D a t . xcp ;
46 a i r f o i l . cp{k} = f o i l D a t . cp ;
47 end
48 f p r i n t f ( '\nFinished %d i t e r a t i o n s in %f seconds \n\n' , l ength ( aoa ) , toc ) ;
49 a i r f o i l . x=f o i l D a t . x ;
50 a i r f o i l . y=f o i l D a t . y ;
The next section of the function looks for any errors in the extracted results. This
is now an easy endeavor thanks to the error flag added in the main calling function.
If any errors were detected during the operation, then the missing data points will
be generated through interpolation using the converged results. However, due to
limitations in Matlab’s interpolation methods, the data set needs to be divided into
sections, separated by the maximum α. Matlab cannot interpolate when there are
two different dependent value for a single independent one. Since the inflow has an
elliptical distribution , there is a local α maximum, enabling to split the data set into
two curves. The error seeking logic looks for the error flag, finds the index number
of this case, and compares it against the alpha max. Once identified which curve the
missing point can be interpolated against, the missing value is calculated. A sample
output of this execution plot is seen in Figure B.8. This plot will be generated if the
fifth output to aerocalcs.m is set to true. In it, blue points are valid output values
from the Xfoil execution. The red marks are interpolated data points that had to
be performed due to an error during the analysis. Having this implemented avoids
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having ”dead zones” of data on the blade distribution, as well as limiting the cases
where the scripts crash and all data is lost.
Figure B.8 Sample output of the aerodynamic coefficient interpolation results
B.7 Blade Plotting and Data Processing Function
Once the aerodynamic coefficients on the blade surface have been established,
the obtained data needs to be post-processed for two purposes. First, to visual-
ize the information. Second, to parse the information to WOPWOP in order to
perform the acoustic approximation. To do so, a function was created. Function
blade plotting.m catches the airfoil XY coordinates, the coefficient of pressure, and
the blade geometry data. It processes the data and assembles a 3D coordinates for the
blade, where it assigns each node a pressure coefficient value. This values are in turn
converted to gauge pressure values. After this post-processing has been completed,
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the new 3d coordinates are exported and saved into the blade result structure. Figure
B.9 below shows a sample representation of the output plot created by this function.
Figure B.9 Sample output of the Pressure Coefficient distribution
along the blade surface, shown with rotor performance parameters
The function also outputs a render of the full rotor, mainly for verification pur-
poses. A key component to achieve these graphics is using a direction cosine matrix
rotation of the blade airfoil based on the local pitch angle, airfoil chord length, and
element location. These calculations are shown in Listing B.14, where the dimensions
are applied to the non-dimensional 2D airfoil coordinates and then rotated accord-
ing to the element geometry. This process is repeated for each element until the 3D
coordinate grid is assembled.
Listing B.14.Blade Plotting function detail: 3D coordinate generation
49 f o r i=n:−1:1
50 %get Angle o f blade Element
51 theta=−blade . beta ( i ) ;
52 %s c a l e c en te r to l o c a l element chord
53 cente r = repmat ( [ b lade . tw cente r *blade . c ( i ) ; 0 ] , 1 , l ength ( a i r f o i l
. x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1)') ) ;
54 %r e s e t unsca led a i r f o i l choord inate s
55 v=[ a i r f o i l . x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1) ' ; a i r f o i l . y ( a i r f o i l . x<=1) ' ] ;
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56 %s c a l e them to cur rent element chord
57 v ( 1 , : ) = blade . c ( i ) .* v ( 1 , : ) ;%s c a l e to element chord
58 v ( 2 , : ) = blade . c ( i ) .* v ( 2 , : ) ;%s c a l e to element chord
59 %get t h i c k n e s s c o r r e c t i o n f a c t o r ( i f one i s d e s i r e d )
60 i f i s f i e l d ( sw , ' tc ' )
61 s c a l e=abs ( blade . tc ( blade . r ( i ) ) / blade . tmax) ;
62 i f s ca l e >1
63 v ( 2 , : ) = v ( 2 , : ) .* s c a l e ;
64 end
65 end
66 %prepare the r o t a t i o n matrix
67 R = [ cosd ( theta ) −s ind ( theta ) ; s ind ( theta ) cosd ( theta ) ] ;
68 %get ro ta ted coo rd ina t e s
69 vo = R*(v − cente r ) + cente r ;
70 %get new coo rd ina t e s
71 x ro ta t ed = vo ( 1 , : ) ;
72 y ro ta t ed = vo ( 2 , : ) ;
73 %s i z e coo rd ina t e s based on geometry o f blade
74 X3d( i , : ) = −blade .LE( blade . r ( i ) )+x ro ta t ed ;%chord d i r e c t i o n
75 Y3d( i , : ) = blade . x ( i ) .* ones ( s i z e ( a i r f o i l . x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1)') ) ;%span
76 Z3d ( i , : ) = y ro ta t ed ;%t h i c k n e s s
77 end
B.7.1 Interpolation of CP
As with the other coefficients discussed in Section B.6.2, if Xfoil did not con-
verge, there will be no cp values assigned to that blade element. Another issue at
hand is that the total number of pressure points data points may not be equal to
the number of surface geometric nodes. To overcome these possible sources of com-
putational error, the cp gets inter/extrapolated from the known data-points to the
number of physical nodes available. The scheme is similar to the one discussed in
Section B.6.2. However, the separation point now must be for the upper and lower
surfaces. Listing B.15 shows the section of the script which performs this calculation.
This process is nested within a for loop, being repeated for each blade element until
the cp distribution on the surface is assembled.
Listing B.15.Blade Plotting function detail: cp interpolation
89 %f i n d the s e r p a r a t i o n po int betwen upper and lower s u r f a c e o f
CP
90 %coords
91 upxcpI=f i n d ( a i r f o i l . xcp{ i}==min ( a i r f o i l . xcp{ i }) , 1 ) ;
92 %get the x and z coo rd ina t e s o f the CP so i t cor responds to
the
93 %p lo t t ed a i r f o i l c oo rd ina t e s . Must s epara te in to upper and
lower
94 %because i n t e r p can ' t have i d e n t i c a l x' s
95 i f l ength ( a i r f o i l . xcp{ i } ( 1 : upxcpI ) )==length ( a i r f o i l . x ( 1 : upxI ) )
96 v=[ a i r f o i l . x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1) ' ; ...
98
97 [ ...%Upper Sur face i n t e r p o l a t i o n
98 a i r f o i l . cp{ i } ( 1 : upxcpI ) ' ,...
99 ... %Lower Sur face i n t e r p o l a t i o n
100 a i r f o i l . cp{ i }( upxcpI +1:end ) ' ,...
101 ] ...
102 ] ;
103 e l s e
After the calculations have been preformed, the data is graphically plotted and
presented to the user. The 3D surface node coordinates, the cp distribution, and the
∆P on the surface is then exported into the blade result structure. Now there is
sufficient data to to perform the aeroacoustic estimation.
B.8 WOPWOP Function
PSU-WOPWOPv3 (Hennes et al., 2017) is a powerful and useful tool. Part of
the challenge of this research was the ability to use the code within the Matlab
environment. Since it takes input commands from ASCII case files, a similar ap-
proach used in Section B.6 was used. The inputs to the function are the same result
structures, along with some optional switches to output plots or to customize the
observer position and time for the analysis. The function also looks for a separate
input structure, simply called wop, where the customized observer positions will be
defined. This structure is not a mandatory input however, and if not present the
code will default to the standard observer distance and time frame. More detail and
a thorough description is available in the function preamble, seen in Appendix C.7,
lines 2-35.
A worthy note is that the units must be consistent when feeding it to WOPWOP.
Since the desired pressure has to be gauge pressure, and the samples provided were all
in Pascals, it was decided to convert all the coordinates and pressures to SI units. This
is done internally within the function however, so the user is not required to do this
conversion beforehand. As with the Xfoil interface, the code has distinct sections,
each performing a specific task. The first section sets-up the instruction command
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file. The next ones assemble the geometry and loading binary input files. After
these inputs files are generated, the executable is called using the windows command
line function. Once the execution has been completed, the output files are read and
decoded to the Matlab work-space. These sections are discussed individually next.
B.8.1 Case Files
WOPWOP takes inputs from a case text file. The file is assembled based on the
rotor parameters, blade position, flight characteristics, and observer position and time
window. There are two files created. The first is saved to the same directory where
WOPWOP resides. This file simply tells the program where the data and instruction
files are located. The second file is located within a separate directory, where all
the input files are saved and where the results files will be written. This directory
can be renamed as per the user’s selection, but it will default to \scripts\tools\
wopwop\caseEFRC\ and \scripts\tools\wopwop\caseEFRC\results\. Lines 107-
251 in Appendix C.7 is where these files are being assembled. For more information
on the commands and the structure use, refer the PSU-WOPWOPv3 User Manual
(Hennes et al., 2017)
B.8.2 Geometry Input File
The geometry input file is a structured little-endian binary file, where the node
surfaces are assembled and fed to the software. The encoding and structure are based
on the sample files provided by Dr. Brentner and the information found in the User
Manual. There are two key components to be discussed about this section of the tool.
The first involves the grid assembly, while the second involves the calculation of the
area vectors which the code uses to calculate the pressure forces.
The node coordinates have be assembled in a specific structure: XYZ coordinates
for the node location, ordered by chord-wise to span-wise distribution. A sample of
the assembling structure is shown in Listing B.16. It should be noticeable that there
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is an overlap of the first and last points between the upper and lower surfaces. This
has be coded this way because the surface nodes must match at their junction point
in order for the program to understand there is a continuous surface. Since the
coordinates do not repeat at these locations, this fix must be applied.
Listing B.16.PSU-WOPWOP Geometry File assembling Matlab function
detail
280 iMax = [1+ s i z e (X3d , 2 ) /2;1+ s i z e (X3d , 2 ) /2 ; s i z e (X3d , 2 ) /2 ; s i z e (X3d , 2 ) / 2 ] ;
281 jMax = [ s i z e (X3d , 1 ) ; s i z e (X3d , 1 ) ; 2 ; 2 ] ;
282 %p r e d e f i n e a temporary c e l l s t r u c t u r e with the coo rd ina t e s to use a
loop l a t e r
283 tempCoord={ {... % Zone 1 − Upper
284 X3d ( : , 1 : iMax (1 ) ) , ...
285 Y3d ( : , 1 : iMax (1 ) ) , ...
286 Z3d ( : , 1 : iMax (1) ) ...
287 } ,{ ... % Zone 2 − Lower ( over lap f i r s t and l a s t po int )
288 X3d ( : , [ 1 , end :−1: iMax (1) ] ) , ...
289 Y3d ( : , [ 1 , end :−1: iMax (1) ] ) , ...
290 Z3d ( : , [ 1 , end :−1: iMax (1) ] ) ...
291 } ,{ ... % Zone 3 − Root
292 [ X3d ( 1 , 1 : iMax (1 )−1) ; X3d ( 1 , [ end :−1: iMax (1) ] ) ] , ... %XZ need to f l i p
293 [ Y3d ( 1 , 1 : iMax (1 )−1) ; Y3d ( 1 , [ iMax (1 ) : end ] ) ] , ... %Y' s are equal
294 [ Z3d ( 1 , 1 : iMax (1)−1) ; Z3d ( 1 , [ end :−1: iMax (1) ] ) ] ...
295 } ,{ ... % Zone 4 − Tip
296 [ X3d( end , 1 : iMax (1 )−1) ; X3d( end , [ end :−1: iMax (1) ] ) ] , ...
297 [ Y3d( end , 1 : iMax (1 )−1) ; Y3d( end , [ iMax (1) : end ] ) ] , ...
298 [ Z3d ( end , 1 : iMax (1 )−1) ; Z3d ( end , [ end :−1: iMax (1) ] ) ] ...
299 }} ;
The next issue arises with the use of node-centered area-vectors. If we calculate
the area of each cell, we end up with less vectors than the total number of nodes.
This crashes the execution. The tool only takes node-centered area vectors. To
overcome this complication, this concept had to be thought of as it was not inherently
understood by the author. The calculation scheme can be visualized in Figure B.10,
where a sample 3D surface is shown with different vector area calculations shown.
Listing B.17.Node-centered are vector calculation scheme
300 %perform c a l c u l a t i o n s f o r ver tex po in t s to perform Node Centerd Vector
Area
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301 f o r zdx=1:2
302 %get normal un i t v e c t o r s f o r each s u r f a c e
303 [U{zdx } ,V{zdx } ,W{zdx}]= surfnorm ( tempCoord{zdx }{1} , tempCoord{zdx
}{2} , tempCoord{zdx }{3}) ;
304 %f o r each s e t o f coo rd ina t e s
305 f o r cdx=1: s i z e ( tempCoord{zdx } , 2 )
306 %setup area ver tex po in t s empty array
307 mid{cdx}=ze ro s ( s i z e ( tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx })+1) ;
308 %s e t mid po in t s ( node + h a l f d i s t ance to next node )
309 mid{cdx } ( 2 : end−1 ,2: end−1)=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 : end−1 ,1: end−1)
+...
310 ( ( tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 2 : end , 2 : end )−tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 :
end−1 ,1: end−1) ) . / 2 ) ; ;
311 %s e t corner po in t s
312 mid{cdx } (1 , 1 )=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } (1 , 1 ) ;
313 mid{cdx } (1 , end )=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } (1 , end ) ;
314 mid{cdx }( end , 1 )=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx }( end , 1 ) ;
315 mid{cdx }( end , end )=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx }( end , end ) ;
316 %s e t boundary po in t s
317 mid{cdx } ( 1 , 2 : end−1)=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 , 1 : end−1)+((tempCoord
{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 , 2 : end )−tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 , 1 : end−1) ) . / 2 ) ;
318 mid{cdx }( end , 2 : end−1)=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx }( end , 1 : end−1)+((
tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx }( end , 2 : end )−tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx }( end , 1 :
end−1) ) . / 2 ) ;
319 mid{cdx } ( 2 : end−1 ,1)=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 : end−1 ,1) +((tempCoord
{zdx}{ cdx } ( 2 : end , 1 )−tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 : end−1 ,1) ) . / 2 ) ;
320 mid{cdx } ( 2 : end−1,end )=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 : end−1,end ) +((
tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 2 : end , end )−tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 : end−1,
end ) ) . / 2 ) ;
321 end
328 f o r i =1: s i z e (Xmid{zdx } , 1 )−1
329 f o r j =1: s i z e (Xmid{zdx } , 2 )−1
330 Amid{zdx }( i , j , : )=c r o s s ( ...
331 [ Xmid{zdx }( i +1, j )−Xmid{zdx }( i , j ) , Ymid{zdx }( i +1, j )−
Ymid{zdx }( i , j ) , Zmid{zdx }( i +1, j )−Zmid{zdx }( i , j ) ] ,
...
332 [ Xmid{zdx }( i , j +1)−Xmid{zdx }( i , j ) , Ymid{zdx }( i , j +1)−
Ymid{zdx }( i , j ) , Zmid{zdx }( i , j +1)−Zmid{zdx }( i , j ) ] ) ;
333 Nmid{zdx }( i , j , : )=abs (norm ( [ Amid{zdx }( i , j , 1 ) ,Amid{zdx }( i , j
, 2 ) ,Amid{zdx }( i , j , 3 ) ] ) ) ;
334 end
335 end
328 f o r i =1: s i z e (Xmid{zdx } , 1 )−1
The areas are calculated by doing the cross multiplication of the vectors to the
midpoints on each cell. Each cell’s midpoint is calculated and placed on the geometry.
Then, a vector is created in the i-th direction ( ~ai,j, ~ai+1,j) and another one in the j-th
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(a) i=2, j=2 Node (b) i=4, j=2 Node
(c) i=4, j=4 Node
Figure B.10 Node-centered area-vector calculation scheme and demonstration
direction ~ai,j, ~ai,j+1. This vector originate from the surface midpoints and end at the
midpoints, except at the boundaries. In the boundary nodes, the origin / end are
the midpoints between the two nodes. This calculation is iterated for each node, and
then the resultant magnitude is obtained. This resultant magnitude is assigned to the
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unit vector corresponding the surface node location, which is conveniently available
through a Matlab embedded function. This is exemplified in Listing B.17.
To ensure this calculated area vector was correct, these were computed for the
sample case geometry provided with the code. The vectors were then compared to
the extracted input values from the same geometry ans ensured they match. Figure
B.11 shows that these match.
Figure B.11 Upper surface node-centered area-vector comparison be-
tween calculated and provided results
After each run, a decoding function has been created to visualize what was the
input to WOPWOP. With this visual tool, the user can be assured that the correct
input were fed to the code prior to the execution. This function can be found in
Appendix C.8. Figure B.12 depicts the sample output from this decoder, showing a
correct geometric representation and correct area vector magnitude and direction.
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Figure B.12 Decoded output plot shown to the user as means to
ensure the correct inputs were fed to WOPWOP for execution. Units
are in SI, thus the distance is in meters and gauge pressure in Pascals
B.8.3 Loading Input File
The loading input file is simpler that the geometric one, where the surface pres-
sure values are assigned to each node. Since the pressure has already been calculated
before, these values are readily available. The only task at hand is to assemble the
data in the desired structure, and include the correct commands. The full file writing
script can be found in Appendix C.7, lines 451-529. As with the above mentioned
geometry patch file writing script, the file must be little-endian binary encoded, where
each value is assigned four bits.
B.8.4 Running WOPWOP
Running WOPWOP now is similar to the way Xfoil was executed. The main
difference is that, since there is no visual output when being executed, a visual aid
was coded to show the user the code is still executing and preventing any interaction
that could jeopardize the results. Whether the execution is successful or not, the user
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will be notified. If successful, plots are generated with the sound pressure variation
and sound pressure frequency distribution. If unsuccessful, the user can access a
debugging file in \scripts\tools\wopwop\resultWOPWOP.out where the reason for
the crash will be reported. This usually is related to erroneous time step or time-frame
selection by the user.
B.8.5 Reading WOPWOP results
The results are extracted from the files and saved into the work-space in a similar
fashion as discussed in Section B.6. These extracted values are saved into a structure
names noise, and into a separate output file. Sample plots are depicted in Figure
B.13. The plots are not saved. However, these can be generated easily from the saved
data.
(a) Pressure Level Time Variation (b) Sound Pressure Level (SPL) Frequency
Distribution
Figure B.13 Sample result extraction from WOPWOP’s execution
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C. Appendix - Source Code Listings
C.1 runProp.m script
Full \runProp.m script
1 % run PROP Function c a l l e r to perform blade a c o u s t i c a n a l y s i s us ing a
2 % modf i i ed Blade Element Momentum Theory based on Leishman (2006) and
3 % McCormick (1995) books . Implemented use o f XFOIL ( Drela , 2001) to
get
4 % aero p r o p e r t i e s o f blade , and PSU−WOPWOPv3 ( Brentner , 2017) to
perform
5 % a e r o a c o u s t i c approximation o f the blade . Current r e l e a s e only
performs
6 % s t a t i c / hover case , with no unsteady loads , no chordwise d i s t r i b u t i o n
, and
7 % only c o n s i d e r e s t h i c k n e s s and load ing no i s e .
8 %
9 % Author : Xavier Santacruz ( santacrx@gmail . com)
10 % Release : Apr i l /01/2019
11 % Purpose : MSc . Aerospace Engineer ing Thes i s − ERAU EFRC
12
13 %% I n i t i a l i z a t i o n [DO NOT EDIT]
14 c l o s e a l l
15 c l e a r
16 c l c
17 load paths ; %load the nece s sa ry paths f o r s u b s c r i p t s
18
19 %######################### BEGIN USER INPUTS
############################
20
21 %% Setup Switches [0= Off , 1=On; u n l e s s s p e c i f i e d ]
22 sw . geom = 0 ; % Use m− f i l e inputs (0 ) or open geometry e d i t o r (1 )
23 sw . aero = 1 ; % Use XFoil in a l l e lements (1 ) or j u s t f o r g ene ra l Cla
(0 )
24 sw . p e r f = 0 ; % Calcu la te hover performance curves (1 ) , advancing
f l i g h t
25 % curves (2 ) , or j u s t s t a t i c case (0 )
26 sw . no i s e = 1 ; % Run WOPWOP a f t e r a l l b lade c a l c u l a t i o n s
27 sw . bemt = 4 ; % BEMT Vers ion . 0=Leishman ( element by element ) ,
28 % 1=Leishman Mod ( array c a l c s ) ,
29 % 2=McMormick BEVT, 3=McCormick BEVT P−C
,
30 % 4=Thes i s BEMT P−C method
31 sw . b i a s = 1 ; % Tip element b ia s . 1=s i n e weighted . 0=equa l l y spaced
e lements
32
33 %% Blade Input − Overr ide with pre loaded geometry (uncomment your
cho i c e )
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34 HantzBlade ; %EFRC GOE550 blade ( Hantz 2018)
35 %GoblinBlade ; %EFRC Goblin Blade
36 %Prop5868 ; %NACA TR650 P r o p e l l e r #5868−9
37 %wopCase1blade ; %WopWop Sample Case 1 blade
38 %UH1Hscaled ; %UH1H Rotor , 1/7 s c a l e ( Boxwell 1978)
39 %CardonnaBlade ; %Blade Used f o r t e s t i n g in Cardonna and Tung (1981)
40
41 %########################## END USER INPUTS
#############################
42 %% Computation [DO NOT EDIT]
43 b l a d e c a l c u l a t i o n s ; %perform blade c a l c u l a t i o n s
C.2 geometry.m script
Full \scripts\tools\xfoil\geometry.m script
1 % geometry .m: User e d i t a b l e input f i l e f o r custom blades . The user can
a l s o
2 % copy t h i s f i l e , rename i t , and c a l l as an input on ” run Prop ” . This
f i l e
3 % open in e d i t mode i f sw . geom i s s e t to 1 .
4 % STANDALONE INPUT FILE . NO COMPUTATIONS PERFROMED
5 % Xavier Santacruz ( santacrx@gmail . com)
6
7 %% f l i g h t data
8 f l i g h t . Vclimb = 2 ; %[ f t / s ] − Climb/ Axial Ve loc i ty
9 f l i g h t . Vfwd = 0 ; %[ f t / s ] − Forward f l i g h t speed
10 f l i g h t . a l t = 0 ;
11
12 %% roto r data
13 ro to r . Nr = 2 ; %Number o f r o t o r s
14 ro to r .Nb = 3 ; %Number o f b lades
15 ro to r . macht = 0 ;%Tip Mach , o v e r r i d e s rpm . 0 uses rpm
16 ro to r . rpm = 1400 ;
17
18 %% blade data
19 blade . e l = 100 ;%number o f blade e lements
20 blade . pn = 50 ;%number o f chordwise s u r f a c e pane l s (TOTAL i . e . : Upper +
Lower )
21 %blade geometry
22 blade .R = 4 ; %[ f t ] − Blade l enght / ro to r rad iu s
23 blade . root = 0 . 5 ; %[ f t ] − Root cut−out / hub rad iu s
24 blade .LE = @(r ) .5− .375* r ;%[ f t ] − Leading Edge func t i on wrt non−dim r
25 blade .TE = @(r ) −.5+.375* r ;%[ f t ] − T r a i l i n g Edge func t i on wrt non−dim
r
26 %blade ang l e s
27 blade . tw i s t = @(r ) −25* r +25; %[ deg ] − Linear tw i s t s l ope . 0 at t i p .
Func wrt non−dim r
28 blade . tw cente r = 0 . 2 5 ;%[%c ] Center o f Twist Rotation
29 blade . c o l l e c t i v e = 8 ;%[ deg ]
30 %blade a i r f o i l
31 blade . a i r f o i l = 'e339' ;%a i r f o i l name f o r X f o i l
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32 blade . Cla = @(alpha ) 3 . 3 3 ;
33 blade . Cd0 = @(alpha ) 0 . 0 1 1 ;
34
35 %% WOPWOP custom commands
36 %Microphone p o s i t i o n
37 wop . obs . x = 3* blade .R;%[ f t ]
38 wop . obs . y = 0 ;%[ f t ]
39 wop . obs . z = 0 ;%[ f t ]
40 %time to read and po in t s to c a l c u a l t e with in the timeframe
41 wop . t . n = 4192 ;
42 wop . t . Min = 0 ;%[ sec ]
43 wop . t .Max = 1/( ro to r . rpm*60) ;%[ sec ]
44 %f i l e d i r e c t o r y name to save data
45 wop . f i l e D i r = 'sampleName' ;
C.3 blade calculations.m script
Full \scripts\tools\xfoil\blade calculations.m script
1 % b l a d e c a l c u l a t i o n s : perform blade c a l c s to load to BEMT
2 % not a standa lone s c r i p t , must be run by run Prop .m
3 % XSantacruz
4
5 %s t a r t t imer
6 propTime=t i c ;
7 %% Check sw i t che s
8 i f sw . geom ==1 %i f e d i t geometry i s s e l e c t e d , open geometry f i l e and
wait
9 c l e a r f l i g h t r o to r blade wop
10 e d i t geometry .m




15 %change p r e c i s i o n to more t han 32 to avoid rounding o f f e r r o r
16 d i g i t s O l d=d i g i t s ;
17 d i g i t s (64) ;
18
19 %% Pre−BET C a l c u l a t i o n s
20 %atmospher ic p r o p e r t i e s
21 [ f l i g h t .T, f l i g h t . a , f l i g h t .P, f l i g h t . rho ] = atmosisa ( f l i g h t . a l t *0 .3048) ;
22 f l i g h t . a = f l i g h t . a .* 3 . 2 8 0 8 4 ;%[ f t / s ]
23 f l i g h t . rho = f l i g h t . rho .*0 .06242796057614516 ;%[ lb / f t ˆ3 ]
24 f l i g h t .T = ( ( f l i g h t .T − 273 .15) .* ( 9 / 5 ) ) + 32 ;%[F ]
25 f l i g h t . nu = 1.602 e−4;%[ f t ˆ2/ s ] Kinematic V i s c o c i t y o f Air
26 %ro to r c a l c u l a t i o n s
27 ro to r .D=blade .R*2 ; %[ f t ]
28 ro to r .A=(blade .Rˆ2−blade . root ˆ2)*pi ;%Disk Area [ f t ˆ2 ]
29 %element l ength ( t i p weighted d i s t r i b u t i o n )
30 i f sw . b i a s==1
31 rWeight = s i n ( 0 : p i /(2* blade . e l ) : p i /2) ;
32 e l s e
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33 rWeight = l i n s p a c e (0 , 1 , b lade . e l +1) ;
34 end
35 rWalls = ( rWeight . * ( blade .R−blade . root ) )+blade . root ;
36 blade . dr = rWalls ( 2 : end )−rWalls ( 1 : end−1) ;
37 %element coo rd ina t e s
38 blade . x = rWalls ( 1 : end−1)+(blade . dr . / 2 ) ; %cente r x−coord o f element
39 blade . x i = rWalls ( 1 : end−1) ; %inner x−coord o f element
40 blade . xo = rWalls ( 2 : end ) ; %outer x−coord o f element
41 c l e a r rWeight rWalls %remove temporary vars
42 %element c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
43 blade . r = blade . x/ blade .R;%non d imens i ona l i z ed rad iu s
44 blade . theta = blade . tw i s t ( blade . r ) ;%[ deg ] element tw i s t ( ze ro
c o l l e c t i v e )
45 blade . beta = blade . theta+blade . c o l l e c t i v e ;%[ deg ] element ang le with
TPP
46 blade . c = blade .LE( blade . r )−blade .TE( blade . r ) ; %[ f t ]
47 i f sum( blade . c<0)>=1; e r r o r ( 'Negative chord l ength detec ted .
Stopping . ' ) ; end %check that a l l choord l eng th s are p o s i t i v e
48 blade . dS = blade . c .* blade . dr ;%element area [ f t ˆ2 ]
49 blade . S s i n g l e = sum( blade . dS ) ;%s i n g l e blade area [ f t ˆ2 ]
50 ro to r . sigma = blade . S s i n g l e .* ( r o t o r .Nb / ro to r .A) ; %ro to r s o l i d i t y
51 blade . dSigma = ro to r .Nb .* blade . dS . / ( p i *( blade . xo .ˆ2 − blade . x i . ˆ 2 ) )
;%element s o l i d i t y
52
53 %element dynamics
54 i f r o t o r . macht ˜= 0 %i f mach t i p i s not zero , c a l c u l a t e the rpm
55 ro to r . rpm = 60*( r o t o r . macht* f l i g h t . a ) /( blade .R*2* pi ) ;
56 end
57 i f i s f i e l d ( rotor , 'J' ) %i f J i s de f ined , us t h i s to get a x i a l speed
58 f l i g h t . Vclimb=( ro to r . rpm/60)* r o t o r .D* r o t o r . J ;
59 end
60 blade . v p lane = blade . x . * ( r o t o r . rpm/60) ;
61 blade . Mach = blade . v p lane . / f l i g h t . a ; %Local blade s e c t i o n Mach
62 blade . Re = blade . c . * ( blade . x . * ( r o t o r . rpm/60) ) . / f l i g h t . nu ; %Local blade
s e c t i o n Reynolds
63
64 %% BEMT
65 %perform mBEMT based on McCormick' s method
66 %use X f o i l f o r aero parameters
67 %return blade CP d i s t r i b u t i o n on s u r f a c e and dT dQ f o r r o to r
68 switch sw . bemt
69 case 0
70 %Leishman ' s Or i g i na l element per element
71 [ c o e f f s , a i r f o i l , blade , r o t o r ] = BEMT v0( f l i g h t , rotor , blade , sw) ;
72 case 1
73 %Leishman 's , vec to r c a l c u l a t i o n s
74 [ c o e f f s , a i r f o i l , blade , r o t o r ] = BEMT v1( f l i g h t , rotor , blade , sw) ;
75 case 2
76 %McCormick' s BEVT




79 %McCormick' s ”BEVT” , looped
80 tempAero = sw . aero ;
81 sw . aero = 0 ;
82 bemtCount = 0 ;
83 whi l e bemtCount < 5
84 [ ˜ , ˜ , blade , r o t o r ] = BEMT v3b1( f l i g h t , rotor , blade , sw) ;
85 bemtCount = bemtCount+1;
86 end
87 sw . aero = tempAero ;
88 c l e a r bemtCount tempAero
89 [ c o e f f s , a i r f o i l , blade , r o t o r ] = BEMT v3b( f l i g h t , rotor , blade , sw)
;
90 case 4
91 %Thes i s way
92 [ c o e f f s , a i r f o i l , blade , r o t o r ] = BEMT v0b( f l i g h t , rotor , blade , sw)
;
93 otherwi s e
94 e r r o r ( 'sw . bemt setup i n c o r r e c t l y . Revise and re−run' ) ;
95 end
96
97 %return p r e c i s i o n to what i t was be f o r e
98 d i g i t s ( d i g i t s O l d ) ;
99 c l e a r d i g i t s O l d
100
101 %% BEMT Post−p r o c e s s i n g
102 %p lo t and get 3d coo rd ina t e s and pr e s su r e d i s t r i b u t i o n
103 i f sw . p e r f==0
104 blade = b l a d e p l o t t i n g ( a i r f o i l , blade , rotor , f l i g h t , c o e f f s , sw , 0 ) ;
105 save ( [ pwd '/ output / r e su l t s bemt . mat' ] , ' a i r f o i l ' , 'blade ' , ' r o t o r ' , '
f l i g h t ' , ' c o e f f s ' , 'sw' ) ;
106 end
107 %i f no i s e switch i s act ivated , perform no i s e a n a l y s i s us ing WopWop
108 i f sw . no i s e==1 && sw . p e r f==0
109 i f e x i s t ( 'mic' , 'var ' )
110 wop . obs = thomasMics ( mic ) ;
111 end
112 i f e x i s t ( 'wop' , 'var ' )
113 i f i s f i e l d (wop , ' f i l e D i r ' )
114 no i s e = wopwop( blade , rotor , f l i g h t , true , wop , wop . f i l e D i r ) ;
115 e l s e
116 no i s e = wopwop( blade , rotor , f l i g h t , true , wop) ;
117 end
118 e l s e
119 no i s e = wopwop( blade , rotor , f l i g h t , t rue ) ;
120 end
121 readPatchTest ;
122 save ( [ pwd '/ output / r e s u l t s n o i s e . mat' ] , ' no i s e ' ) ;
123 end
124 tEnd=toc ( propTime ) ;
125 f p r i n t f ( '\nTotal runtime : %d min %d sec \n' , f l o o r ( tEnd /60) , c e i l ( rem(
tEnd , 6 0 ) ) ) ;
126 c l e a r propTime tEnd
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C.4 BEMT v0b.m script
Full \scripts\core\BEMT v0b.m script
1 func t i on [ c o e f f s , a i r f o i l , blade , r o t o r ] = BEMT v0( f l i g h t , rotor , blade , sw)
2 % BEMT V3
3 % Based on Leishman ' s Book , Modif ied in Thes i s Formulation
4 % Xavier Santacruz ( santacrx@gmail . com)
5 % Eagle F l i gh t Research Center
6 % ERAU
7 %
8 % 2019/03/11 − Rev 0
9
10 a = f l i g h t . a ;%[ f t / s ]
11 rho = f l i g h t . rho ;%[ lb / f t ˆ3 ]
12 nu = f l i g h t . nu ;%[ f t ˆ2/ s ]
13 ro to r . Vaxial = f l i g h t . Vclimb ;%[ f t / s ]
14 %number o f a i r f o i l pane l s
15 i f i s f i e l d ( blade , 'pn' )
16 nPane=blade . pn ;




21 %I n i t i a l C a l c u l a t i o n s
22 omega = ro to r . rpm*(2* pi /60) ; %[ rad/ s ]
23 omega r = omega .* blade . x ;%[ f t / s ]
24 V=ro to r . Vaxial .* ones ( s i z e ( blade . x ) ) ;%[ f t / s ]
25 VT = blade .R*omega ;%[ f t / s ] Tip Speed (SCALAR)
26 x = blade . x ;%[ f t ]
27 r = x/ blade .R;%[ nd ] Non−d imens iona l i z ed element l o c a t i o n
28 dr = blade . dr/ blade .R;
29 lambda c = ro to r . Vaxial . / omega r ;
30 lambda = V. /VT; %[ nd ] See bottom of pg302 (V + VT) . / omegar
31 beta = ( blade . c o l l e c t i v e + blade . tw i s t ( blade . x i . / blade .R) ) . * ( p i /180) ;%
[ rad ]
32 c = blade . c ;%[ f t ]
33 Nb = ro to r .Nb ;%[ nd ]
34 D = ro to r .D;%[ f t ]
35 A = ro to r .A;%[ f t ˆ2 ]
36 n = ro to r . rpm/60 ;%[ rev / s ]
37 J = ro to r . Vaxial /(n*D) ;
38
39 %run X f o i l once from 0 to 10 deg at t i p mach and re to get average Cla
,
40 %Cd0 , and t max/c o f a i r f o i l to use in equat ions
41 temp . c o e f f . aoa = [ 0 : 2 : 1 0 ] ;
42 [ temp . c o e f f , temp . f o i l ]= a e r o c a l c s ( blade . a i r f o i l , temp . c o e f f . aoa , ...
43 blade . Re( f i x ( blade . e l * . 7 5 ) ) .* ones ( s i z e ( temp . c o e f f . aoa ) ) , ...
44 blade . Mach( f i x ( blade . e l * . 7 5 ) ) .* ones ( s i z e ( temp . c o e f f . aoa ) ) , f a l s e ) ;
45 %convert aoa to rads f o r c a l c u l a t i o n s
46 temp . c o e f f . aoa=temp . c o e f f . aoa . * ( p i /180) ;
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47 %l i n e a r f i t the Cl curve to get Cla and Cl0
48 f=f i t ( temp . c o e f f . aoa ' , temp . c o e f f . Cl ' , 'poly1 ' ) ;
49 %f i t in the form ' f ( x ) = p1*x + p2'
50 Cla=f . p1 ;%[1/ rad ]
51 Cl0=f . p2 ;%[ nd ]
52 dCl0=Cl0 ;
53 %quadrat i c f i t the Cd curve to get Cd0 , Cd1 and Cd2
54 f=f i t ( temp . c o e f f . aoa ' , temp . c o e f f . Cd' , 'poly2 ' ) ;
55 %f i t in the form ' f ( x ) = p1*xˆ2 + p2*x + p3'
56 Cd0=f . p3 ;%[ nd ]
57 Cd1=f . p2 ;%[1/ rad ]
58 Cd2=f . p1 ;%[1/ rad ˆ2 ]
59 %get the max t h i c k n e s s over c f o r the a i r f o i l s e c t i o n
60 [ blade . tmax ,˜ ]= findtmax ( temp . f o i l ) ;%[1/ c ]
61 i f i s f i e l d ( sw , ' tc ' )
62 tmax=abs ( blade . tc ( x ) . / blade . tmax) ;
63 e l s e
64 tmax=blade . tmax .* ones ( s i z e ( x ) ) ;
65 end
66
67 % Calcu la te i n f l ow f o r each blade element
68 Nr = blade . e l ;
69 f o r i =1:Nr
70 %d e f i n e p l a c e h o l d e r s and counter s
71 m =0;
72 s igma r = blade . dSigma ( i ) ;
73 % BLADE TWIST CALCULATIONS
74 dthe ta r ( i ) = beta ( i ) ;
75 % PRANDTL TIP LOSS CALCULATIONS
76 % Prede f ine 1 s t F as 1
77 F = 1 ;
78 % I t e r a t e f o r 5 t imes to get modi f i ed in f l ow
79 whi l e m <= 10
80 lambda ( i ) = s q r t ( ( ( s igma r *Cla /(16*F) )−(lambda c ( i ) /2) ) ˆ2 +...
81 ( s igma r *Cla* dthe ta r ( i )* r ( i ) /(8*F) ) )−...
82 ( ( s igma r *Cla /(16*F) )−(lambda c ( i ) /2) ) ; %Eq . 3 . 1 2 6 modi f i ed
with 3 .58
83 f = (Nb/2) *((1− r ( i ) ) /( lambda ( i )−(lambda c ( i ) /Nr) ) ) ; %Eq . 3 . 1 2 1
[NOTE: MAY NEED TO MODIFY]
84 F = (2/ p i ( ) )* acos ( exp(− f ) ) ; %Eq . 3 . 1 2 0
85 m = m+1;
86 end
87 lambda ( i ) = s q r t ( ( ( s igma r *Cla /(16*F) )−(lambda c ( i ) /2) ) ˆ2 +...
88 ( s igma r *Cla* dthe ta r ( i )* r ( i ) /(8*F) ) )−...
89 ( ( s igma r *Cla /(16*F) )−(lambda c ( i ) /2) ) ; %Eq . 3 . 1 2 6 modi f i ed
with 3 .58
90 end
91 %c a l c u l a t e element v e l o c i t y vectors , ang les , and params
92 UT=omega r ;
93 UP=lambda .*UT. / r ;
94 U=r e a l ( s q r t ( (UP. ˆ 2 ) +(UT. ˆ 2 ) ) ) ;%[ f t / s ]
95 phi = atan (UP/UT) ;
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96 Mach=r e a l (U. / a ) ;
97 Re= r e a l ( c .*U. / nu) ; %Local blade s e c t i o n Reynolds
98 AoA=r e a l ( ( dtheta r−atan ( lambda . / r ) ) .* (180/ p i ) ) ;%[ deg ]
99 d i sp ( 'Thes is BEMT' ) ;
100
101 %perform P−C i t e r a t i o n
102 i f sw . aero==1
103 c o e f f s . e r r = ze ro s ( s i z e (UT) ) ;
104 %c a l l x f o i l us ing so lved alpha to get Cd and Cl
105 [ res , a i r f o i l ]= a e r o c a l c s ( blade . a i r f o i l ,AoA, Re , Mach , nPane ) ;
106 dCl = r e s . Cl ;
107 dCd = r e s .Cd ;
108 %new equat ion
109 f o r i =1:Nr−1
110 f p r i n t f ( 'Element %d\n' , i ) ;
111 %d e f i n e p l a c e h o l d e r s and counter s
112 m =0;
113 s igma r = blade . dSigma ( i ) ;
114 or igL=lambda ( i ) ;
115 tempA=AoA( i ) .* pi ( ) /180 ;
116 e r r = 1 ;
117 % I t e r a t e f o r 20 t imes to get modi f i ed in f l ow i f tw i s t ang le
i s
118 % higher than 5deg
119 whi l e m <= 20 && err >0.001 && err<2
120 UP( i )=lambda ( i ) .*UT( i ) . / r ( i ) ;%[ f t / s ]
121 U( i )=r e a l ( s q r t ( (UP( i ) . ˆ 2 ) +(UT( i ) . ˆ 2 ) ) ) ;%[ f t / s ]
122 Mach( i ) =r e a l (U( i ) . / a ) ;
123 Re( i ) = r e a l ( c ( i ) .*U( i ) . / nu) ; %Local blade s e c t i o n
Reynolds
124 phi ( i ) = atan (UP( i ) /UT( i ) ) ; %[ rad ]
125 AoA( i ) = r e a l ( ( d the ta r ( i )−phi ( i ) ) .* (180/ p i ) ) ; %[ deg ]
126 f p r i n t f ( 'M=%.4 f \tAoA=%.3 f \tRe=%.3e\n' ,Mach( i ) ,AoA( i ) ,Re( i )
) ;
127 f = (Nb/2) *((1− r ( i ) ) /( r ( i ) . * ( phi ( i ) ) ) ) ; %Eq . 3 . 2 3 d e t a i l
128 F = (2/ p i ( ) )* acos ( exp(− f ) ) ; %Eq . 3 . 1 2 0
129 [ pol ,˜ ]= x f o i l ( b lade . a i r f o i l ,AoA( i ) ,Re( i ) ,Mach( i ) , nPane , '
oper // i t e r +500 ' ) ;
130 i f po l . e r r==0
131 dCl ( i )=pol .CL;
132 dCd( i )=pol .CD;
133 end
134 Caero = dCl ( i ) .* cos ( phi ( i ) ) − dCd( i ) .* s i n ( phi ( i ) ) ;
135 aidC = sigma r .* Caero ;
136 aidA = ( 8 .*F.* r ( i ) )−(aidC ) ;
137 aidB = 4.*F.* lambda c ( i ) ;
138 lambda ( i ) = ( r ( i ) . / aidA ) .* ...
139 ( ( aidB )+s q r t ( ( aidB . ˆ 2 ) +(aidC .* aidA ) ) ) ; %Eq . 3 . 2 3 MY
THESIS
140 m = m+1;
141 e r r = abs (AoA( i ) − tempA) .* pi ( ) /180 ;
142 tempA=AoA( i ) ;
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143 end
144 i f err >0.001
145 lambda ( i )=or igL ;
146 UP( i )=lambda ( i ) .*UT( i ) . / r ( i ) ;
147 U( i )=r e a l ( s q r t ( (UP( i ) . ˆ 2 ) +(UT( i ) . ˆ 2 ) ) ) ;%[ f t / s ]
148 Mach( i ) =r e a l (U( i ) . / a ) ;
149 Re( i ) = r e a l ( c ( i ) .*U( i ) . / nu) ; %Local blade s e c t i o n
Reynolds
150 phi ( i ) = atan (UP( i ) /UT( i ) ) ;
151 AoA( i ) = r e a l ( ( d the ta r ( i )−phi ( i ) ) .* (180/ p i ) ) ;%[ deg ]




156 %the l a s t element has NaN, so use h a l f o f the prev ious one
157 U(Nr)=U(Nr−1) . / 2 ;
158 UT(Nr)=UT(Nr−1) . / 2 ;
159 UP(Nr)=UP(Nr−1) . / 2 ;
160 dCl (Nr)=dCl (Nr−1) . / 2 ;
161 dCd(Nr)=dCd(Nr−1) . / 2 ;
162 phi (Nr)=phi (Nr−1) . / 2 ;
163 Mach(Nr)=Mach(Nr−1) . / 2 ;
164 Re(Nr)=Re(Nr−1) . / 2 ;
165 AoA(Nr)=AoA(Nr−1) . / 2 ;
166 e l s e
167 a i r f o i l = temp . f o i l ;
168 dCl = Cla . * (AoA. * ( p i /180) ) + Cl0 ;
169 dCd = Cd0 + Cd1 . * (AoA. * ( p i /180) ) + Cd1 . * ( (AoA. * ( p i /180) ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
170 end
171
172 %c a l c u a l t e element l i f t and drag f o r c e s
173 dL=0.5.* rho . * (U. ˆ 2 ) .* c .* dCl .* blade . dr ;
174 dD=0.5.* rho . * (U. ˆ 2 ) .* c .*dCd.* blade . dr ;
175 %c a l c u a l t e f o r c e s p a r a l l e l and perpend i cua l r to r o to r d i sk
176 dFx=dL .* s i n ( phi ) + dD.* cos ( phi ) ;
177 dFz=dL .* cos ( phi ) − dD.* s i n ( phi ) ;
178 %c a l c u l a t e thrust , torque and power element c o n t r i b u t i o n s
179 dT=dFz ;
180 dQ=dFx .* x ;
181 dP=dFx .* omega r ;
182 %c a l c u a l a t e element c o e f f i c i e n t s
183 dCT = dT . / ( rho .*A. * (VTˆ2) ) ;
184 dCQ = dQ . / ( rho .*A. * (VTˆ2) .* blade .R) ;
185 dCP = dP . / ( rho .*A. * (VTˆ3) ) ;
186 %return numbers o f i n t e r e s t
187 blade . Mach = Mach ;
188 blade . Re = Re ;
189 blade .AoA = AoA;%[ deg ]
190 blade . i n f l ow = UP;%[ f t / s ]
191 blade . lambda = lambda ;
192 blade . Vt = UT;%[ f t / s ]
193 blade . Ve = U;%[ f t / s ]
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194 %return c o e f f i c i e n t s o f i n t e r e s
195 c o e f f s . dCl = dCl ;
196 c o e f f s . dCd = dCd ;
197 c o e f f s .dCT = r e a l (dCT) ;
198 c o e f f s .dCP = r e a l (dCP) ;
199 c o e f f s .dCQ = r e a l (dCQ) ;
200 %get t o t a l r o t o r c o e f f i c i e n t s
201 CT=sum( r e a l (dCT) ) ;
202 CP=sum( r e a l (dCP) ) ;
203 CQ=sum( r e a l (dCQ) ) ;
204 %return ro to r parameters
205 ro to r . J = J ;
206 ro to r .CT = CT;
207 ro to r .CP = CP;
208 ro to r .CQ = CQ;
209 ro to r . eta = CT.* J/CP;
210 ro to r . Thrust = sum(dT) ;%[ l b f ]
211 ro to r . Torque = sum(dQ) ;%[ f t . l b s ]




1 func t i on [ pol , f o i l ] = x f o i l ( coord , alpha , Re , Mach ,Np, vararg in )
2 % Run XFoil and return the r e s u l t s .
3 % [ polar , f o i l ] = x f o i l ( coord , alpha , Re , Mach ,Np,{ ext ra commands})
4 %
5 % X f o i l . exe needs to be in the same d i r e c t o r y as t h i s m func t i on .
6 % For more in fo rmat ion on XFoil v i s i t the se webs i t e s ;
7 % http :// web . mit . edu/ d r e l a / Publ ic /web/ x f o i l
8 %
9 % Inputs :
10 % coord : Normalised f o i l co−o r d i n a t e s (n by 2 array , o f x & y
11 % from the TE−top passed the LE to the TE bottom )
12 % or a f i l ename o f the XFoil co−ord ina te f i l e
13 % or a NACA 4 or 5 d i g i t d e s c r i p t o r ( e . g . 'NACA0012')
14 % alpha : Angle−of−attack , can be a vec to r f o r an alpha po la r
15 % Re : Reynolds number ( use Re=0 f o r i n v i s c i d mode)
16 % Mach : Mach number
17 % Np: Number o f a i r f o i l pane l s ( d e f a u l t s to 50)
18 % extra commands : Extra XFoil commands
19 % The extra XFoil commands need to be proper x f o i l commands
20 % in a charac t e r array . e . g . 'oper i t e r +150 ' l e ave a space
f o r
21 % every new l i n e command to re turn to base menu a f t e r
command
22 %
23 % The t r a n s i t i o n c r i t e r i o n Ncr i t can be s p e c i f i e d us ing the
24 % ' ext ra commands' opt ion as f o l l ows ,
25 % f o i l = x f o i l ('NACA0012' ,10 ,1 e6 , 0 . 2 , ' oper vpar+n+12 ')
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26 %
27 % S i t u a t i o n Ncr i t
28 % −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− −−−−−
29 % s a i l p l a n e 12−14
30 % motorg l ide r 11−13
31 % c l ean wind tunne l 10−12
32 % average wind tunne l 9 <= standard ”e ˆ9 method”
33 % d i r t y wind tunne l 4−8
34 %
35 % A f l a p d e f l e c t i o n can be added us ing the f o l l o w i n g command ,
36 % 'gdes f l a p {xhinge } {yhinge } { f l a p d e f e l c t i o n } exec '
37 %
38 % Outputs :
39 % po la r : s t r u c t u r e with the po la r c o e f f i c i e n t s ( alpha ,CL,CD,CDp,CM,
40 % Top Xtr , Bot Xtr )
41 % f o i l : s tu c tu r e with the s p e c i f i c aoa va lue s ( s , x , y , UeVinf ,
42 % Dstar , Theta , Cf ,H, cpx , cp ) each column corresponds to a
d i f f e r e n t
43 % angle−of−attack .
44 % I f only one l e f t hand operator i s s p e c i f i e d , only the po la r
w i l l be parsed and output
45 %
46 % I f the re are d i f f e r e n t s i z e d output ar rays f o r the d i f f e r e n t
i n c i d e n c e
47 % ang l e s then they w i l l be s to r ed in a s t ruc tu r ed array , f o i l ( 1 ) , f o i l
( 2 ) . . .
48 %
49 % I f the output array does not have a l l a lphas in i t , that i n d i c a t e s a
convergence f a i l u r e in X f o i l .
50 % In that event , i n c r e a s e the i t e r a t i o n count with 'oper i t e r ##;
51 %
52 % Examples :
53 % % S i n g l e AoA with a d i f f e r e n t number o f pane l s
54 % [ pol f o i l ] = x f o i l ('NACA0012' ,10 ,1 e6 , 0 . 0 , ' pane l s n 330 ')
55 %
56 % % Change the maximum number o f i t e r a t i o n s
57 % [ pol f o i l ] = x f o i l ('NACA0012' , 5 ,1 e6 , 0 . 2 , ' oper / i t e r 50 ')
58 %
59 % % D e f l e c t the t r a i l i n g edge by 20 deg at 60% chord and run
mul t ip l e i n c i d e n c e ang l e s
60 % [ pol f o i l ] = x f o i l ('NACA0012' , [ −5 :15 ] , 1 e6 , 0 . 2 , ' oper i t e r 150 ' , '
gdes f l a p 0 .6 0 5 exec ')
61 %
62 % % D e f l e c t the t r a i l i n g edge by 20 deg at 60% chord and run
mul t ip l e i n c i d e n c e ang l e s and only
63 % parse or output a po la r .
64 % pol = x f o i l ('NACA0012' , [ −5 :15 ] , 1 e6 , 0 . 2 , ' oper i t e r 150 ' , ' gdes f l a p
0 .6 0 5 exec ')
65 %
66 % % Plot the r e s u l t s
67 % f i g u r e ;
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68 % p lo t ( po l . alpha , po l .CL) ; x l a b e l (' alpha [\ c i r c ] ' ) ; y l a b e l ('C L') ;
t i t l e ( po l . name) ;
69 % f i g u r e ; subp lot ( 3 , 1 , [ 1 2 ] ) ;
70 % p lo t ( f o i l ( 1 ) . xcp ( : , end ) , f o i l ( 1 ) . cp ( : , end ) ) ; x l a b e l ('x') ;
71 % y l a b e l ('C p ') ; t i t l e ( s p r i n t f ('%s @ %g\\ c i r c ' , po l . name , f o i l ( 1 ) .
alpha ( end ) ) ) ;
72 % s e t ( gca , ' ydir ' , ' r eve r s e ') ;
73 % subplot ( 3 , 1 , 3 ) ;
74 % I = ( f o i l ( 1 ) . x ( : , end )<=1) ;
75 % p lo t ( f o i l ( 1 ) . x ( I , end ) , f o i l ( 1 ) . y ( I , end ) ) ; x l a b e l ('x') ;
76 % y l a b e l ('y') ; a x i s (' equal ') ;
77 %
78
79 % Some d e f a u l t va lue s
80 i f ˜ e x i s t ( 'coord ' , 'var ' ) ; coord = 'NACA0012' ; end
81 i f ˜ e x i s t ( 'alpha ' , 'var ' ) ; alpha = 0 ; end
82 i f ˜ e x i s t ( 'Re' , 'var ' ) ; Re = 1e6 ; end
83 i f ˜ e x i s t ( 'Mach' , 'var ' ) ; Mach = 0 . 2 ; end
84 i f ˜ e x i s t ( 'Np' , 'var ' ) ; Np = 50 ; end
85 Nalpha = length ( alpha ) ; % Number o f a lphas swept
86 % d e f a u l t f o i l name
87 fo i l name = mfilename ;
88
89 % d e f a u l t f i l enames
90 wd = f i l e p a r t s ( which ( mfilename ) ) ; % working d i r e c to ry , where x f o i l . exe
needs to be
91 fname = mfilename ;
92 f i l e c o o r d= [ f o i l name ' . dat' ] ;
93
94 %d e l e t e a l l f i l e s in po la r f o l d e r to avoid ove rwr i t i ng e r r o r
95 warning o f f




99 % Save coo rd ina t e s
100 i f i s c h a r ( coord ) % Either a NACA s t r i n g or a f i l ename
101 i f isempty ( r egexp i ( coord , 'ˆNACA * [0−9]{4 ,5}$ ' ) ) % Check i f a NACA
s t r i n g
102 % fo i l name = coord ; % some redundant code removed to go green ( ˜
isempty i f uncommented )
103 % e l s e % Filename supp l i ed
104 % s e t coord f i l e
105 f i l e c o o r d = s t r c a t ( ' a i r f o i l s \' , coord , ' . dat' ) ;
106 end
107 e l s e
108 % Write f o i l o rd ina te f i l e
109 i f e x i s t ( f i l e c o o r d , ' f i l e ' ) ; d e l e t e ( f i l e c o o r d ) ; end
110 f i d = fopen ( f i l e c o o r d , 'w' ) ;
111 i f ( f i d <=0)
112 e r r o r ( [ mfilename ' : i o ' ] , 'Unable to c r e a t e f i l e %s ' , f i l e c o o r d ) ;
113 e l s e
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114 f p r i n t f ( f i d , '%s \n' , f o i l name ) ;
115 f p r i n t f ( f i d , '%9.5 f %9.5 f \n' , coord ') ;
116 f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
117 end
118 end
119 %pause (1 ) ;
120 % Write x f o i l command f i l e
121 f i d = fopen ( [ wd f i l e s e p fname ' . inp ' ] , 'w' ) ;
122 i f ( f i d <=0)
123 e r r o r ( [ mfilename ' : i o ' ] , 'Unable to c r e a t e x f o i l . inp f i l e ' ) ;
124 e l s e
125 i f i s c h a r ( coord )
126 i f ˜ isempty ( r egexp i ( coord , 'ˆNACA * [0−9]{4 ,5}$ ' ) ) % NACA s t r i n g
supp l i ed
127 f p r i n t f ( f i d , 'naca %s \n' , coord ( 5 : end ) ) ;
128 e l s e % f i l ename supp l i ed
129 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' load %s \n' , f i l e c o o r d ) ;
130 end
131 e l s e % Coordinates suppl ied , use the d e f a u l t f i l ename
132 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' load %s \n' , f i l e c o o r d ) ;
133 end
134 f p r i n t f ( f i d , 'ppar\n' ) ;%load a i r f o i l data
135 f p r i n t f ( f i d , 'n\n' ) ;%change panel number
136 f p r i n t f ( f i d , '%d\n\n\n' , f l o o r (Np) ) ;%s e t to 240 pane l s and get back to
main menu
137 f p r i n t f ( f i d , 'pane\n' ) ;%make sure no pane l s have sharp edges
138 % Extra X f o i l commands
139 f o r i i = 1 : l ength ( vararg in )
140 txt = vararg in { i i } ;
141 txt = regexprep ( txt , ' [ \\\/]+' , '\n' ) ;
142 txt = regexprep ( txt , ' [+]+' , ' ' ) ;
143 f p r i n t f ( f i d , '%s \n' , tx t ) ;
144 end
145 f p r i n t f ( f i d , 'oper \n' ) ;
146 % change the i t e r a t i o n s t ep s to 100
147 %f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' i t e r 500\n') ;
148 % s e t Reynolds and Mach
149 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' re %g\n' ,Re) ;
150 f p r i n t f ( f i d , 'mach %g\n' ,Mach) ;
151
152 % Switch to v i s c o u s mode
153 i f (Re>0)
154 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' v i s c \n' ) ;
155 end
156
157 % Polar accumulation
158 f p r i n t f ( f i d , 'pacc\n' ) ;
159 f p r i n t f ( f i d , '\n' ) ;
160 f p r i n t f ( f i d , '\n' ) ;
161 % X f o i l alpha c a l c u l a t i o n s




164 f o r i i = 1 : Nalpha
165 % I n d i v i d u a l output f i l enames
166 f i l e dump { i i } = s p r i n t f ( '%s a %06.3 f dump . dat' , fname , alpha ( i i ) ) ;
167 f i l e c p w r { i i } = s p r i n t f ( '%s a %06.3 f cpwr . dat' , fname , alpha ( i i ) ) ;
168 % Commands
169 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' a l f a %g\n' , a lpha ( i i ) ) ;
170 f p r i n t f ( f i d , 'dump po la r/%s \n' , f i l e dump { i i }) ;
171 f p r i n t f ( f i d , 'cpwr po la r/%s \n' , f i l e c p w r { i i }) ;
172 end
173 % Polar output f i l ename
174 f i l e p w r t = s p r i n t f ( '%s pwrt . dat' , fname ) ;
175 f p r i n t f ( f i d , 'pwrt\n' ) ;
176 f p r i n t f ( f i d , 'po la r/%s \n' , f i l e p w r t ) ;
177 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' p l i s \n' ) ;
178 f p r i n t f ( f i d , '\n' ) ;
179 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' qu i t \n' ) ;
180 f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
181
182 %pause (1 ) ;
183 % execute x f o i l
184 cmd = s p r i n t f ( 'cd %s && x f o i l . exe < x f o i l . inp > x f o i l . out' ,wd) ;
185 [ s tatus , r e s u l t ] = system (cmd) ;
186 i f ( s t a t u s ˜=0)
187 d i sp ( r e s u l t ) ;
188 e r r o r ( [ mfilename ' : system' ] , 'X f o i l execut ion f a i l e d ! %s ' ,cmd) ;
189 end
190
191 %pause (1 ) ;
192
193 % Read dump f i l e
194 % # s x y Ue/ Vinf Dstar Theta Cf
H
195 j j = 0 ;
196 ind = 1 ;
197 % Note that
198 f o i l . a lpha = ze ro s (1 , Nalpha ) ; % P r e a l l o c a t e a lphas
199 % Find the number o f pane l s with an i n i t a l run
200 only = nargout ; % Number o f outputs checked . I f only one l e f t hand
operator then only do po la r
201
202 i f only >1 % Only do the f o i l c a l c u l a t i o n s i f more than one l e f t hand
operator i s s p e c i f i c e d
203 f o r i i = 1 : Nalpha
204 j j = j j + 1 ;
205
206 f i d = fopen ( f i l e dump { i i } , ' r ' ) ;
207 i f ( f i d <=0)
208 e r r o r ( [ mfilename ' : i o ' ] , 'Unable to read x f o i l output f i l e %s ' ,
f i l e dump { i i }) ;
209 e l s e
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210 D = text scan ( f id , '%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f ' , 'Del imi t e r ' , ' ' , '
MultipleDelimsAsOne' , true , 'CollectOutput ' , 1 , 'HeaderLines ' , 1 ) ;
211 f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
212 d e l e t e ( [ pwd '\ s c r i p t s \ t o o l s \X f o i l \ po la r \' f i l e dump { i i } ] ) ; %Mod
to work with f i l e setup
213
214 i f i i == 1 % Use f i r s t run to determine number o f pane l s ( so
that NACA a i r f o i l s work without vec to r input )
215 Npanel = length (D{1}) ; % Number o f a i r f o i l pane l s pu l l ed from
the f i r s t ang le t e s t e d
216 % P r e a l l o c a t e Outputs
217 [ f o i l . s , f o i l . x , f o i l . y , f o i l . UeVinf , f o i l . Dstar , f o i l . Theta ,
f o i l . Cf , f o i l .H] = dea l ( z e r o s ( Npanel , Nalpha ) ) ;
218 end
219
220 % s t o r e data
221 i f ( ( j j >1) && ( s i z e (D{1} , 1)˜=length ( f o i l ( ind ) . x ) ) && sum( abs (
f o i l ( ind ) . x ( : , 1 )−s i z e (D{1} , 1) ) )>1e−6 ) ,
222 ind = ind + 1 ;
223 j j = 1 ;
224 end
225 f o i l . s ( : , j j ) = D{1} ( : , 1 ) ;
226 f o i l . x ( : , j j ) = D{1} ( : , 2 ) ;
227 f o i l . y ( : , j j ) = D{1} ( : , 3 ) ;
228 f o i l . UeVinf ( : , j j ) = D{1} ( : , 4 ) ;
229 f o i l . Dstar ( : , j j ) = D{1} ( : , 5 ) ;
230 f o i l . Theta ( : , j j ) = D{1} ( : , 6 ) ;
231 f o i l . Cf ( : , j j ) = D{1} ( : , 7 ) ;
232 f o i l .H ( : , j j )= D{1} ( : , 8 ) ;
233 end
234
235 f o i l . a lpha (1 , j j ) = alpha ( j j ) ;
236
237 % Read cp f i l e
238 % # x y Cp
239 f i d = fopen ( f i l e c p w r { i i } , ' r ' ) ;
240 i f ( f i d <=0)
241 e r r o r ( [ mfilename ' : i o ' ] , 'Unable to read x f o i l output f i l e %s ' ,
f i l e c p w r { i i }) ;
242 e l s e
243 C = text scan ( f id , '%10 f%9f%f ' , 'Del imi t e r ' , '' , 'WhiteSpace' , ''
, 'HeaderLines ' , 3 , 'ReturnOnError' , f a l s e ) ;
244 f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
245 d e l e t e ( [ pwd '\ s c r i p t s \ t o o l s \X f o i l \ po la r \' f i l e c p w r { i i } ] ) ;%Mod
to work with f i l e setup
246 % s t o r e data
247 i f i i == 1 % Use f i r s t run to determine number o f pane l s ( so
that NACA a i r f o i l s work without vec to r input )
248 NCp = length (C{1}) ; % Number o f po in t s Cp i s l i s t e d f o r
pu l l ed from the f i r s t ang le t e s t e d
249 % P r e a l l o c a t e Outputs
250 [ f o i l . xcp , f o i l . cp ] = dea l ( z e r o s (NCp, Nalpha ) ) ;
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251 f o i l . xcp = C{1} ( : , 1 ) ;
252 end





258 i f only <= 1% c l e a r f i l e s f o r d e f a u l t run
259 f o r i i =1:Nalpha % Clear out the x f o i l dump f i l e s not used
260 d e l e t e ( [ pwd '\ s c r i p t s \ t o o l s \X f o i l \ po la r \' f i l e dump { i i } ] ) ;




265 % Read po la r f i l e
266 %
267 % XFOIL Vers ion 6 .96
268 %
269 % Calcu lated po la r f o r : NACA 0012
270 %
271 % 1 1 Reynolds number f i x e d Mach number f i x e d
272 %
273 % x t r f = 1.000 ( top ) 1 .000 ( bottom )
274 % Mach = 0.000 Re = 1.000 e 6 Ncr i t = 12.000
275 %
276 % alpha CL CD CDp CM Top Xtr Bot Xtr
277 % −−−−−− −−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−− −−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−
278 f i d = fopen ( f i l e p w r t , ' r ' ) ;
279 i f ( f i d <=0)
280 e r r o r ( [ mfilename ' : i o ' ] , 'Unable to read x f o i l po la r f i l e %s ' ,
f i l e p w r t ) ;
281 e l s e
282 % Header
283 % Calcu lated po la r f o r : NACA 0012
284 P = text scan ( f id , ' Calcu lated po la r f o r : %[ˆ\n ] ' , 'Del imi t e r ' , ' ' , '
MultipleDelimsAsOne' , true , 'HeaderLines ' , 3 ) ;
285 pol . name = s t r t r i m (P{1}{1}) ;
286 % x t r f = 1.000 ( top ) 1 .000 ( bottom )
287 P = text scan ( f id , '%*s%*s%f%*s%f%s%s%s%s%s%s ' , 1 , 'Del imi t e r ' , ' '
, 'MultipleDelimsAsOne' , true , 'HeaderLines ' , 2 , 'ReturnOnError
' , f a l s e ) ;
288 pol . x t r f t o p = P{1} (1) ;
289 pol . x t r f b o t = P{2} (1) ;
290 % Mach = 0.000 Re = 1.000 e 6 Ncr i t = 12.000
291 P = text scan ( f id , '%*s%*s%f%*s%*s%f%*s%f%*s%*s%f ' , 1 , 'Del imi t e r ' ,
' ' , 'MultipleDelimsAsOne' , true , 'HeaderLines ' , 0 , '
ReturnOnError' , f a l s e ) ;
292 pol . Re = P{2} (1) * 10ˆP{3} (1) ;




296 P = text scan ( f id , '%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%*s%*s%*s%*s ' , 'Del imi t e r ' , ' ' ,
'MultipleDelimsAsOne' , true , 'HeaderLines ' , 4 , 'ReturnOnError
' , f a l s e ) ;
297 f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
298 d e l e t e ( [ pwd '\ s c r i p t s \ t o o l s \X f o i l \ po la r \' f i l e p w r t ] ) ;%f i l e path
r e l a t i v e to XS BEMT
299 % s t o r e data
300 pol . alpha = P{1} ( : , 1 ) ;
301 pol . e r r = 0 ; %e r r o r f l a g
302 pol .CL = P{2} ( : , 1 ) ;
303 pol .CD = P{3} ( : , 1 ) ;
304 pol .CDp = P{4} ( : , 1 ) ;
305 pol .Cm = P{5} ( : , 1 ) ;
306 pol . Top xtr = P{6} ( : , 1 ) ;
307 pol . Bot xtr = P{7} ( : , 1 ) ;
308 end
309 i f l ength ( pol . alpha ) ˜= Nalpha % Check i f x f o i l f a i l e d to converge
310 %warning ('One or more alpha va lues f a i l e d to converge . Last
converged was alpha = %f . Rerun with ''oper // i t e r ##'' command
.\n' , po l . alpha ( end ) )
311 warning ( 'Alpha = %f f a i l e d to converge . Rerun with ''oper // i t e r+##
'' command .\n' , a lpha ) ;
312 pol . alpha = alpha ;
313 pol . e r r = 1 ; %e r r o r f l a g
314 pol .CL = 0 ;
315 pol .CD = 0 ;
316 pol .CDp = 0 ;






1 func t i on [ c o e f f , a i r f o i l ]= a e r o c a l c s ( f o i l , aoa , Re , Mach , vararg in )
2 % AEROCALCS: Uses X f o i l to c a l c u l a t e a i r f o i l aero c o e f f i c i e n t s and
3 % export s them in two s t r u c t u r e s .
4 % INPUTS: f o i l = St r ing o f the a i r f o i l name
5 % aoa = Array o f ang l e s to t e s t [ Degrees ]
6 % Re = Array o f Reynolds to t e s t with each aoa ( s i z e
must
7 % match )
8 % Mach = Array o f Mach # to t e s t with each aoa ( s i z e
must
9 % match )
10 % [ p l o t ] = true or f a l s e . I f empty , d e f a u l t s to f a l s e
11 % [Np] = number o f a i r f o i l pane l s ( d e f a u l t s to 50)
12 % [ p r i n t ] = p r i n t i t e r a t i o n s to workspace ( d e f a u l t to t rue
)
13 % OUTPUTS: c o e f f = St r ing o f the a i r f o i l name
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14 % a i r f o i l = Array o f ang l e s to t e s t [ Degrees ]
15
16 %s e t d e f a u l t f o r p l o t switch
17 i f isempty ( vararg in )
18 vararg in {1} = f a l s e ;
19 vararg in {2} = 50 ;
20 vararg in {3} = true ;
21 e l s e
22 i f l ength ( vararg in ) < 2
23 vararg in {2}=50;
24 end
25 i f l ength ( vararg in ) < 3
26 vararg in {3} = true ;
27 end
28 end
29 %pre−Al l o ca t e Vectors to F i l l
30 c o e f f . Cl = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( aoa ) ) ;
31 c o e f f .Cd = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( aoa ) ) ;
32 c o e f f .Cm = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( aoa ) ) ;
33 f p r i n t f ( '\ nStar t ing X f o i l i t e r a t i o n s . . . \ n' ) ;
34 t i c ;
35 f o r k= 1 : l ength ( aoa )
36 i f va ra rg in {3}
37 f p r i n t f ( 'M=%.4 f \tAoA=%.3 f \tRe=%.3e\n' ,Mach( k ) , aoa ( k ) ,Re( k ) ) ;
38 end
39 [ pol , f o i l D a t ]= x f o i l ( f o i l , aoa ( k ) , ...
40 Re( k ) ,Mach( k ) , vararg in {2} , 'oper i t e r +100 ' ) ;
41 c o e f f . Cl ( k ) = pol .CL; % Cl
42 c o e f f .Cd( k ) = pol .CD; % Cd
43 c o e f f .Cm( k ) = pol .Cm; % Cm
44 e r r ( k ) = pol . e r r ; % e r r o r f l a g
45 a i r f o i l . xcp{k} = f o i l D a t . xcp ;
46 a i r f o i l . cp{k} = f o i l D a t . cp ;
47 end
48 f p r i n t f ( '\nFinished %d i t e r a t i o n s in %f seconds \n\n' , l ength ( aoa ) , toc ) ;
49 a i r f o i l . x=f o i l D a t . x ;
50 a i r f o i l . y=f o i l D a t . y ;
51 i f sum( e r r )>0 %i f the re were e r r o r s
52 errC =1;%e r r o r counter
53 e r r I=f i n d ( e r r==1) ; %get i n d i c e s where x f o i l f a i l e d
54 f p r i n t f ( '\nNon convergance on elements :\n' ) ;
55 noErrI=f i n d ( e r r==0) ; %get ind i c ed where x f o i l didn ' t f a i l
56 maxI=f i n d ( aoa==max( aoa ) ) ; %f i n d index o f maximum AOA l o c a t i o n
57 %i f the re are more than one max AOA ( say , a l l the same f o r example
)
58 i f max( s i z e ( maxI ) )>1
59 maxI=maxI (1 ) ; %use f i r s t va lue
60 end
61 f o r j =1: l ength ( e r r I ) %f o r each e r r o r
62 f p r i n t f ( '%d , ' , e r r I ( j ) ) ;
63 %f i n d which data s e t to use f o r i n t e r p o l a t i o n : above or below
max aoa
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64 i f e r r I ( j )<=maxI
65 i n t e r I=f i n d ( noErrI<=maxI ) ;
66 e l s e
67 i n t e r I=f i n d ( noErrI>maxI ) ;
68 end
69 try
70 c o e f f . Cl ( e r r I ( j ) ) = in t e rp1 ( aoa ( noErrI ( i n t e r I ) ) , ...
71 c o e f f . Cl ( noErrI ( i n t e r I ) ) , aoa ( e r r I ( j ) ) , 'pchip ' , ' extrap '
) ;%Cl
72 c o e f f .Cd( e r r I ( j ) ) = in t e rp1 ( aoa ( noErrI ( i n t e r I ) ) , ...
73 c o e f f .Cd( noErrI ( i n t e r I ) ) , aoa ( e r r I ( j ) ) , 'pchip ' , ' extrap '
) ;%Cd
74 c o e f f .Cm( e r r I ( j ) ) = in t e rp1 ( aoa ( noErrI ( i n t e r I ) ) , ...
75 c o e f f .Cm( noErrI ( i n t e r I ) ) , aoa ( e r r I ( j ) ) , 'pchip ' , ' extrap '
) ;%Cm
76 %f o r CP do the same i n t e r p o l a t i o n o f converged e lements
f o r a l l
77 %pre s su r e taps
78 f o r p=1: l ength ( a i r f o i l . cp{ j })
79 tempCP=[ a i r f o i l . cp { : } ] ;
80 a i r f o i l . cp{ e r r I ( j ) }(p) = in t e rp1 ( aoa ( noErrI ( i n t e r I ) ) , ...
81 tempCP(p , noErrI ( i n t e r I ) ) , aoa ( e r r I ( j ) ) , 'pchip ' , '
extrap ' ) ;
82 end
83 c o e f f . e r r ( e r r I ( j ) ) = 0 ;
84 catch ME
85 warning ( ' I n t e r p o l a t i o n Fa i l ed due to Max &/or Min > 1 . 0
a s s i gned ' ) ;
86 %rethrow (ME)
87 c o e f f . Cl ( e r r I ( j ) ) = NaN;
88 c o e f f .Cd( e r r I ( j ) ) = NaN;
89 c o e f f .Cm( e r r I ( j ) ) = NaN;
90 f o r p=1: l ength ( a i r f o i l . cp{ j })
91 a i r f o i l . cp{ e r r I ( j ) }(p) = NaN;
92 end




97 i f sum( i snan ( c o e f f . Cl ) )>0
98 try
99 c o e f f . Cl = in t e rp1 (Mach( not ( i snan ( c o e f f . Cl ) ) ) , ...
100 c o e f f . Cl ( not ( i snan ( c o e f f . Cl ) ) ) ,Mach , 'pchip ' , ' extrap ' ) ;
101 c o e f f .Cd = in t e rp1 (Mach( not ( i snan ( c o e f f .Cd) ) ) , ...
102 c o e f f .Cd( not ( i snan ( c o e f f .Cd) ) ) ,Mach , 'pchip ' , ' extrap ' ) ;
103 c o e f f .Cm = int e rp1 (Mach( not ( i snan ( c o e f f .Cm) ) ) , ...
104 c o e f f .Cm( not ( i snan ( c o e f f .Cm) ) ) ,Mach , 'pchip ' , ' extrap ' ) ;
105 f o r p=1: l ength ( a i r f o i l . cp{ j })
106 tempCP=[ a i r f o i l . cp { : } ] ;
107 a i r f o i l . cp { :} ( p) = in t e rp1 (Mach( not ( i snan ( c o e f f . Cl ) ) ) ,
...
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111 warning ( 'Tried to remove the NaN. Couldn'' t do i t ' ) ;
112 c o e f f . errMsg=ME;
113 end
114 end
115 f p r i n t f ( '\n' ) ;
116 end
117 c o e f f . aoa = aoa ;
118
119 %% plo t
120 i f va ra rg in {1}
121 f i g u r e ( 'Name' , ' A i r f o i l C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ' ) ;
122 subplot ( 2 , 2 , 1 ) ;
123 hold on ;
124 p l o t ( aoa , c o e f f . Cl , '*b' , 'DisplayName' , 'Converged So lu t i on ' ) ;
125 i f sum( e r r )>0; p l o t ( aoa ( e r r I ) , c o e f f . Cl ( e r r I ) , 'xr' , 'DisplayName' , '
I n t e r p o l a t e d So lu t i on ' ) ; end ;
126 hold o f f ;
127 legend ( '−DynamicLegend' , 'Locat ion ' , 'NorthWest' ) ;
128 g r id on ;
129 x l a b e l ( '\ alpha ( deg ) ' ) ;
130 y l a b e l ( 'Cl' ) ;
131 t i t l e ( 'Cl\ alpha from X f o i l ' ) ;
132
133 subplot ( 2 , 2 , 2 ) ;
134 hold on ;
135 p l o t ( aoa , c o e f f . Cd , '*b' , 'DisplayName' , 'Converged So lu t i on ' ) ;
136 i f sum( e r r )>0; p l o t ( aoa ( e r r I ) , c o e f f .Cd( e r r I ) , 'xr' , 'DisplayName' , '
I n t e r p o l a t e d So lu t i on ' ) ; end ;
137 hold o f f ;
138 legend ( '−DynamicLegend' , 'Locat ion ' , 'NorthWest' ) ;
139 g r id on ;
140 x l a b e l ( '\ alpha ( deg ) ' ) ;
141 y l a b e l ( 'Cd' ) ;
142 t i t l e ( 'Cd\ alpha from X f o i l ' ) ;
143
144 subplot ( 2 , 2 , 3 ) ;
145 hold on ;
146 p l o t ( aoa , c o e f f .Cm, '*b' , 'DisplayName' , 'Converged So lu t i on ' ) ;
147 i f sum( e r r )>0; p l o t ( aoa ( e r r I ) , c o e f f .Cm( e r r I ) , 'xr' , 'DisplayName' , '
I n t e r p o l a t e d So lu t i on ' ) ; end ;
148 hold o f f ;
149 legend ( '−DynamicLegend' , 'Locat ion ' , 'NorthWest' ) ;
150 g r id on ;
151 x l a b e l ( '\ alpha ( deg ) ' ) ;
152 y l a b e l ( 'Cm' ) ;
153 t i t l e ( 'Cm\ alpha from X f o i l ' ) ;
154
155 subplot ( 2 , 2 , 4 ) ;
126
156 hold on ;
157 p l o t ( c o e f f . Cd, c o e f f . Cl , '*b' , 'DisplayName' , 'Converged So lu t i on ' ) ;
158 i f sum( e r r )>0; p l o t ( c o e f f .Cd( e r r I ) , c o e f f . Cl ( e r r I ) , 'xr' , '
DisplayName' , ' I n t e r p o l a t e d So lu t i on ' ) ; end ;
159 hold o f f ;
160 legend ( '−DynamicLegend' , 'Locat ion ' , 'NorthWest' ) ;
161 g r id on ;
162 x l a b e l ( 'Cd' ) ;
163 y l a b e l ( 'Cl' ) ;





1 func t i on no i s e = wopwop( blade , rotor , f l i g h t , vara rg in )
2 % WOPWOP: This func t i on f i n d s the l o c a t i o n o f the f i l e p a t h conta in ing
WOPWOP
3 % executab l e as de f ined in the load paths , w r i t e s the geometry and
load ing
4 % patch f i l e s inputs as we l l as the case i n s t r u c t i o n s , and then
execute s i t
5 % in the background . I t w i l l save the cmd output onto a f i l e named
6 % 'resultWOPWOP . out ' saved in the same d i r e c t o r y as WOPWOP. I t w i l l
then
7 % grab the output data in the / r e s u l t s / f o l d e r and grab the p r e s su r e
and
8 % sound f i l e s to be p l o t t ed in MATLAB.
9 %
10 % INPUTS: blade s t ruc ture , conta in ing
11 % . X3d = X coo rd ina t e s o f blade element node ( f t )
12 % . Y3d = Y coo rd ina t e s o f blade element node ( f t )
13 % . Z3d = Z coo rd ina t e s o f blade element node ( f t )
14 % . Pz = Pressure o f element (Pa)
15 % ro to r s t ruc ture , conta in ing
16 % .Nb = Number o f Blades
17 % . rpm = RPM
18 % f l i g h t parameters s t ruc ture , conta in ing :
19 % . a = speed o f sound ( f t / s )
20 % . rho = dens i ty ( s lug / f t ˆ3)
21 % [ p l o t ] = True/ Fal se ( d e f a u l t i f empty : T)
22 % [ wop ] = WOPWOP custom inputs :
23 % . obs = Obsever s t r u c t u r e ( obs . x , obs . y , obs . z )
24 % Defau l t s to x=60.728 , y=0, z =5.313 [m]
25 % . t = Time s t r u c t u r e ( t . n , t . Min , t .Max)
26 % Def ine s custom number o f t imes to s t o r e
data
27 % at (n) , beg inning obse rve r time (Min) [ s e c
] and
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28 % ending obse rve r time (Max) [ s e c ] . De fau l t s
to
29 % n=35001 , Min=0, Max=30.
30 % [ case d i r ] = Case d i r e c t o r y name ( d e f a u l t : 'caseEFRC')
31 %
32 % OUTPUTS: no i s e = s t rucu r e conta in ing the SPL , Pressure and dBA
33 % Plot s f o r each u n l e s s s p e c i f i e d
34 %
35 % wr i t t en by Xavier Santacruz f o r the EFRC/ERAU re s ea r ch purposes only
36
37 %grab parameters from inputs
38 X3d = blade . X3d . * . 3 0 4 8 ;%[ f t to m]
39 Y3d = blade . Y3d . * . 3 0 4 8 ;%[ f t to m]
40 Z3d = blade . Z3d . * . 3 0 4 8 ;%[ f t to m]
41 Pz = blade . Pz ;%[ Pa ]
42 Nb = ro to r .Nb ;
43 rpm = ro to r . rpm ;
44 omega = rpm*2* pi ( ) /60 ;
45 a = f l i g h t . a . * . 3 0 4 8 ;%[ f t / s to m/ s ]
46 rho = f l i g h t . rho ./0 .06242796057614516 ;%[ lb / f t ˆ3 to kg/mˆ3 ]
47
48 %s e t d e f a u l t f o r p l o t switch
49 i f isempty ( vararg in )
50 %disp (' Defau l t s f o r op t i ona l input args ') ;
51 %p lo t
52 vararg in {1} = true ;
53 %observe r l o c a t i o n and times
54 obs . x = 60 .72803 ;
55 obs . y = 0 ;




60 %case f i l e name
61 caseFileName = 'caseEFRC' ;
62 e l s e
63 i f nargin<5
64 d i sp ( 'Defau l t Observer Locat ion and Time' ) ;
65 obs . x = 60 .72803 ;
66 obs . y = 0 ;




71 e l s e
72 i f i s f i e l d ( vararg in {2} , 'obs' )
73 obs . x = vararg in {2} . obs . x . * . 3 0 4 8 ;%[ f t to m]
74 obs . y = vararg in {2} . obs . y . * . 3 0 4 8 ;%[ f t to m]
75 obs . z = vararg in {2} . obs . z . * . 3 0 4 8 ;%[ f t to m]
76 e l s e
77 d i sp ( 'Defau l t Observer Locat ion ' ) ;
78 obs . x = 60 .72803 ;
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79 obs . y = 0 ;
80 obs . z = 5 .313015 ;
81 end
82 i f i s f i e l d ( vararg in {2} , ' t ' )
83 nt = vararg in {2} . t . n ;%35001 f o r FAA
84 tMin = vararg in {2} . t . Min ;%time to s t a r t measuring [ s e c ]
85 tMax = vararg in {2} . t .Max ;%time to end measuring [ s e c ]
86 e l s e






93 i f nargin<6
94 d i sp ( 'Defau l t Folder f o r Cases' ) ;
95 caseFileName = 'caseEFRC' ;
96 e l s e




101 [ i , j ]= s i z e (Pz) ;
102 %dTau=(tMax) /( ( i * j )−1) ;
103 dTau=(2*pi /omega ) /128 ;
104 c l e a r i j
105
106 i f ˜ i s f i e l d ( blade , 'name' )
107 blade . name = 'Unnamed Blade' ;
108 end
109
110 %s t a r t t imer counter
111 wopTime = t i c ; %time count
112
113 %get the executab l e d i r e c t o r y address
114 wop wd = which ( 'PSUWOPWOP. exe ' ) ;
115 wop wd( end−13: end ) = [ ] ;
116
117 %% prepare the case f i l e
118 f i d = fopen ( [ wop wd '\ ca s e s . nam' ] , 'w' ) ;
119 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' &casename\n' ) ;
120 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' globalFolderName=''./% s /''\n' , caseFileName ) ;
121 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' caseNameFile='' case . nam''\n' ) ;
122 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' /\n' ) ;
123 f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
124 c l e a r f i d
125
126 warning o f f
127 mkdir (wop wd , caseFileName ) ;




131 % Refer to PSU−WOPWOP v . 3 . User Manual f o r f u r t h e r d e t a i l s on the
s ruc tu r e
132 % or content o f the case f i l e . See Sec t i on 7.1−7.4 in Pages 38−59
133
134 %Open f i l e and save in caseEFRC f i l e , r e l a t i v e to WOPWOP' s l o c a t i o n
135 f i d = fopen ( [ wop wd '\' caseFileName '\ case . nam' ] , 'w' ) ;
136 %BEGIN f i l e content . Set c a l c u l a t i o n environment
137 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' &EnvironmentIn\n' ) ;
138 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' nbObserverContainers = 1\n' ) ;
139 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' nbSourceContainers = 1\n' ) ;
140 %l o c a t i o n to save r e s u l t s from WOPWOP, r e l a t i v e to WOPWOP' s l o c a t i o n
141 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' pressureFolderName=''/ r e s u l t s /''\n' ) ;
142 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' SPLFolderName =''/ r e s u l t s /''\n' ) ;
143 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' sigmaFolderName =''/sigma/''\n' ) ;
144 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' audioFolderName =''/ audio /''\n' ) ;
145 %output f l a g s
146 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' debugLevel = 1\n' ) ;
147 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' ASCIIOutputFlag=. t rue .\n' ) ;
148 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' OASPLdBFlag = . t rue .\n' ) ;
149 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' OASPLdBAFlag = . t rue .\n' ) ;
150 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' spectrumFlag = . t rue .\n' ) ;
151 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' SPLdBFlag = . t rue .\n' ) ;
152 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' SPLdBAFlag = . t rue .\n' ) ;
153 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' acous t i cPre s su r eF lag =. t rue .\n' ) ;
154 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' th i ckne s sNo i s eF lag =. t rue .\n' ) ;
155 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' l oad ingNo i seF lag =. t rue .\n' ) ;
156 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' t o ta lNo i s eF l ag =. t rue .\n' ) ;
157 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' EPNLFlag = . t rue .\n' ) ;
158 %f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' forceEPNL = . true .\n') ;
159 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' PNLFlag = . t rue .\n' ) ;
160 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' PNLTFlag = . t rue .\n' ) ;
161 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' /\n' ) ; %END &EnvironmentIn
162
163 %BEGIN Environmental Constants ( in metr ic )
164 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' &EnvironmentConstants\n' ) ;
165 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' rho = %8f \n' , rho ) ;
166 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' c = %8f \n' , a ) ;
167 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' /\n' ) ; %END &EnvironmentConstants
168
169 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' &ObserverIn \n' ) ;
170 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' nt = %d ! was 256 , 35001 FAA\n' , nt ) ;
171 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' tMin = %8f \n' , tMin ) ;
172 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' tMax = %8f \n' , tMax) ;
173 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' x loc = %8f \n' , obs . x ) ;
174 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' y loc = %8f \n' , obs . y ) ;
175 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' z l o c = %8f \n' , obs . z ) ;
176 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' nbFreqRanges = 2\n' ) ;
177 %f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' windowFunction=''Hanning Window''\n') ;
178 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' /\n' ) ;
179
180 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' &RangeIn\n' ) ;
181 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' T i t l e=''Low''\n' ) ;
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182 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' minFrequency = 0.01 ! To small , PSU−WOPWOP w i l l d e f a u l t
to min p o s s i b l e \n' ) ;
183 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' maxFrequency = 30 .\n' ) ;
184 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' /\n' ) ;
185
186 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' &RangeIn\n' ) ;
187 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' T i t l e=''MidToHigh''\n' ) ;
188 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' minFrequency = 30 .\n' ) ;
189 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' maxFrequency = 100000.0 ! Way too big − WOPWOP w i l l
d e f a u l t to max p o s s i b l e \n' ) ;
190 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' /\n' ) ;
191
192 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' &ContainerIn \n' ) ;
193 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' T i t l e=''EFRC %s Run''\n' , d a t e s t r (now , 'yyyymmddHHMM' ) ) ;
194 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' nbContainer=1\n' ) ;
195 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' nbBase=0\n' ) ;
196 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' dTau = %8e\n' ,dTau) ;
197 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' /\n' ) ;
198
199 %Rotor d e f i n i t i o n
200 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' &ContainerIn \n' ) ;
201 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' T i t l e=''Main Rotor''\n' ) ;
202 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' nbBase = 1\n' ) ;
203 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' nbContainer = %d ! two b lades in main ro to r \n' ,Nb) ;
204 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' /\n' ) ;
205 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' &CB\n' ) ;
206 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' T i t l e=”Rotation ”\n' ) ;
207 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' AngleType=”KnownFunction”\n' ) ;
208 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' Omega= %8f ! rads / s was 30.04796\n' , omega ) ;
209 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' AxisValue =0 .0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0\n' ) ;
210 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' /\n' ) ;
211
212 %Blade d e f i n i t i o n , r epeat f o r each blade with accord ing name and
p o s i t i o n
213 f o r idx =1:Nb
214 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' &ContainerIn \n' ) ;
215 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' T i t l e=''Blade %d''\n' , idx ) ;
216 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' patchGeometryFile=''geometry . dat''\n' ) ;
217 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' patchLoadingFi le='' f u n c t i o n a l . dat''\n' ) ;
218 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' nbBase=3\n' ) ;
219 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' /\n' ) ;
220 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' &CB\n' ) ;
221 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' T i t l e=''Constant Rotation ''\n' ) ;
222 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' AngleType=''TimeIndependent''\n' ) ;
223 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' angleValue= %8f ! 3 . 141592\n' , ( idx−1)*2* pi ( ) /Nb) ;
224 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' axisValue =0 .0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0\n' ) ;
225 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' /\n' ) ;
226 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' &CB\n' ) ;
227 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' T i t l e=”Constant t r a n s l a t i o n ”\n' ) ;
228 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' t rans la t ionType=”TimeIndependent ”\n' ) ;
229 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' t r an s l a t i onVa lue= 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 \ n' ) ;
230 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' /\n' ) ;
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231 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' &CB\n' ) ;
232 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' T i t l e=”Pitch ”\n' ) ;
233 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' AngleType=”TimeIndependent ”\n' ) ;
234 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' AngleValue= 0 .0 \n' ) ;
235 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' AxisValue =0 .0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0\n' ) ;
236 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ' /\n' ) ;
237 end
238 %c l o s e f i l e
239 f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
240
241 %% prepare the p a t h f i l e s
242 f p r i n t f ( '\nWriting WOPWOP3 Patch F i l e s . . . \ n' ) ;
243 % HELPER FUNCTIONS
244 % pad text to s p e c i f i e d byte length , and convert a s c i i to b i t va lue s
so i t
245 % can be read by a text e d i t o r .
246 binTxt = @(T, N) in t8 ( char ( pad (T,N) ) ) ;
247 % convert s i n g l e p r e c i s i o n f l o a t s to 4 byte unsigned binary
248 f l o a t B i n = @(F) typecas t ( s i n g l e (F) , 'uint8 ' ) ;
249 % wr i t e numbers in s p e c i f bytes . NOT to be used f o r f l o a t i n g po int
va lue s
250 % used in the coo rd ina t e s . modi f i ed from source :
251 % https : //www. mathworks . com/ mat labcentra l / answers /286647−matlab−to−
write−binary− f i l e s
252 RowV = @(C) reshape (C, 1 , [ ] ) ;
253 FirstN = @(C, N) C( 1 : min (N, end ) ) ;
254 ZPadTo = @(C, N) [C, z e r o s (1 , N − l ength (C) , ' i n t 8 ' ) ] ;
255 CString = @(C, N) ZPadTo( FirstN (RowV( uint8 (C) ) , N−1) , N ) ;
256
257 %% writeGeoPatch ;
258 %Pressure Units (TEXT)
259 unitsTxt='Pa' ; %32 chars max
260 %Comments (TEXT)
261 commentTxt = [ char (10) , ...
262 'Geometry input f i l e f o r PSU−WOPWOP ( Format v1 . 0 ) ' , char (10) , ...
263 '================================================' , char (10) , ...
264 'Created by MATLAB ( wr i t t en by Xavier Santacruz ) ' , char (10) , ...
265 ' f o r r e s ea r ch purposes at Embry−Riddle '' s EFRC' , char (10) , ...
266 'Creat ion date : ' , date , char (10) , ...
267 'Creat ion time : ' , d a t e s t r (now , 'HH:MM: SS' ) , char (10) , ...
268 'Blade : ' , b lade . name , char (10) , ...
269 'Units : m, Pa' , char (10) , ...
270 'Format : Structured gr id , node−centered , un i t area v e c t o r s ' , ...
271 char (10) , char (10) ] ; %1024 chars max
272
273 %Number o f Sur f a c e s ( must match load ing f i l e too ) . Note t h i s va lue
w i l l
274 %a l s o determine the t o t a l s i z e o f f i l e and output , so be sure i t
matches
275 Zones = 4 ; %upper , lower , and t i p s
276 zoneNames = { 'Upper Sur face ' ; ...
277 'Lower Sur face ' ; ...
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278 'Root Sur face ' ; ...
279 'Tip Sur face ' } ;
280 iMax = [1+ s i z e (X3d , 2 ) /2;1+ s i z e (X3d , 2 ) /2 ; s i z e (X3d , 2 ) /2 ; s i z e (X3d , 2 ) / 2 ] ;
281 jMax = [ s i z e (X3d , 1 ) ; s i z e (X3d , 1 ) ; 2 ; 2 ] ;
282 %p r e d e f i n e a temporary c e l l s t r u c t u r e with the coo rd ina t e s to use a
loop l a t e r
283 tempCoord={ {... % Zone 1 − Upper
284 X3d ( : , 1 : iMax (1 ) ) , ...
285 Y3d ( : , 1 : iMax (1 ) ) , ...
286 Z3d ( : , 1 : iMax (1) ) ...
287 } ,{ ... % Zone 2 − Lower ( over lap f i r s t and l a s t po int )
288 X3d ( : , [ 1 , end :−1: iMax (1) ] ) , ...
289 Y3d ( : , [ 1 , end :−1: iMax (1) ] ) , ...
290 Z3d ( : , [ 1 , end :−1: iMax (1) ] ) ...
291 } ,{ ... % Zone 3 − Root
292 [ X3d ( 1 , 1 : iMax (1 )−1) ; X3d ( 1 , [ end :−1: iMax (1) ] ) ] , ... %XZ need to f l i p
293 [ Y3d ( 1 , 1 : iMax (1 )−1) ; Y3d ( 1 , [ iMax (1 ) : end ] ) ] , ... %Y' s are equal
294 [ Z3d ( 1 , 1 : iMax (1)−1) ; Z3d ( 1 , [ end :−1: iMax (1) ] ) ] ...
295 } ,{ ... % Zone 4 − Tip
296 [ X3d( end , 1 : iMax (1 )−1) ; X3d( end , [ end :−1: iMax (1) ] ) ] , ...
297 [ Y3d( end , 1 : iMax (1 )−1) ; Y3d( end , [ iMax (1) : end ] ) ] , ...
298 [ Z3d ( end , 1 : iMax (1 )−1) ; Z3d ( end , [ end :−1: iMax (1) ] ) ] ...
299 }} ;
300 %perform c a l c u l a t i o n s f o r ver tex po in t s to perform Node Centerd Vector
Area
301 f o r zdx=1:2
302 %get normal un i t v e c t o r s f o r each s u r f a c e
303 [U{zdx } ,V{zdx } ,W{zdx}]= surfnorm ( tempCoord{zdx }{1} , tempCoord{zdx
}{2} , tempCoord{zdx }{3}) ;
304 %f o r each s e t o f coo rd ina t e s
305 f o r cdx=1: s i z e ( tempCoord{zdx } , 2 )
306 %setup area ver tex po in t s empty array
307 mid{cdx}=ze ro s ( s i z e ( tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx })+1) ;
308 %s e t mid po in t s ( node + h a l f d i s t ance to next node )
309 mid{cdx } ( 2 : end−1 ,2: end−1)=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 : end−1 ,1: end−1)
+...
310 ( ( tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 2 : end , 2 : end )−tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 :
end−1 ,1: end−1) ) . / 2 ) ; ;
311 %s e t corner po in t s
312 mid{cdx } (1 , 1 )=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } (1 , 1 ) ;
313 mid{cdx } (1 , end )=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } (1 , end ) ;
314 mid{cdx }( end , 1 )=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx }( end , 1 ) ;
315 mid{cdx }( end , end )=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx }( end , end ) ;
316 %s e t boundary po in t s
317 mid{cdx } ( 1 , 2 : end−1)=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 , 1 : end−1)+((tempCoord
{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 , 2 : end )−tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 , 1 : end−1) ) . / 2 ) ;
318 mid{cdx }( end , 2 : end−1)=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx }( end , 1 : end−1)+((
tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx }( end , 2 : end )−tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx }( end , 1 :
end−1) ) . / 2 ) ;
319 mid{cdx } ( 2 : end−1 ,1)=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 : end−1 ,1) +((tempCoord
{zdx}{ cdx } ( 2 : end , 1 )−tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 : end−1 ,1) ) . / 2 ) ;
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320 mid{cdx } ( 2 : end−1,end )=tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 : end−1,end ) +((
tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 2 : end , end )−tempCoord{zdx}{ cdx } ( 1 : end−1,
end ) ) . / 2 ) ;
321 end
322 %e x t r a c t ver tex po in t s f o r ease o f c a l c u l a t i o n s
323 Xmid{zdx}=mid {1} ;
324 Ymid{zdx}=mid {2} ;
325 Zmid{zdx}=mid {3} ;
326 c l e a r cdx mid
327 %c a l c u l a t e area v e c to r s ( c r o s s product ) and the are norm (
magnitude ) f o r each o r i g i n a l node
328 f o r i =1: s i z e (Xmid{zdx } , 1 )−1
329 f o r j =1: s i z e (Xmid{zdx } , 2 )−1
330 Amid{zdx }( i , j , : )=c r o s s ( ...
331 [ Xmid{zdx }( i +1, j )−Xmid{zdx }( i , j ) , Ymid{zdx }( i +1, j )−
Ymid{zdx }( i , j ) , Zmid{zdx }( i +1, j )−Zmid{zdx }( i , j ) ] ,
...
332 [ Xmid{zdx }( i , j +1)−Xmid{zdx }( i , j ) , Ymid{zdx }( i , j +1)−
Ymid{zdx }( i , j ) , Zmid{zdx }( i , j +1)−Zmid{zdx }( i , j ) ] ) ;
333 Nmid{zdx }( i , j , : )=abs (norm ( [ Amid{zdx }( i , j , 1 ) ,Amid{zdx }( i , j
, 2 ) ,Amid{zdx }( i , j , 3 ) ] ) ) ;
334 end
335 end
336 c l e a r i j
337 %s e t s c a l e to be normal ized aga in t s l a r g e s t area ( as i s in Case 5)
338 AScale{zdx}=Nmid{zdx } . /max(max(Nmid{zdx }) ) ;
339 %s i z e un i t v e c t o r s in accordance with area magnitude
340 U{zdx}=U{zdx } .*Nmid{zdx } ( : , : ) ;
341 V{zdx}=V{zdx } .*Nmid{zdx } ( : , : ) ;
342 W{zdx}=W{zdx } .*Nmid{zdx } ( : , : ) ;
343 end
344 c l e a r zdx cdx
345 %p r e d e f i n e temporary s t r u c t u r e to hold the vec to r areas f o r each node
346 tempNorms={ {... % Zone 1 − Upper
347 −1.*U{1} , ...
348 −1.*V{1} , ...
349 −1.*W{1}...
350 } ,{ ... % Zone 2 − Lower ( over lap f i r s t and l a s t po int )
351 U{2} , ...
352 V{2} , ...
353 W{2}...
354 } ,{ ... % Zone 3 − Root
355 ze ro s ( s i z e ( tempCoord {3}{1}) ) , ...
356 z e ro s ( s i z e ( tempCoord {3}{2}) ) , ...
357 z e ro s ( s i z e ( tempCoord {3}{3}) ) , ...
358 } ,{ ... % Zone 4 − Tip
359 ze ro s ( s i z e ( tempCoord {4}{1}) ) , ...
360 z e ro s ( s i z e ( tempCoord {4}{2}) ) , ...
361 z e ro s ( s i z e ( tempCoord {4}{3}) ) , ...
362 }} ;
363 % Note :
364 % iMax ( chordwise nodes ) goes from TE to LE (1=TE, end=LE)
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365 % jMax ( spanwise nodes ) goes from root to t i p (1=root , end=t i p )
366
367 % WRITE FILE
368 i f e x i s t ( [ wop wd '\' caseFileName '\geometry . dat' ] , ' f i l e ' )==2
369 d e l e t e ( [ wop wd '\' caseFileName '\geometry . dat' ] ) ;
370 end
371 f i d = fopen ( [ wop wd '\' caseFileName '\geometry . dat' ] , 'w' , ' i e e e−l e ' )
;
372 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (42 ,4 ) ) ; %42 [ 4 ] The magic number
373 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (1 , 4 ) ) ; f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (0 , 4 ) ) ; %1 0 [ 8 ] The
v e r s i on numbers
374 f w r i t e ( f i d , binTxt ( unitsTxt , 3 2 ) ) ; %( ASCII ) [ 3 2 ] The pr e s su r e un i t s
375 f w r i t e ( f i d , binTxt ( commentTxt , 1024 ) ) ; %( ASCII ) [ 1 0 2 4 ] A comment s t r i n g
376 %load func t i on sw i t che s ( s ee Pg . 6 0 , s e c t i o n 7 . 5 . 1 o f WOPWOP3 UM)
377 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (1 , 4 ) ) ; % 1 [ 4 ] This i s a geometry f i l e
378 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString ( Zones , 4 ) ) ; % [ 4 ] number o f zones ( s u r f a c e s )
379 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (1 , 4 ) ) ; % 1 [ 4 ] They are s t ruc tu r ed
380 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (1 , 4 ) ) ; % 1 [ 4 ] They are constant
381 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (1 , 4 ) ) ; % 1 [ 4 ] 1= normals and areas are node−
centered , 2=face−centered
382 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (1 , 4 ) ) ; % 1 [ 4 ] Data i s s i n g l e−p r e c i s i o n
383 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (0 , 4 ) ) ; % 0 [ 4 ] IBLANK data NOT inc luded
384 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (0 , 4 ) ) ; % 0 [ 4 ] Unused in t h i s v e r s i on
385 %one s e t per zone
386 f o r zdx=1: Zones
387 f w r i t e ( f i d , binTxt ( zoneNames{zdx } , 32) ) ; % [ 3 2 ] The zone patch name
388 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString ( iMax ( zdx ) ,4 ) ) ; f w r i t e ( f i d , CString ( jMax( zdx ) ,4 )
) ; % [ 4 ] iMax , [ 4 ] jMax
389 end
390 %coord inate s , one s e t per zone :
391 % ( Zone 1 X coo rd ina t e s ) [ iMax1*jMax1 *4 ] The node data
392 % ( Zone 1 Y coo rd ina t e s ) [ iMax1*jMax1 *4 ]
393 % ( Zone 1 Z coo rd ina t e s ) [ iMax1*jMax1 *4 ]
394 % ( Zone 1 Normal X coo rd ina t e s ) [ iMax1*jMax1 *4 ] The normal data ALL
ONES
395 % ( Zone 1 Normal Y coo rd ina t e s ) [ iMax1*jMax1 *4 ]
396 % ( Zone 1 Normal Z coo rd ina t e s ) [ iMax1*jMax1 *4 ]
397 % f o r each i n d i v i d u a l 4−byte coord inate , use : typecas t ( s i n g l e(##COORD
##), ' uint8 ')
398 f o r zdx=1: Zones
399 %wr i t e coo rd ina t e s
400 f o r cdx=1:3
401 f o r jdx =1:jMax( zdx )
402 f o r idx =1:iMax ( zdx )
403 %wr i t e i t h coords per j th s tep





408 %wr i t e normals
409 f o r cdx=1:3
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410 f o r jdx =1:jMax( zdx )
411 f o r idx =1:iMax ( zdx )
412 %wr i t e i t h coords per j th s tep
413 f w r i t e ( f i d , f l o a t B i n ( tempNorms{zdx}{ cdx }( jdx , idx ) ) ) ; %
[ 4 ]
414 %{
415 i f zdx==1
416 f w r i t e ( f i d , f l o a t B i n ( 1 . 0 0 ) ) ; % [ 4 ]
417 e l s e i f zdx==2
418 f w r i t e ( f i d , f l o a t B i n (−1.00) ) ; % [ 4 ]
419 e l s e








428 %c l o s e f i l e
429 f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
430
431 %% writeLoadingPatch ;
432 %Comments (TEXT)
433 commentTxt = [ char (10) , ...
434 'Funct iona l input f i l e f o r PSU−WOPWOP ( Format v1 . 0 ) ' , char (10) , ...
435 '================================================' , char (10) , ...
436 'Created by MATLAB ( wr i t t en by Xavier Santacruz ) ' , char (10) , ...
437 ' f o r r e s ea r ch purposes at Embry−Riddle '' s EFRC' , char (10) , ...
438 'Creat ion date : ' , date , char (10) , ...
439 'Creat ion time : ' , d a t e s t r (now , 'HH:MM: SS' ) , char (10) , ...
440 'Blade : ' , b lade . name , char (10) , ...
441 'Units : m, Pa' , char (10) , ...
442 'Format : Structured gr id , node−centered , un i t area v e c t o r s ' , ...
443 char (10) , char (10) ] ; %1024 chars max
444
445 %Number o f Sur f a c e s ( must match load ing f i l e too ) . Note t h i s va lue
w i l l
446 %a l s o determine the t o t a l s i z e o f f i l e and output , so be sure i t
matches
447 Zones = 4 ; %upper , lower , and t i p s
448 datZones = 2 ; %
449 zoneId = [ 1 ; 2 ] ; %
450 zoneNames = { 'Upper Sur face ' ; ...
451 'Lower Sur face ' } ;
452 iMax = [1+ s i z e (X3d , 2 ) /2;1+ s i z e (X3d , 2 ) / 2 ] ;
453 jMax = [ s i z e (X3d , 1 ) ; s i z e (X3d , 1 ) ] ;
454 %
455 %p r e d e f i n e a temporary c e l l s t r u c t u r e with the p r e s su r e to use a loop
l a t e r
456 tempP={ {... % Zone 1 − Upper
457 Pz ( : , 1 : iMax (1) ) ...
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458 } ,{ ... % Zone 2 − Lower ( over lap f i r s t and l a s t po int )




463 % WRITE FILE
464 i f e x i s t ( [ wop wd '\' caseFileName '\ f u n c t i o n a l . dat' ] , ' f i l e ' )==2
465 d e l e t e ( [ wop wd '\' caseFileName '\ f u n c t i o n a l . dat' ] ) ;
466 end
467 f i d = fopen ( [ wop wd '\' caseFileName '\ f u n c t i o n a l . dat' ] , 'w' , ' i e e e−l e
' ) ;
468 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (42 ,4 ) ) ; %42 [ 4 ] The magic number
469 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (1 , 4 ) ) ; f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (0 , 4 ) ) ; %1 0 [ 8 ] The
v e r s i on numbers
470 f w r i t e ( f i d , binTxt ( commentTxt , 1024 ) ) ; %( ASCII ) [ 1 0 2 4 ] A comment s t r i n g
471 %load func t i on sw i t che s ( s ee Pg . 7 0 , s e c t i o n 7 . 6 . 1 o f WOPWOP3 UM)
472 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (2 , 4 ) ) ; % 2 [ 4 ] This i s a f u n c t i o n a l data f i l e
473 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString ( Zones , 4 ) ) ; % [ 4 ] number o f zones ( s u r f a c e s )
474 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (1 , 4 ) ) ; % 1 [ 4 ] They are s t ruc tu r ed
475 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (1 , 4 ) ) ; % 1 [ 4 ] They are constant
476 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (1 , 4 ) ) ; % 1 [ 4 ] The normals and areas are node−
centered
477 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (1 , 4 ) ) ; % 1 [ 4 ] Data i s s u r f a c e p r e s su r e
478 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (1 , 4 ) ) ; % 1 [ 4 ] Reference frame i s s t a t i o n a r y
479 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (1 , 4 ) ) ; % 1 [ 4 ] Data i s s i n g l e−p r e c i s i o n
480 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (0 , 4 ) ) ; % 0 [ 4 ] Unused in t h i s v e r s i on
481 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (0 , 4 ) ) ; % 0 [ 4 ] Unused in t h i s v e r s i on
482 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString ( datZones , 4 ) ) ; % 2 [ 4 ] The number o f zones with
data
483 % 1 2 [ 8 ] A l i s t o f the zones with data
484 f o r zdx=1: datZones
485 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString ( zoneId ( zdx ) ,4 ) ) ;
486 end
487 %one s e t per zone
488 f o r zdx=1: datZones
489 f w r i t e ( f i d , binTxt ( zoneNames{zdx } , 32) ) ; % [ 3 2 ] The zone patch name
490 %f w r i t e ( f i d , CString (1 , 4 ) ) ; % [ 4 ] time in fo rmat ion
491 f w r i t e ( f i d , CString ( iMax ( zdx ) ,4 ) ) ; f w r i t e ( f i d , CString ( jMax( zdx ) ,4 )
) ; % [ 4 ] iMax , [ 4 ] jMax
492 end
493 %coord inate s , one s e t per zone :
494 % ( Zone 1 Pressure ) [ iMax1*jMax1 *4 ] The node data
495 % f o r each i n d i v i d u a l 4−byte coord inate , use : typecas t ( s i n g l e(##COORD
##), ' uint8 ')
496 f o r zdx=1: datZones
497 %wr i t e p r e s su r e va lue s at nodes
498 f o r jdx =1:jMax( zdx )
499 f o r idx =1:iMax ( zdx )
500 %wr i t e i t h coords per j th s tep








508 %c l o s e f i l e






515 f p r i n t f ( 'Running PSU−WOPWOP3.\n' ) ;
516 % ==================
517 % generate wai t ing d ia l ogue
518 busyFig = d i a l o g ;
519 s c r s z = get ( groot , 'ScreenS i z e ' ) ; %get s c r e en dimensions
520 s e t ( busyFig , ' p o s i t i o n ' , [ 1 0 0 , 1 0 0 , 1 2 0 , 1 2 0 ] ) ; % s e t i n t e r n a l s i z e
521 wdwsz = get ( busyFig , 'OuterPos i t ion ' ) ; %get outer dimensions to s e t
p o s i t i o n
522 s e t ( busyFig , 'OuterPos i t ion ' , [ ( s c r s z (3 )−wdwsz (3 ) ) /2 , ( s c r s z (4 )−wdwsz (4 ) )
/2 ,wdwsz (3 ) ,wdwsz (4 ) ] ) ;
523 % i n s e r t t ex t
524 u i c o n t r o l ( 'Parent' , busyFig , ...
525 'Sty l e ' , ' t ex t ' , ...
526 'Pos i t i on ' , [ 1 0 70 100 3 0 ] , ...
527 'St r ing ' , 'PSU−WOPWOP' ) ;
528
529 % get wait g i f and s e t l o c a t i o n
530 iconsClassName = 'com . mathworks . widgets . BusyAffordance$Af fo rdanceS i ze '
;
531 iconsSizeEnums = javaMethod ( 'va lue s ' , iconsClassName ) ;
532 SIZE 32x32 = iconsSizeEnums (2 ) ; % (1) = 16x16 , (2 ) = 32x32
533 jObj = com . mathworks . widgets . BusyAffordance ( SIZE 32x32 , 'Running . . . ' ) ;
% icon , l a b e l
534 % s e t parameters
535 jObj . setPaintsWhenStopped ( t rue ) ; % d e f a u l t = f a l s e
536 jObj . useWhiteDots ( f a l s e ) ; % d e f a u l t = f a l s e ( t rue i s good f o r
dark backgrounds )
537 javacomponent ( jObj . getComponent , [ 2 0 , 3 0 , 8 0 , 5 0 ] , busyFig ) ;
538 jObj . s t a r t ;
539 % Do work
540 % ==================
541 cmd = s p r i n t f ( 'cd %s && PSUWOPWOP. exe > resultWOPWOP . out' ,wop wd) ;
542 [ s tatus , r e s u l t ] = system (cmd) ;
543 i f ( s t a t u s ˜=0)
544 % Work i s done
545 jObj . stop ;
546 jObj . setBusyText ( 'Error ! ! ' ) ;
547 pause (1 )
548 % c l o s e d ia l ogue
549 c l o s e ( busyFig ) ;
550 d i sp ( r e s u l t ) ;
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551 e r r o r ( [ mfilename ' : system' ] , 'WOPWOP execut ion f a i l e d ! %s ' ,cmd) ;
552 end
553 % ==================
554 % Work i s done
555 jObj . stop ;
556 jObj . setBusyText ( 'Al l done ! ' ) ;
557 pause (1 )
558 % c l o s e d ia l ogue
559 c l o s e ( busyFig ) ;
560 % c l e a r unused vars
561 c l e a r jObj iconsClassName iconsSizeEnums SIZE 32x32 s c r s z busyFig
wdwsz
562 % ==================
563 f p r i n t f ( 'Done .\n' ) ;
564 %}
565 %% Import data from WOPWOP pre s su r e f i l e .
566 try
567 % I n i t i a l i z e v a r i a b l e s .
568 f i l ename = [ wop wd '\' caseFileName '\ r e s u l t s \ pre s su r e . t e c ' ] ;
569 d e l i m i t e r = ' , ' ;
570 %VariableNames e x t r a c t o r
571 nameDelimiter = {' , ' , '=' } ;
572 nameStartRow = 2 ;
573 nameEndRow = 2 ;
574 %DataExtractor
575 startRow = 4 ;
576
577 % Format f o r each l i n e o f t ex t :
578 %formatSpec = '%15 f %16 f %16 f %16 f %16 f %16 f %16 f%16 f %16 f %16 f %16 f %16 f %16
f %[ˆ\n\ r ] ' ;
579 formatSpec = '%15 f %16 f %16 f%16 f %[ˆ\n\ r ] ' ;
580 %nameFormatSpec = '%*q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%[ˆ\n\ r ] ' ;
581 nameFormatSpec = '%*q%q%q%q%[ˆ\n\ r ] ' ;
582
583 % Open the text f i l e .
584 f i l e I D = fopen ( f i l ename , ' r ' ) ;
585
586 % Read columns o f data accord ing to the format .
587 % This c a l l i s based on the s t r u c t u r e o f the f i l e used to generate
t h i s
588 % code . I f an e r r o r occurs f o r a d i f f e r e n t f i l e , t ry r e g en e r a t i n g
the code
589 % from the Import Tool .
590 %Names
591 text scan ( f i l e I D , '%[ˆ\n\ r ] ' , nameStartRow−1, 'WhiteSpace' , '' , '
ReturnOnError' , f a l s e ) ;
592 varNameArray = text scan ( f i l e I D , nameFormatSpec , nameEndRow−
nameStartRow+1, 'Del imi t e r ' , nameDelimiter , 'TextType' , ' s t r i n g
' , 'ReturnOnError' , f a l s e , 'EndOfLine' , '\ r \n' ) ;
593 origNameArray = varNameArray ;
594 %format names f o r appropr ia te t a b l e name
595 f o r i =1: s i z e ( varNameArray , 2 )
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596 %remove s i g n s that cannot be used in v a r i a b l e t a b l e names
597 remove s ign = {' . ' , ' [ ' , ' ] ' , '$' , ' ' , '/' , ' ( ' , ' ) ' , '%' , '<' , '>' } ;
598 f o r idx rem = 1 : l ength ( remove s ign )
599 varNameArray { : , i}=s t r r e p ( varNameArray { : , i } , remove s ign {
idx rem } , ' ' ) ;
600 varNameArray { : , i}=s t r r e p ( varNameArray { : , i } , '”' , '' ) ;
601 origNameArray { : , i}=s t r r e p ( origNameArray { : , i } , '”' , '' ) ;
602 end
603 %r e s t r u c t u r e array to load c o r r e c t l y to the t a b l e v a r i a b l e
name
604 varTestArray{ i}= s p r i n t f ( '%s ' , varNameArray { : , i }) ;
605 no i s e . pressureNames{ i}= s p r i n t f ( '%s ' , origNameArray { : , i }) ;
606 end
607 %Data
608 text scan ( f i l e I D , '%[ˆ\n\ r ] ' , startRow−1, 'WhiteSpace' , '' , '
ReturnOnError' , f a l s e , 'EndOfLine' , '\ r \n' ) ;
609 dataArray = text scan ( f i l e I D , formatSpec , 'Del imi t e r ' , '' , '
WhiteSpace' , '' , 'TextType' , ' s t r i n g ' , 'EmptyValue' , NaN, '
ReturnOnError' , f a l s e ) ;
610
611 % Close the text f i l e .
612 f c l o s e ( f i l e I D ) ;
613
614 % Create output v a r i a b l e
615 no i s e . p r e s su r e = t a b l e ( dataArray {1 : end−1} , 'VariableNames' , [
varTestArray ] ) ;%{'TITLEPSUWOP' , 'WOP' , 'VarName3' , 'VarName4' , '
VarName5' , 'VarName6' , 'VarName7' , 'VarName8' , 'VarName9' , '
VarName10' , 'VarName11' , 'VarName12' , 'VarName13'}) ;
616
617 % Clear temporary v a r i a b l e s
618 c l e a r v a r s f i l ename startRow formatSpec f i l e I D dataArray ans
d e l i m i t e r nameDelimiter nameStartRow nameEndRow nameFormatSpec
varNameArray varTestArray remove s ign idx rem i origNameArray ;
619 catch ME
620 msgbox ({ 'An e r r o r ocurred whi l e read ing the p r e s su r e f i l e s . ' ; ...
621 'Probably an e r r o r during execut ion . ' ; ...
622 'Opening resultWOPWOP . out to a id debugging '} , ...
623 'Error ' , ' e r r o r ' ) ;
624 open resultWOPWOP . out
625 rethrow (ME) ;
626 end
627 %% Import data from WOPWOP SPL f i l e .
628 %c l e a r
629 %c l c
630
631 % I n i t i a l i z e v a r i a b l e s .
632 f i l ename = [ wop wd '\' caseFileName '\ r e s u l t s \ sp l spect rum . tec ' ] ;
633 d e l i m i t e r = ' , ' ;
634 %VariableNames e x t r a c t o r
635 nameDelimiter = {' , ' , '=' } ;
636 nameStartRow = 2 ;
637 nameEndRow = 2 ;
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638 %DataExtractor
639 startRow = 4 ;
640
641 % Format f o r each l i n e o f t ex t :
642 formatSpec = '%15 f %16 f %16 f%16 f %16 f %16 f %16 f %[ˆ\n\ r ] ' ;
643 nameFormatSpec = '%*q%q%q%q%q%q%q%[ˆ\n\ r ] ' ;
644
645 % Open the text f i l e .
646 f i l e I D = fopen ( f i l ename , ' r ' ) ;
647
648 % Read columns o f data accord ing to the format .
649 % This c a l l i s based on the s t r u c t u r e o f the f i l e used to generate
t h i s
650 % code . I f an e r r o r occurs f o r a d i f f e r e n t f i l e , t ry r e g e n e r a t i n g the
code
651 % from the Import Tool .
652 %Names
653 text scan ( f i l e I D , '%[ˆ\n\ r ] ' , nameStartRow−1, 'WhiteSpace' , '' , '
ReturnOnError' , f a l s e ) ;
654 varNameArray = text scan ( f i l e I D , nameFormatSpec , nameEndRow−
nameStartRow+1, 'Del imi t e r ' , nameDelimiter , 'TextType' , ' s t r i n g ' , '
ReturnOnError' , f a l s e , 'EndOfLine' , '\ r \n' ) ;
655 origNameArray = varNameArray ;
656 %format names f o r appropr ia te t a b l e name
657 f o r i =1: s i z e ( varNameArray , 2 )
658 %remove s i g n s that cannot be used in v a r i a b l e t a b l e names
659 remove s ign = {' . ' , ' [ ' , ' ] ' , '$' , ' ' , '/' , ' ( ' , ' ) ' , '%' , '<' , '>' } ;
660 f o r idx rem = 1 : l ength ( remove s ign )
661 varNameArray { : , i}=s t r r e p ( varNameArray { : , i } , remove s ign { idx rem
} , ' ' ) ;
662 varNameArray { : , i}=s t r r e p ( varNameArray { : , i } , '”' , '' ) ;
663 origNameArray { : , i}=s t r r e p ( origNameArray { : , i } , '”' , '' ) ;
664 origNameArray { : , i}=s t r r e p ( origNameArray { : , i } , ' ' , ' ' ) ;
665 end
666 %r e s t r u c t u r e array to load c o r r e c t l y to the t a b l e v a r i a b l e name
667 varTestArray{ i}= s p r i n t f ( '%s ' , varNameArray { : , i }) ;
668 no i s e . splNames{ i}= s p r i n t f ( '%s ' , origNameArray { : , i }) ;
669 end
670 %Data
671 text scan ( f i l e I D , '%[ˆ\n\ r ] ' , startRow−1, 'WhiteSpace' , '' , '
ReturnOnError' , f a l s e , 'EndOfLine' , '\ r \n' ) ;
672 dataArray = text scan ( f i l e I D , formatSpec , 'Del imi t e r ' , '' , 'WhiteSpace'
, '' , 'TextType' , ' s t r i n g ' , 'EmptyValue' , NaN, 'ReturnOnError' ,
f a l s e ) ;
673
674 % Close the text f i l e .
675 f c l o s e ( f i l e I D ) ;
676
677 % Create output v a r i a b l e
678 no i s e . splSpectrum = t a b l e ( dataArray {1 : end−1} , 'VariableNames' , [
varTestArray ] ) ;%{'TITLEPSUWOP' , 'WOP' , 'VarName3' , 'VarName4' , '
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VarName5' , 'VarName6' , 'VarName7' , 'VarName8' , 'VarName9' , 'VarName10' , '
VarName11' , 'VarName12' , 'VarName13'}) ;
679
680 % Clear temporary v a r i a b l e s
681 c l e a r v a r s f i l ename startRow formatSpec f i l e I D dataArray ans d e l i m i t e r
nameDelimiter nameStartRow nameEndRow nameFormatSpec varNameArray
varTestArray remove s ign idx rem i origNameArray ;
682
683 %% Plot
684 i f vara rg in {1}
685 f i g u r e ;
686 c l f ;
687 g r id minor
688 t i t l e ( 'WOPWOP Pressure Output Post Proce s s ing ' ) ;
689 x l a b e l ( no i s e . pressureNames {1}) ;
690 y l a b e l ( '\Delta {}P {Acoust ic } (Pa) ' ) ;
691 hold on
692 f o r i =2:4%( s i z e ( pressureNames , 2 ) )
693 p l o t ( no i s e . p r e s su r e { : , 1} , n o i s e . p r e s su r e { : , i } , 'displayName' ,
n o i s e . pressureNames{ i }) ;
694 end
695 hold o f f
696 legend ( '−DynamicLegend' ) ;
697
698 datLength = s i z e ( no i s e . splNames , 2 ) −1;
699
700 f i g u r e ;
701 c l f ;
702 f o r i =2:4
703 semi logx ( no i s e . splSpectrum { : , 1} , n o i s e . splSpectrum { : , i } , '
displayName' , n o i s e . splNames{ i }) ;
704 hold on
705 end
706 hold o f f
707 %s e t ( gca , ' ysca l e ' , ' log ')
708 g r id on
709 t i t l e ( 'WOPWOP SPL Output Post Proce s s ing ' ) ;
710 x l a b e l ( no i s e . splNames {1}) ;
711 %xlim ( [ 0 5000 ] )
712 y l a b e l ( 'dB' ) ;
713 legend ( '−DynamicLegend' ) ;
714
715 f i g u r e ;
716 c l f ;
717 %hold on
718 f o r i =5:7
719 semi logx ( no i s e . splSpectrum { : , 1} , n o i s e . splSpectrum { : , i } , '
displayName' , n o i s e . splNames{ i }) ;
720 hold on
721 end
722 hold o f f
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723 %semi logx ( no i s e . splSpectrum { : , 1} , n o i s e . splSpectrum { : , 7} , '
displayName ' , no i s e . splNames {7}) ;
724 g r id on
725 t i t l e ( 'WOPWOP SPL Output Post Proce s s ing ' ) ;
726 x l a b e l ( no i s e . splNames {1}) ;
727 xlim ( [ 1 0 1000 ] )
728 y l a b e l ( 'dBA' ) ;
729 legend ( '−DynamicLegend' ) ;
730 %}
731 end
732 tEnd=toc (wopTime) ;
733 f p r i n t f ( 'WopWop runtime : %d min %d sec \n' , f l o o r ( tEnd /60) , c e i l ( rem(





1 func t i on varargout = readBinPatch ( f i l e L o c , vara rg in )
2 % readBinPath : This f u n c t i o n s reads the binary input patch f i l e used
by
3 % WOPWOP and decodes i t to r e g u l a r f l o a t i n g numbers to be used in
MATLAB.
4 % I t i s a l s o good to doublecheck that the Patch Writing s c r i p t s are
working
5 % c o r r e c t l y
6 %
7 % Inputs : f i l e L o c = F i l e Name ( and l o c a t i o n i f not in the same d i r
8 % [ raw out ] = True to output raw binary . Fa l se to output
decoded
9 % data . [ Optional . De fau l t s to FALSE]
10 % Outputs : Data = Decoded Data or Raw Data . See [ raw out ] input
11 % [ comTxt ] = Comment St r ing [ Optional ]
12 % [ c o n f i g ] = Config Numbers [ Optional ]
13 %
14 % Written by Xavier Santacruz
15 % R2018a − 2019/02/16
16
17 %check to see what the user wants to output
18 i f nargin<2 %i f no second parameter , s e t d e f a u l t
19 raw out = f a l s e ;
20 end
21 i f narg in==2
22 raw out = vararg in {1} ;
23 end
24
25 %get data from f i l e
26 rawData=memmapfile ( f i l e L o c ) . Data ;
27
28 %check i f f i l e type i s geometry or l oad ing
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29 i f rawData (1069)==1 %i f i t s a geoemtry f i l e , then grab the c o n f i g
30 d i sp ( ' Geometry Patch F i l e . ' ) ;
31 %c l e a r comment s t r i n g
32 c l e a r comTxt
33 %comment and pre s su r e un i t s
34 comTxt . comment=char ( rawData (45 : 1068 ) ') ;%Comment St r ing
35 comTxt . un i t s=char ( rawData ( 1 3 : 4 4 ) ') ;%Pressure Units
36 %i n i t i a l i z e c o n f i g array
37 c o n f i g=ze ro s (8 , 1 ) ;
38 % 1 : Type : Geoemtry (1 ) or Loading (2 )
39 % 2 : Number o f zones
40 % 3 : s t ruc tu r ed (1 ) or unstructured (2 )
41 % 4 : constant (1 ) , p e r i o d i c (2 ) , a p e r i o d i c (3 ) geometry
42 % 5 : node− (1 ) or face−centered (2 ) area normal v e c t o r s
43 % 6 : s i n g l e (1 ) or double (2 ) p r e c i s i o n
44 % 7 : i s b l a n k inc luded (1 ) or not (0 )
45 % 8 : ALWAYS 0
46 f o r idx =0:7
47 c o n f i g ( idx +1)=rawData (1069+(4* idx ) ) ;
48 end
49 c l e a r idx
50 %b i t 1100 up to here . Now the fun part
51 bitCount =1100;
52
53 i f c o n f i g (3 )==1 && c o n f i g (4 )==1 %i f s t ruc tu r ed and constant
54 d i sp ( ' Structured Constant Data Found' ) ;
55 d i sp ( ' Extract ing data . ' ) ;
56 f o r zdx=1: c o n f i g (2 ) %f o r the amount o f zones )
57 %get the zone name
58 zones {zdx } .Name = char ( rawData ( bitCount +1: bitCount +32) ') ;
59 %add the b i t count to the end o f the s t r i n g
60 bitCount=bitCount +32;
61 %get the zones iMax and jMax , ad ju s t i ng the b i t count as
we go
62 zones {zdx } . iMax = rawData ( bitCount+1) ;
63 bitCount=bitCount +4;
64 zones {zdx } . jMax = rawData ( bitCount+1) ;
65 bitCount=bitCount +4;
66 end
67 c l e a r zdx
68
69 %Get the coo rd ina t e s
70 f o r zdx=1: c o n f i g (2 ) %f o r each zone
71 f o r cdx=1:3 %f o r every coord inate a x i s X, Y, Z
72 f o r jdx =1: zones {zdx } . jMax %f o r every j
73 f o r idx =1: zones {zdx } . iMax %f o r every i
74 %get the node vec to r coord inate
75 zones {zdx } . Coords{cdx }( jdx , idx )=typecas t (






80 f o r cdx=4:6 %f o r every coord inate a x i s X, Y, Z
81 f o r jdx =1: zones {zdx } . jMax %f o r every j
82 f o r idx =1: zones {zdx } . iMax %f o r every i
83 %get the normal vec to r coord inate
84 zones {zdx } . Coords{cdx }( jdx , idx )=typecas t (






90 %done decoding constant s t ruc tu r ed data
91 e l s e
92 d i sp ( ' Non−s t ruc tu r ed or non−constant geometry detec ted . No
decoding scheme yet . ' ) ;
93 d i sp ( ' Returning the raw bin data' ) ;
94 raw out=true ;
95 end
96 e l s e i f rawData (1037)==2 %i f i t s a func t i on f i l e , then grab the c o n f i g
97 d i sp ( ' Loading Patch F i l e Detected . ' ) ;
98 %c l e a r comment s t r i n g
99 c l e a r comTxt
100 %add pre s su r e un i t s to comment and format i t n i c e l y
101 comTxt . comment=char ( rawData (13 : 1036 ) ') ;% Comment St r ing in ASCII
102 %i n i t i a l i z e c o n f i g array
103 c o n f i g=ze ro s (11 ,1 ) ;
104 % 1 : Type : Geoemtry (1 ) or Loading (2 )
105 % 2 : Number o f zones
106 % 3 : s t ruc tu r ed (1 ) or unstructured (2 )
107 % 4 : constant (1 ) , p e r i o d i c (2 ) , a p e r i o d i c (3 ) geometry
108 % 5 : node− (1 ) or face−centered (2 ) area normal v e c t o r s
109 % 6 : s u r f a c e p r e s su r e (1 ) , l oad ing vec to r (2 ) , or f low paramaters
(3 )
110 % 7 : s t a t i o n a r y (1 ) , r o t a t i n g (2 ) , patch (3 ) f i x e d frame
111 % 8 : s i n g l e (1 ) or double (2 ) p r e c i s i o n
112 % 9 : ALWAYS 0 ( Unused )
113 % 10 : ALWAYS 0 ( Unused )
114 % 11 : Number o f Zones with Data
115 f o r idx =0:10
116 c o n f i g ( idx +1)=rawData (1037+(4* idx ) ) ;
117 end
118 c l e a r idx
119 %b i t 1100 up to here . Now the fun part
120 bitCount =1080;
121
122 i f c o n f i g (3 )==1 && c o n f i g (4 )==1 %i f s t ruc tu r ed and constant
123 d i sp ( ' Structured Constant Data Found' ) ;
124 d i sp ( ' Extract ing data . ' ) ;
125 f o r zdx=1: c o n f i g (11) %f o r the amount o f zones )




129 f o r zdx=1: c o n f i g (11) %f o r the amount o f zones )
130 %get the zone name
131 zones {zdx } .Name = char ( rawData ( bitCount +1: bitCount +32) ') ;
132 %add the b i t count to the end o f the s t r i n g
133 bitCount=bitCount +32;
134 %get the zones iMax and jMax , ad ju s t i ng the b i t count as
we go
135 zones {zdx } . iMax = rawData ( bitCount+1) ;
136 bitCount=bitCount +4;
137 zones {zdx } . jMax = rawData ( bitCount+1) ;
138 bitCount=bitCount +4;
139 end
140 c l e a r zdx
141
142 i f c o n f i g (5 )==1 && c o n f i g (6 )==1 %i f data i s node cente red and
s u r f a c e p r e s su r e
143 %Get the p r e s su r e va lue s f o r each node
144 f o r zdx=1: c o n f i g (11) %f o r each zone
145 f o r jdx =1: zones {zdx } . jMax %f o r every j
146 f o r idx =1: zones {zdx } . iMax %f o r every i
147 %get the node vec to r coord ina te
148 zones {zdx } . p r e s su r e ( jdx , idx )=typecas t ( rawData (





153 e l s e i f c o n f i g (5 )==1 && c o n f i g (6 )==2 %i f data i s node cente red
and a vec to r
154 %Get the p r e s su r e vec to r cood inate s
155 f o r zdx=1: c o n f i g (11) %f o r each zone
156 f o r cdx=1:3 %f o r every coord inate a x i s X, Y, Z
157 f o r jdx =1: zones {zdx } . jMax %f o r every j
158 f o r idx =1: zones {zdx } . iMax %f o r every i
159 %get the node vec to r coord inate
160 zones {zdx } . pressVcoords {cdx }( jdx , idx )=
typecas t ( rawData ( bitCount +1: bitCount+4)








168 %done decoding constant s t ruc tu r ed data
169 e l s e
170 d i sp ( ' Non−s t ruc tu r ed or non−constant load ing detec ted . No
decoding scheme yet . ' ) ;
171 d i sp ( ' Returning the raw bin data' ) ;
172 raw out=true ;
146
173 end
174 e l s e
175 d i sp ( ' F i l e type not r ecogn i z ed . ' ) ;
176 d i sp ( ' No decoding a v a i l a b l e . ' ) ;
177 d i sp ( ' Returning the raw bin data' ) ;
178 raw out=true ;
179 c o n f i g = [ ] ;
180 comTxt = [ ] ;
181 end
182
183 %i f user wants raw data , g ive i t to him ( u n l e s s the re wasn' t a
decoding
184 %scheme s e t up f o r i t
185 i f raw out
186 varargout {1} = rawData ;%output raw data
187 e l s e
188 varargout {1} = zones ;%output decoded data
189 end
190 i f nargout>1 %i f more than one output , make second one the comment
s t r i n g
191 varargout {2} = comTxt ;
192 end
193 i f nargout>2 %i f more than two outputs , make the t h i rd the c o n f i g
numbers
194 varargout {3} = c o n f i g ;
195 end
196 d i sp ( ' Done . ' ) ;
197 end
C.9 blade plotting.m script
Full \scripts\tools\xfoil\blade plotting.m script
1 func t i on bladeDat = b l a d e p l o t t i n g ( a i r f o i l , blade , rotor , f l i g h t , c o e f f s ,
sw , vararg in )
2 % b l a d e p l o t t i n g : This func t i on performs a l l the c a l c u l a t i o n s to
convert
3 % BEMT outputs in to 3d c a r t e s i a n coo rd ina t e s and pre s sure s , p l o t s them
,
4 % and re tu rn s the c a l c u l a t e d va lue s in to s t r u c t u r e e lements . Designed
to
5 % work with the outputs o f ” run Prop .m” as the main c a l l e r func t i on .
Refer
6 % to i t f o r more in fo rmat ion on expected data to be loaded
7 % Inputs :
8 % −a i r f o i l s t r u c t u r e
9 % −blade s t r u c t u r e
10 % −r o t o r s t r u c t u r e
11 % − f l i g h t s t r u c t u r e
12 % −c o e f f i c i e n t s t r u c t u r e
13 % −switch s t r u c t u r e
14 % −[show CP(0) or P(1) ] De fau l t s to CP
147
15 % Outputs :
16 % −s t r u c t u r e with XYZ 3d Components , Pres sure and C P f o r each
s u r f a c e
17 % node
18 %
19 % Xavier Santacruz ( santacrx@gmail . com)
20 % ERAU EFRC Thes i s
21
22 i f isempty ( vararg in )
23 plotCP=0;
24 e l s e
25 plotCP=vararg in {1} ;
26 end
27
28 bladeDat = blade ;
29
30 n=blade . e l ;
31
32 s c r s z = get ( groot , 'ScreenS i z e ' ) ;
33 %% Plot Blade Shape
34 f i g u r e ( 'Name' , 'Blade Performance Window' ) ;
35 s e t ( gcf , ' p o s i t i o n ' , [ s c r s z (3 ) * . 1 s c r s z (3 ) * . 05 ...
36 s c r s z (3 ) * . 8 s c r s z (3 ) * . 4 ] ) ;
37 %Plot 3D blade
38 subplot ( 2 , 5 , [ 1 , 2 , 3 , 6 , 7 , 8 ] , ...
39 ' p o s i t i o n ' , [ . 0 5 . 05 . 5 . 9 ] ) ;
40 %put a i r f o i l x and y coo rd ina t e s i n to array f o r r o t a t i o n
41 %i n i t i a l i z e a r rays
42 X3d = ze ro s (n , l ength ( a i r f o i l . x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1)') ) ;
43 Y3d = ze ro s (n , l ength ( a i r f o i l . x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1)') ) ;
44 Z3d = ze ro s (n , l ength ( a i r f o i l . x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1)') ) ;
45 %convert un i t s to metr ic f o r p r e s su r e d i s t r i b u t i o n
46 a = f l i g h t . a . * . 3 0 4 8 ;%[ f t / s to m/ s ]
47 rho = f l i g h t . rho ./0 .06242796057614516 ;%[ lb / f t ˆ3 to kg/mˆ3 ]
48
49 f o r i=n:−1:1
50 %get Angle o f blade Element
51 theta=−blade . beta ( i ) ;
52 %s c a l e c en te r to l o c a l element chord
53 cente r = repmat ( [ b lade . tw cente r *blade . c ( i ) ; 0 ] , 1 , l ength ( a i r f o i l
. x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1)') ) ;
54 %r e s e t unsca led a i r f o i l choord inate s
55 v=[ a i r f o i l . x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1) ' ; a i r f o i l . y ( a i r f o i l . x<=1) ' ] ;
56 %s c a l e them to cur rent element chord
57 v ( 1 , : ) = blade . c ( i ) .* v ( 1 , : ) ;%s c a l e to element chord
58 v ( 2 , : ) = blade . c ( i ) .* v ( 2 , : ) ;%s c a l e to element chord
59 %get t h i c k n e s s c o r r e c t i o n f a c t o r ( i f one i s d e s i r e d )
60 i f i s f i e l d ( sw , ' tc ' )
61 s c a l e=abs ( blade . tc ( blade . r ( i ) ) / blade . tmax) ;
62 i f s ca l e >1




66 %prepare the r o t a t i o n matrix
67 R = [ cosd ( theta ) −s ind ( theta ) ; s ind ( theta ) cosd ( theta ) ] ;
68 %get ro ta ted coo rd ina t e s
69 vo = R*(v − cente r ) + cente r ;
70 %get new coo rd ina t e s
71 x ro ta t ed = vo ( 1 , : ) ;
72 y ro ta t ed = vo ( 2 , : ) ;
73 %s i z e coo rd ina t e s based on geometry o f blade
74 X3d( i , : ) = −blade .LE( blade . r ( i ) )+x ro ta t ed ;%chord d i r e c t i o n
75 Y3d( i , : ) = blade . x ( i ) .* ones ( s i z e ( a i r f o i l . x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1)') ) ;%span
76 Z3d ( i , : ) = y ro ta t ed ;%t h i c k n e s s
77 end
78 % Get Pressure D i s t r i b u t i o n o f blade f o r co lorscheme
79 i f sw . aero==1
80 %i n i t i a l i z e a r rays
81 % Get Pressure D i s t r i b u t i o n o f blade f o r co lorscheme
82 %i n i t i a l i z e a r rays
83 CPz = ze ro s (n , l ength ( a i r f o i l . x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1)') ) ;
84 Pz = ze ro s (n , l ength ( a i r f o i l . x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1)') ) ;
85 %f i n d s epa ra t i on po int between upper and lower s u r f a c e o f a i r f o i l
86 %coords
87 upxI=f i n d ( a i r f o i l . x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1)==min ( a i r f o i l . x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1)) ) ;
88 f o r i=n:−1:1
89 %f i n d the s e r p a r a t i o n po int betwen upper and lower s u r f a c e o f
CP
90 %coords
91 upxcpI=f i n d ( a i r f o i l . xcp{ i}==min ( a i r f o i l . xcp{ i }) , 1 ) ;
92 %get the x and z coo rd ina t e s o f the CP so i t cor responds to
the
93 %p lo t t ed a i r f o i l c oo rd ina t e s . Must s epara te in to upper and
lower
94 %because i n t e r p can ' t have i d e n t i c a l x' s
95 i f l ength ( a i r f o i l . xcp{ i } ( 1 : upxcpI ) )==length ( a i r f o i l . x ( 1 : upxI ) )
96 v=[ a i r f o i l . x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1) ' ; ...
97 [ ...%Upper Sur face i n t e r p o l a t i o n
98 a i r f o i l . cp{ i } ( 1 : upxcpI ) ' ,...
99 ... %Lower Sur face i n t e r p o l a t i o n
100 a i r f o i l . cp{ i }( upxcpI +1:end ) ' ,...
101 ] ...
102 ] ;
103 e l s e
104 v=[ a i r f o i l . x ( a i r f o i l . x<=1) ' ; ...
105 [ ...%Upper Sur face i n t e r p o l a t i o n
106 in t e rp1 ( a i r f o i l . xcp{ i } ( 1 : upxcpI ) ' ,...
107 a i r f o i l . cp{ i } ( 1 : upxcpI ) ' ,...
108 a i r f o i l . x ( 1 : upxI ) ' ,'pchip ' ) , ...
109 ... %Lower Sur face i n t e r p o l a t i o n
110 in t e rp1 ( a i r f o i l . xcp{ i }( upxcpI +1:end ) ' ,...
111 a i r f o i l . cp{ i }( upxcpI +1:end ) ' ,...






116 %f i l l the r e s u l t i n g array with CP va lue s cor respond ing to the
117 %p lo t t ed a i r f o i l c oo rd ina t e s . Get Delta P in Pa from
V resu l tant
118 CPz( i , : )= v ( 2 , : ) ;
119 Pz( i , : ) = 0* f l i g h t .P + (CPz( i , : ) .* ...
120 ( ( blade . Mach( i ) .* a ) . ˆ 2 ) .* ... %./ cosd ( blade .AoA( i ) ) ) . * . . .
121 rho . * . 5 ) ;
122 end
123 hold on
124 i f plotCP==1
125 h=s u r f (X3d , Y3d , Z3d , Pz) ;
126 c=co l o rba r ( ' ea s t ' , 'TickDi rec t i on ' , 'out' ) ;
127 c . Label . S t r ing='\Delta Pressure (Pa) ' ;
128 c . Label . FontSize =12;
129 f i l l 3 (X3d ( 1 , : ) ,Y3d ( 1 , : ) , Z3d ( 1 , : ) ,Pz ( 1 , : ) , ...
130 ' edgeco l o r ' , [ 128/255 128/255 128/255 ] ) ;%'none ') ;
131 f i l l 3 (X3d( end , : ) ,Y3d( end , : ) , Z3d ( end , : ) ,Pz ( end , : ) , ...
132 ' edgeco l o r ' , [ 128/255 128/255 128/255 ] ) ;%, 'none ') ;
133 e l s e
134 h=s u r f (X3d , Y3d , Z3d , CPz) ;
135 c=co l o rba r ( ' ea s t ' , 'TickDi rec t i on ' , 'out' ) ;
136 c . Label . S t r ing='Pressure C o e f f i c i e n t ' ;
137 c . Label . FontSize =12;
138 f i l l 3 (X3d ( 1 , : ) ,Y3d ( 1 , : ) , Z3d ( 1 , : ) ,CPz ( 1 , : ) , ...
139 ' edgeco l o r ' , [ 128/255 128/255 128/255 ] ) ;%'none ') ;
140 f i l l 3 (X3d( end , : ) ,Y3d( end , : ) , Z3d ( end , : ) ,CPz( end , : ) , ...
141 ' edgeco l o r ' , [ 128/255 128/255 128/255 ] ) ;%, 'none ') ;
142 c a x i s ([−5 2 . 5 ] ) ;
143 end
144 p lo t3 (X3d ( : , max(X3d ( 1 , : )<=1)) ,Y3d ( : , max(X3d ( 1 , : )<=1)) , Z3d ( : , max(
X3d ( 1 , : )<=1)) , ...
145 'Color ' , [ 128/255 128/255 128/255 ] ) ;%, 'none ') ;
146 p lo t3 ( blade .R.* cos ( l i n s p a c e (0 ,2* pi ) ) , b lade .R.* s i n ( l i n s p a c e (0 ,2* pi )
) , z e r o s ( s i z e ( l i n s p a c e (0 ,2* pi ) ) ) , ...
147 ' : k' , 'H a n d l e V i s i b i l i t y ' , ' o f f ' )
148 s e t (h , ' edgeco l o r ' , 'none' ) ;
149 colormap ( ' j e t ' ) ;%'gray ') ;%'winter ') ;
150 t i t l e ( 'Blade Pressure D i s t r i b u t i o n ' ) ;
151
152 bladeDat . CPz=CPz ;
153 bladeDat . Pz=Pz ;
154 e l s e
155 hold on
156 h=s u r f (X3d , Y3d , Z3d ) ;
157 f i l l 3 (X3d ( 1 , : ) ,Y3d ( 1 , : ) , Z3d ( 1 , : ) , 'k' , ...
158 ' edgeco l o r ' , [ 128/255 128/255 128/255 ] ) ;%'none ') ;
159 f i l l 3 (X3d( end , : ) ,Y3d( end , : ) , Z3d ( end , : ) , 'k' , ...
160 ' edgeco l o r ' , [ 128/255 128/255 128/255 ] ) ;%, 'none ') ;
150
161 p lo t3 (X3d ( : , max(X3d ( 1 , : )<=1)) ,Y3d ( : , max(X3d ( 1 , : )<=1)) , Z3d ( : , max(
X3d ( 1 , : )<=1)) , ...
162 'Color ' , [ 128/255 128/255 128/255 ] ) ;%, 'none ') ;
163 p lo t3 ( blade .R.* cos ( l i n s p a c e (0 ,2* pi ) ) , b lade .R.* s i n ( l i n s p a c e (0 ,2* pi )
) , z e r o s ( s i z e ( l i n s p a c e (0 ,2* pi ) ) ) , ...
164 ' : k' , 'H a n d l e V i s i b i l i t y ' , ' o f f ' )
165 s e t (h , ' edgeco l o r ' , 'none' ) ;
166 colormap ( 'gray ' ) ;%'winter ') ;




171 rotate3d on ;
172 hold o f f ;
173 g r id on ;
174 view ( [ 2 2 5 , 6 0 ] ) ;%135 , 45 ] ) ;
175 xlim ([−( blade .R/2) ( blade .R/2) ] ) ;
176 ylim ( [ 0 blade .R] ) ;
177 z l im ([−( blade .R/2) ( blade .R/2) ] ) ;
178 x l a b e l ( 'Chord ( f t ) ' ) ;
179 y l a b e l ( 'Span ( f t ) ' ) ;
180 z l a b e l ( 'Thickness ( f t ) ' ) ;
181
182
183 %% Plot th rus t and power load ing along blade
184 % Thrust
185 subplot ( 2 , 5 , 9 ) ;
186 p l o t ( blade . r ( 1 : n) , c o e f f s .dCT, 'Linewidth ' , 1 ) ;
187 t i t l e ( 'Element C T D i s t r i b u t i o n ' ) ;
188 x l a b e l ( 'Radial Po s i t i on ' ) ;
189 y l a b e l ( 'C T' ) ;
190 g r id minor ;
191 xlim ( [ 0 1 ] ) ;%blade .R] ) ;
192
193 % Power
194 subplot (2 , 5 , 10 ) ;
195 p l o t ( blade . r ( 1 : n) , c o e f f s .dCP, 'Linewidth ' , 1 ) ;
196 t i t l e ( 'Element C P D i s t r i b u t i o n ' ) ;
197 x l a b e l ( 'Radial Po s i t i on ' ) ;
198 y l a b e l ( 'C P' ) ;
199 g r id minor ;
200 xlim ( [ 0 1 ] ) ;%blade .R] ) ;
201
202 %% Plot Angle o f Attack along Blade
203 subplot ( 2 , 5 , 4 ) ;
204 p l o t ( blade . r ( 1 : n) , b lade .AoA, 'Linewidth ' , 1 ) ;
205 t i t l e ( 'Element Angle o f Attack' ) ;
206 x l a b e l ( 'Radial Po s i t i on ' ) ;
207 y l a b e l ( '\ alpha ( deg ) ' ) ;
208 g r id minor ;
209 xlim ( [ 0 1 ] ) ;%blade .R] ) ;
210
151
211 %% Plot i n f l ow
212 subplot ( 2 , 5 , 5 )% , . . .
213 p l o t ( blade . r ( 1 : n) , b lade . lambda , 'Linewidth ' , 1 ) ;
214 t i t l e ( 'Local Induced Ve loc i ty ' ) ;
215 x l a b e l ( 'Radial Po s i t i on ' ) ;
216 y l a b e l ( '\ lambda i ' ) ;
217 g r id minor ;
218 xlim ( [ 0 1 ] ) ;%blade .R] ) ;
219
220 %% Plot e n t i r e r o t o r
221 angl = 360/ ro to r .Nb ; % Angle Between Blades
222 f i g u r e ( 'Name' , 'Rotor 3D Render' ) ;
223 s e t ( gcf , ' p o s i t i o n ' , [ s c r s z (3 ) * . 25 s c r s z (3 ) * . 05 ...
224 s c r s z (3 ) * . 5 s c r s z (3 ) * . 4 5 ] ) ;
225 hold on
226 f o r k = 1 : r o to r .Nb
227 f o r j =1:n
228 v=[X3d( j , : ) ; Y3d( j , : ) ; Z3d ( j , : ) ] ;
229 R = [ cosd ( angl *(k−1) ) −s ind ( angl *(k−1) ) 0 ; s ind ( angl *(k−1) )
cosd ( angl *(k−1) ) 0 ;0 0 1 ] ;
230 vo=R*v ;
231 X3dFull ( j , : )=vo ( 1 , : ) ;
232 Y3dFull ( j , : )=vo ( 2 , : ) ;
233 Z3dFull ( j , : )=vo ( 3 , : ) ;
234 end
235 %
236 f i l l 3 ( X3dFull ( 1 , : ) , Y3dFull ( 1 , : ) , Z3dFull ( 1 , : ) , 'k' , ...
237 ' edgeco l o r ' , [ 128/255 128/255 128/255 ] ) ;%'none ') ;
238 f i l l 3 ( X3dFull ( end , : ) , Y3dFull ( end , : ) , Z3dFull ( end , : ) , 'k' , ...
239 ' edgeco l o r ' , [ 128/255 128/255 128/255 ] ) ;%, 'none ') ;
240 p lo t3 ( X3dFull ( : , max(X3d ( 1 , : )<=1)) , Y3dFull ( : , max(X3d ( 1 , : )<=1)) ,
Z3dFull ( : , max(X3d ( 1 , : )<=1)) , ...
241 'Color ' , [ 128/255 128/255 128/255 ] ) ;%, 'none ') ;
242 %}
243 p lo t3 ( blade .R.* cos ( l i n s p a c e (0 ,2* pi ) ) , b lade .R.* s i n ( l i n s p a c e (0 ,2* pi )
) , z e r o s ( s i z e ( l i n s p a c e (0 ,2* pi ) ) ) , ...
244 ' : k' , 'H a n d l e V i s i b i l i t y ' , ' o f f ' )
245 h=s u r f l ( X3dFull , Y3dFull , Z3dFull ) ;%, ' edgeco lor ' , 'none ') ;
246 s e t (h , ' edgeco l o r ' , 'none' ) ;
247 colormap ( 'gray ' ) ;%'winter ') ;
248 end
249 hold o f f
250 g r id on ;
251 rotate3d on ;
252 view ( [ 4 5 , 6 0 ] ) ;
253 xlim ([− blade .R blade .R] ) ;
254 ylim ([− blade .R blade .R] ) ;
255 z l im ([− blade .R blade .R] ) ;
256 t i t l e ( 'Rotor 3D Render' ) ;
257 x l a b e l ( ' ( f t ) ' ) ;
258 y l a b e l ( ' ( f t ) ' ) ;
259 z l a b e l ( ' ( f t ) ' ) ;
152
260
261 %% Present Resu l t s in Command Window
262 f p r i n t f ( '\ nVehic le Performance ( x%d Rotors ) \n' , r o t o r . Nr) ;
263 f p r i n t f ( '\ t Thrust : \ t \ t %.1 f lb \n' , r o t o r . Thrust* r o t o r . Nr /32 .2 ) ;
264 f p r i n t f ( '\ t Power : \ t \ t %.1 f hp\n' , r o t o r . Power* r o t o r . Nr /(550*32 .2 ) ) ;
265 f p r i n t f ( '\nRotor Performance\n' ) ;
266 f p r i n t f ( '\ t Thrust : \ t \ t %.1 f lb \n' , r o t o r . Thrust /32 . 2 ) ;
267 f p r i n t f ( '\ t Power : \ t \ t %.1 f hp\n' , r o t o r . Power /(550*32 .2 ) ) ;
268 f p r i n t f ( '\ t Torque : \ t \ t %.1 f lb−f t \n' , r o t o r . Power*5252/( r o to r . rpm) ) ;
269 f p r i n t f ( '\ t RPM: \ t \ t \ t %.1 f RPM\n' , r o t o r . rpm) ;
270 f p r i n t f ( '\ t Power Loading :\ t %.1 f lb /hp\n' , r o t o r . Thrust /( r o to r . Power
/550) ) ;
271 f p r i n t f ( '\ t S o l i d i t y : \ t \ t %.4 f \n' , r o t o r . sigma ) ;
272 f p r i n t f ( '\ t J : \ t \ t \ t %.3 f \n' , r o t o r . J ) ;
273 f p r i n t f ( '\ t eta : \ t \ t \ t %.3 f \n' , r o t o r . eta ) ;
274 f p r i n t f ( '\ t Ct : \ t \ t \ t %.3e\n' , r o t o r .CT) ;
275 f p r i n t f ( '\ t Cp : \ t \ t \ t %.3e\n' , r o t o r .CP) ;
276
277 %% Output data
278 bladeDat . X3d=X3d ;
279 bladeDat . Y3d=Y3d ;
280 bladeDat . Z3d=Z3d ;
281 i f sw . aero ==1
282 bladeDat . Pz=Pz ;
283 end
284 end
